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This is beautiful like Greece is, and I found myself inspired one day by Fukuda Chiyo-ni’s haiku, and wrote
one as a companion to one she had written. Fukuda Chiyo-ni was born in Matto, Kaga Province (now Hakusan,
Ishikawa Prefecture), the daughter of a picture framer. She later became a Buddhist nun.
Morning glory!
The well bucket—entangled,
I ask for water
Fukuda Chiyo-ni
(1703-1775)

*
Evening withdraws;
Starlight bathes the dim pasture:
I close my eyes.
Horace Bradley
(1943-

)

104.94 The Fox And The Wolf Go A-Fishing: A Folktale\fn{told to her mother by Aspasia Lalaouni’s Grandmother (18271932)} Konistrae, Euboea, Greece (F) -1
Once upon a time there was a wolf and a fox. The wolf said to the fox,
“Good friend, are you of a mind to go with me today and steal a lamb which we can share between us?”
“I am,” said the fox.
So they went to the sheep pen and stole a lamb. Then the fox said,
“What good is one lamb to us? Let’s go fishing and eat our catch.”
“Very well, then,” said the wolf, “but what shall we do for a rod and line?”
“Here’s what we shall do,” said the fox. “You are the strong one, so you take that big pot for a float while I
take this big pumpkin; when we’ve done fishing, we’ll go out and eat. As for the lamb, we’ll hide it among the
rushes. What do you say?”
“Very well,” said the wolf.
So they hid the lamb. The fox tied the pot around the wolf’s neck, and the dry pumpkin to his own waist, and
together they went down to the sea. They went in and began to fish. Soon the wolf cried,
“I’ve caught a fish, shall I keep it?”
“No,” answered the fox, “it’s too small. What could we do with it? The bigger fish are farther in.”
The wolf kept crying out that he had caught a fish, and the fox kept answering “No,” until the pot filled with
water, and the wolf went under and was drowned.
Then the fox came out of the water and went back to the place where they had hidden the lamb.
He took it to his lair and ate it all by himself.
151.77 My Mother’s Sin\fn{by George Vizyinos (1849-1896)} “a village of Thrace,” Greece (M) 10
We had no other sister except for Annio. She was the spoiled darling of our small family and we all loved her.
But of all of us our mother loved her the most. At the table she always sat Annio by her side and gave her the best
of whatever we had.
And whereas she dressed the rest of us in clothes that had belonged to our late father, she usually bought new
ones for Annio.
She didn’t pressure her even in her studies. If Annio wished, she attended school; if not, she stayed at home.
Something that we would not have been allowed to do under any circumstances.
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Such exceptions were bound, naturally, to give rise to destructive jealousies among children, especially among
tiny tots such as my two other brothers and I were at the time they occurred.
But we knew that inwardly our mother’s affection was impartial and equally divided among all her offspring.
We were certain that these exceptions were nothing more than exterior manifestations of some deeper allegiance
to the only girl in our household. And not only did we put up with the attentions shown her without a complaint,
but we also contributed to increasing them as much as we could.
For Annio, besides being our only sister, had unfortunately always been sickly and frail. Even the youngest
member of the household, who, having been orphaned in the womb, was entitled more than anyone else to reap
the fruit of maternal caresses, relinquished his rights to his sister, and the more willingly because Annio became
neither domineering nor haughty for all that.
On the contrary, she was very sweet to us and loved us all dearly. And—strangely enough—the girl’s tenderness toward us, instead of diminishing as her illness progressed, increased.
I remember her big, black eyes and her arched, closely spaced eyebrows, which appeared all the blacker as her
face grew paler—a face by nature dreamy and melancholic over which a sweet joy spread only when she saw us
all gathered around her.
She usually kept the fruit that the women from the neighborhood brought her as a “tonic” under her pillow, and
divided it among us when we returned from school. But she always did this secretly because it angered our
mother, who disapproved of our devouring what she desired her sick daughter to at least have tasted.
Nevertheless, Annio’s sickness grew steadily worse and our mother’s attentions became more and more
concentrated on her.
My mother had not left the house ever since our father died. For, having been widowed very young, she was
ashamed to take advantage of the liberty that, even in Turkey, is accorded to every mother having many children.
But from the day Annio became confined to her bed, she cast modesty aside.
Someone once had a similar sickness—she would run to ask him how he had regained his health. Somewhere
an old lady harbored herbs with miraculous medicinal powers—she would hasten to buy them. Some bizarrelooking stranger had arrived from somewhere, or one who was renowned for his knowledge—she would not
hesitate to solicit his help. The “learned,” according to popular belief, are all-knowing. And mysterious beings in
possession of many supernatural powers are sometimes concealed beneath the appearance of a poor traveler.
The fat neighborhood barber visited us at his own invitation and as if it were his right. He was the only official
doctor in our region. The moment I saw him, I had to run to the grocer’s because he never approached the sick girl
without first gulping down at least fifty drams of raki.
“I’m an old man, my good woman,” he would say to our impatient mother, “I’m an old man and if I don’t ‘wet
my whistle,’ my eyes can’t see well.”
And it seems he wasn’t lying. Because the more he drank, the easier it was for him to discern the fattest hen in
our yard in order to take it with him when he left.
Even though my mother had stopped using his medicines for some time now, she still continued to pay him
regularly and uncomplainingly. First so as not to displease him and second because he often comforted her by
maintaining that the progress of Annio’s illness was satisfactory and exactly what science had the right to expect
from his prescriptions. The latter, unfortunately, was all too true. Annio’s condition advanced slowly and
imperceptibly, but always toward the worse. And this prolongation of the unseen illness transformed my mother
into another person.
*
For any unknown disease among the population to be considered a natural disorder, it must either yield to the
rudimentary medical knowledge of the region or lead to death within a short time. As soon as it persists and
becomes chronic, it is ascribed to supernatural causes and is characterized as “the work of the Devil.” The sick
person sat on a cursed spot; he crossed the river at night at the very moment when the Nereides were celebrating
their secret and licentious rites; or he stepped over a black cat which was really the Devil in disguise.
My mother, who was more devout than superstitious, at first viewed such diagnoses with horror and she
refused to execute the spells suggested for fear of committing a sin. Anyhow the priest had already read the
exorcisms of evil over the sick girl, for any eventuality. But she presently changed her mind.
As the sick girl’s condition deteriorated, maternal love triumphed over the fear of sin, and religion was
compelled to cohabit with superstition. Next to the cross on Annio’s chest, she hung a charm inscribed with
mysterious Arabic words. Holy water was followed by sorcery, and after the priest’s prayer-books came the
witches’ spells.
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But all was in vain. The child continued to grow worse, and our mother became increasingly unrecognizable.
You might have thought that she had forgotten she had other children as well. As to who fed us boys, who bathed
us, and who mended our clothes, she did not even care to know. An old lady from the neighboring village of
Sofidi, who had already been living under our roof for many years, looked after us as much as her Methuselahlike age would permit.
There were times when we didn’t see our mother for days on end. Sometimes she went to some miraculous site
where she would tie a strip from Annio’s dress in the hope that the evil would also be tied up far from the sick
girl. Other times she went to churches in neighboring villages that happened to be celebrating a saint’s day,
carrying with her a yellow candle molded with her own hands and exactly as tall as the sick girl. But none of these
things were of any use. Our poor sister’s illness was incurable.
When all means had been exhausted and all remedies had been tried, we then reached the last refuge in such
circumstances.
My mother lifted the wasted girl in her arms and carried her to the church, while my older brother and I loaded
ourselves with the bedding and followed behind. And there, on the damp, cold flagstones, before the icon of the
Virgin Mary, we made up the bed and laid upon it the sweetest object of our concerns, our one and only sister.
*
Everybody said that she was possessed by the Devil. My mother no longer had any doubts about this and even
the sick girl began to sense it. She was, therefore, to remain for forty days and nights in the church before the
Holy Altar, in the presence of the mother of our Savior, entrusted entirely to their mercy and compassion, so that
she might be saved from the satanic affection lurking within her and gnawing so mercilessly at the tender tree of
her life.
Forty days and nights; because the terrible perseverance of the demons can resist only so long in the invisible
battle between them and divine grace. At the end of this period, the evil is defeated and retreats in disgrace. There
is no lack of tales according to which the afflicted feel in their organism the awful writhing of the final battle and
see their enemy fleeing in a strange shape, especially at the moment when the priests pass by carrying the holy
vessels and chanting the “With Fear.”
Fortunate are they, if at that time they have strength enough to endure the shocks of the struggle. The weak are
crushed by the magnitude of the miracle taking place within them. But they have no regrets about this. For if they
lose their life at least they gain something far more valuable.
They save their soul.
Despite all this, the likelihood of some such occurrence deeply disturbed our mother who, as soon as we set
Annio down, began to ask her with great concern how she felt. The sanctity of the place, the sight of the icons,
and the fragrance of the incense had, it seems, a beneficial effect on her melancholic spirit, for after the first few
moments she livened up and began to banter with us.
“Which one of the two do you want to play with?” my mother asked her tenderly. “Christaki or Georgi?”
The sick girl cast a sidelong but expressive glance at her interlocutor and, as though chastising her for her
indifference toward us, answered slowly and thoughtfully,
“Which of the two do I want? I don’t want either without the other. I want all the brothers I have—all.”
My mother was touched to the quick by shame and fell silent. A little while later she also brought our youngest
brother to the church, but only for that first day. In the evening she sent the other two away and kept only me by
her side.
*
I still remember what an impression that first night I passed in the church made on my childish imagination.
The faint light of the lamps in front of the iconostasis, barely enough to illuminate it and the steps in front of it,
rendered the darkness around us still more awesome and frightening than if we had been completely in the dark.
Whenever the flame of a candle flickered, it seemed to me that the Saint on the icon of the opposite wall had
begun to come to life and was stirring, straining to wrench himself from the wood and descend to the floor, in his
broad, red robes, with the halo around his head and with his watchful eyes on his pale and impassive face.
Or again when the cold wind howled through the tall windows, noisily rattling their small panes, I thought that
the dead buried around the church were climbing up the walls and trying to come inside. And, trembling with
terror, I sometimes saw opposite me a skeleton stretching forth his fleshless hands to warm them over the brazier
that burned in front of us.
And yet I did not dare to show even the slightest apprehension because I loved my sister and considered it a
great honor to be constantly near her and near my mother, who undoubtedly would have sent me back home the
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moment she suspected I was afraid. So during the following nights as well I suffered those horrors with forced
stoicism and eagerly carried out my duties, trying to make myself as agreeable as possible.
On weekdays I lighted the fire, fetched water, and swept the church. On feast-days and Sundays during matins,
I led my sister by the hand and helped her stand under the Gospel that the priest was reading at the Beautiful Gate.
During the service I spread the woolen blanket on which the sick girl fell face down, so that the priest carrying the
sacraments might pass over her. At the conclusion of the service, I brought her pillow to the front of the left door
of the Inner Shrine so that she might kneel on it until the priest laid his stole on her and made the sign of the cross
over her face with the Spear, muttering,
“By thy crucifixion, Oh Christ, tyranny has been destroyed, the power of the Enemy has been crushed, etc.”
And throughout all this my poor sister followed me with her pale and melancholic countenance, with her slow
and uncertain steps, attracting the compassion of the churchgoers and invoking their prayers for her recovery—a
recovery that, unfortunately, was slow in coming.
On the contrary, the dampness, the unaccustomed cold and, yes, the horror of those nights in the church were
not long in having a harmful effect on the sick girl, whose condition now began to inspire the worst fears. My
mother realized this and began, even in the church, to show a grievous indifference to everything that was not
related to the sick. girl. She no longer opened her mouth to anyone except Annio and the Saints to whom she
prayed. One day I approached her unnoticed while she was weeping on her knees before the icon of our Savior.
“Take whichever one you want,” she was saying, “only let me keep the girl. I can see that it is sure to happen.
You have remembered my sin and are determined to take the child in order to punish me. I thank you, Lord!”
After several moments of deep silence during which her tears could be heard dropping on the flagstones, she
sighed from the depths of her heart, hesitated a little, then added:
“I have brought two of my children to your feet … let me keep the girl!”
*
As I heard these words, a shiver as cold as ice raced through my nerves and my ears started to buzz. I could not
listen to any more. When at that moment my mother, overcome by dreadful agony, fell helpless on the marble
floor, instead of running to her aid, I took advantage of the opportunity to flee from the church, running frantically
and screaming at the top of my lungs, as if Death itself were threatening to seize me.
My teeth chattered from fright and I ran and kept on running. Without realizing it, I suddenly found myself at a
great distance from the church. I then stopped to catch my breath and dared to turn and look behind me. No one
was chasing me.
I began, therefore, to come to my senses little by little and to reflect. I recollected all my gestures of tenderness
and of endearment toward my mother. I tried to recall whether I had ever offended her, whether I had ever
wronged her, but could not. On the contrary, I found that ever since that sister of ours had been born, not only had
I not been loved as I would have wished, but instead had been pushed aside more and more. Then I recalled, and it
seemed to me that I understood why, my father had made a practice of calling me his “wronged one.” I was
assailed by a feeling of injustice and started to cry.
“Oh,” I said, “my mother doesn’t love me and doesn’t want me! Never again will I set foot in the church!
Never!”
And I headed home, dejected and desperate.
My mother was not long in following me with the sick girl. For the priest, roused by my cries, had entered the
church and when he saw the sick girl, had advised my mother to remove her.
“God is great, daughter,” he said to her “and his grace extends over the whole world. If he is to heal your child,
he will heal her just as well in your home.”
Unhappy the mother who heard him! For these are the standard words with which priests usually turn away
those about to die, so that they may not give up the ghost in church and desecrate the sanctity of the place.
When I saw my mother again, she was more disheartened than ever! But toward me especially she behaved
very sweetly and gently. She took me in her arms, fondled me and kissed me tenderly again and again. You might
have thought she was trying to appease me.
That night, however, I could neither eat nor sleep. I lay in bed with closed eyes, but strained my ears
attentively at the slightest movement by my mother who, as usual, was keeping watch by the sick girl’s bedside.
*
It must have been about midnight when she began moving about in the room. I thought she was making the
bed to go to sleep, but I was mistaken. For a little while later she sat down and in a low voice started to chant. a
dirge.
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It was our father’s dirge. She used to chant it very frequently before Annio fell ill, but this was the first time I
had heard it since then. The dirge had been composed for my father’s death, at her orders, by a sunburnt, ragged
Gypsy, well-known in our area for his skill in composing extemporaneous verses. I can still see his black, greasy
hair, his small, blazing eyes, and his bare, hairy chest. He was seated inside the gate of our yard, surrounded by all
the copper utensils he had collected for tinplating. And with his head cocked to one side, he accompanied his
mournful tune with the plaintive sounds from his three-stringed lyre.
My mother stood before him with Annio in her arms, listening attentively and weeping. I was hanging on to
her dress tightly and hiding my face in its folds because, as sweet as those sounds were, the face of their grim
chanter terrified me.
When my mother had learned her mournful lesson by heart, she untied the corner of her veil and took from it
two coins—at that time we still had plenty—to give to the Gypsy. She then served him bread and wine and
whatever leftovers there were. And while he was downstairs eating, my mother on the floor above was repeating
the dirge so as to fix it in her memory. And it seems that she found it very beautiful, for just as the Gypsy was
about to depart, she ran after him and presented him with a pair of my father’s trousers.
“May God forgive your husband’s soul, bride!” the bard called out in surprise and, loaded with his copper
utensils, walked out of our yard.
This dirge was the one my mother was chanting that night. I listened and let my tears flow silently, but dared
not move. Suddenly I smelt the fragrance of incense.
“Oh!” I thought. “Our poor little Annio has died!”
And I leapt up from my bed.
*
I then found myself before a strange scene. The sick girl was breathing heavily, as usual. Next to her a man’s
suit was laid out, arranged as if to be worn. To its right was a stool covered with a black cloth, upon which rested
a vessel full of water with a lighted candle on either side. My mother was on her knees burning incense over these
objects and carefully observing the surface of the water. I must have turned yellow from fear. For when she saw
me, she hastened to calm me.
“Don’t be afraid, my child,” she said mysteriously. “They’re your father’s clothes. Come, you also pray to him
to come and heal our Annio.” And she made me kneel down next her.
“Come and take me, Father, so that Annio will get well!” I cried out choked by my own sobs. And I cast a
reproachful glance at my mother to show her that I knew she was praying for me to die instead of my sister. I
didn’t realize, foolish as I was, that by so doing I was plunging her into the depths of despair. I believe that she
forgave me. I was very young at the time and unable to understand her heart.
After a few moments of deep silence, she again burned incense over the objects in front of us and concentrated
all her attention on the water in the large vessel on the stool.
Suddenly a small butterfly spiraled above it and touched it with its wings, ruffling its surface slightly. My
mother bowed reverently and made the sign of the cross, just as in church when the priest passes with the
sacraments.
“Cross yourself, my boy!” she whispered, deeply moved and not daring to raise her eyes. I obeyed
mechanically. When that small butterfly had disappeared at the back of the room, my mother sighed with relief,
rose cheerfully and contentedly, then said, “Your father’s soul has passed by!”, all the while following the flight of
the butterfly with a look of affection and devotion. Afterward she drank from the water and had me drink some as
well.
I then remembered how in the past she used to have us drink from that vessel as soon as we awakened. And I
recalled that whenever my mother did this, she was lively and gay all day long as if she had enjoyed some great
but secret happiness. After she had had me drink, she approached Annio’s bed with the vessel in her hands.
The sick girl wasn’t asleep, but she wasn’t entirely awake either. Her eyelids were half-closed and her eyes, or
as much of them as appeared, emitted a strange brilliance through their thick, dark eyelashes. My mother carefully
raised the girl’s thin body, and while she supported her back with one hand, she offered the vessel to her wasted
lips with the other.
“Come, my love,” she said to her. “Drink some of this water so that you’ll get well.”
The sick girl did not open her eyes, but it seems that she heard the voice and understood the words. Her lips
parted in a sweet and lovable smile. She then sipped a few drops of that water which was indeed destined to cure
her. For as soon as she swallowed it and she opened her eyes and tried to breathe, a slight sigh escaped her lips
and she fell back heavily against my mother’s forearm.
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“Our poor little Annio! She has been set free from her torments!”
Many had reproached my mother, saying that while unrelated women had lamented loudly over my father’s
corpse, she alone had shed plentiful but silent tears. The poor woman had done this out of fear that she might be
misunderstood, that she might go beyond the boundaries of modesty befitting young women, because, as I said,
our mother was widowed very young. She was not much older when our sister died. But now she did not give the
slightest thought to what people would say about her heart-rending lamentations. The entire neighborhood rose up
and came to console her. But her grief was frightful, it was inconsolable.
“She’ll go mad,” whispered those who saw her bent over and lamenting between the graves of our sister and
father.
“She’ll leave them to the winds,” said those who encountered her in the street, “abandoned and uncared for.”
*
And time was needed, the admonishments and reprimands of the church were needed, for her to come to her
senses, to remember her surviving children, and to assume again her duties at home.
But then she realized the state to which our sister’s long illness had reduced us. All our money had gone for
doctors and medicine. She had sold many woolen blankets and kilims, works of her own hands, for insignificant
sums of money, or had given them as compensation to the charlatans and sorceresses. Still others had been stolen
from us by them and their ilk, taking advantage of the lack of surveillance that prevailed in our house. In addition,
our food supplies had also been exhausted and we no longer had anything to live on. Instead of discouraging my
mother, however, this gave her twice the energy she possessed before Annio fell ill.
She moderated, or, more accurately, concealed her grief; she overcame the timidity of her age and sex and,
taking the mattock in hand, hired herself out as a day laborer, as if she had never known a comfortable and
independent life. For a long time she supported us by the sweat of her brow. Her earnings were small and our
needs great, yet she refused to allow any of us to lighten her load by working alongside her.
Plans for our future were made and examined every evening by the hearth. My older brother was to learn my
father’s trade, so as to take his place in the family. I was destined, or rather wanted, to go abroad and so forth. But
first we all had to learn our letters, we had to finish school. Because, as my mother used to say,
“Uneducated man, unhewed log.”
Our economic difficulties reached a peak when a drought descended upon the land and food prices rose. But
our mother, instead of despairing about how she would feed us, increased our number by one with a strange girl
who, after long-drawn-out attempts, she succeeded in adopting.
*
This event transformed our monotonous and austere family life, introducing new and abundant liveliness into
it. The adoption ceremony already took on a festive air. Our mother put on her “best clothes” for the first time and
led us to the church clean and combed as if we were about to receive communion. After the service was over, we
all stood before the icon of Christ and there, in the midst of the surrounding crowd, in the presence of her natural
parents, my mother received her adopted daughter from the hands of the priest, after having first promised in the
hearing of all, that she would love and raise her as if she were flesh of her flesh and bone of her bone.
The child’s entrance into our house was made no less impressively and in a triumphant manner. The village
elder and my mother led the procession with the girl, then we came. Our relatives and those of our new sister
followed as far as the gate of our yard. Outside the gate the elder raised the little girl over his head with his hands
and displayed her for several moments to all present. He then asked in a loud voice:
“Which one of you is more kin or relation or parent of this child than Despinio Michaliessa and her kin?”
The girl’s father was pale and stared grief-stricken ahead of him. His wife, leaning on his shoulder, was
weeping. My mother was trembling with fear that some voice might be heard—“I am”—and thwart her
happiness. But no one answered. The child’s parents then embraced it for the last time and left with their relatives,
while ours came inside with the elder and received our hospitality.
From that moment on, our mother started to lavish upon our adopted sister attentions such as none of us
perhaps had received at her age, and in far happier times. And while I, shortly thereafter, was a homesick
wanderer in a foreign land, and my brothers were sleeping in artisans’ workshops and undergoing the hardships of
apprenticeship, the strange girl reigned in our house as if it were her own.
My brothers’ meager wages would have been enough to relieve my mother, and for this reason they gave them
to her. But instead of spending the money to ease her own load, she used it to provide her adopted daughter with a
dowry and continued working to support her. I was far, far away and for many years was ignorant of what was
happening at home. Before I was able to return, the strange girl had grown up, been educated, been given a dowry,
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and married off as if she were a real member of our family.
Her wedding, which appeared to have been deliberately hastened, was a real “cause for celebration” for my
brothers. The poor fellows breathed a sigh of relief at getting rid of this added burden. And they were right to feel
this way. Because that girl, apart from never having felt any sisterly affection for them, in the end showed herself
ungrateful to the woman who had cared for her with a depth of affection few legitimate children have known.
So my brothers had good reason to be happy, and they also had good reason to believe that our mother had
learned her lesson.
Imagine their stupefaction, therefore, when a few days after the wedding they saw her enter the house tenderly
hugging a second girl in her arms, this time in swaddling clothes!
“The poor thing!” exclaimed my mother, bending lovingly over the infant’s face. “It wasn’t enough that it was
orphaned in the womb, but its mother also died and left it in the street!”
And, as if in some way pleased with this unfortunate coincidence, she triumphantly displayed her booty to my
brothers, who were speechless with surprise.
*
Filial respect was powerful and my mother’s authority great, but my poor brothers were so discouraged that
they didn’t hesitate to point out tactfully to our mother that it would be better if she gave up her plan. But they
found her unyielding. Then they openly displayed their displeasure and denied her the management of their purse.
All in vain.
“You don’t have to bring me anything,” my mother said. “I’ll work and provide for her the same way I
provided for you. And when my George returns from abroad, he’ll give her a dowry and marry her off. Don’t you
doubt it! My boy promised me! ‘I’ll provide for you, mother, both you and your adopted child.’ Yes! That’s what
he said, bless him!”
I was George. And I really had made that promise, but much earlier.
It was during the time that our mother was working to support our first adopted sister as well as us. I used to
accompany her during school vacations, playing by her side while she dug or weeded. One day we stopped work
and were returning from the fields to escape the unbearable heat, which had almost made my mother faint. Along
the way we were caught in one of those torrential rainstorms that occur in our part of the country after having
been preceded by a hot spell or “sizzler” as our fellow countrymen call it. By now we were not far from the
village, but we had to cross a stream that had turned into a raging torrent. My mother wanted to put me on her
shoulders, but I refused.
“You’re weak from having fainted,” I said to her. “You’ll drop me in the river.” And, gathering up my clothes, I
rushed headlong into the stream before she had time to hold me back.
I had more confidence in my strength than I should have had because before I had time to think of pulling
back, my knees gave way, I lost my footing, and I was knocked down and carried away by the torrent like a nut
shell. A heart-rending cry of horror is all I remember of what happened after that. It was the voice of my mother
who had thrown herself into the stream to save me.
It is a miracle that I was not the cause of her drowning along with my own. For that stream has a bad reputetion in our parts. And when they say of someone that “the river took him,” they mean that he drowned in this
particular stream.
And yet my mother, faint as she was, exhausted, and weighed down by her provincial clothing, which alone
might have drowned the most skillful swimmer, did not hesitate to expose her own life to danger. For it meant
saving me, even if I was the child that on another occasion she had offered to God in exchange for her daughter.
When she reached home and set me down from her shoulders, I was still dazed. This is why, instead of
attributing the mishap to my own lack of foresight, I attributed it to my mother’s working.
“Don’t work any more, mother,” I said to her while she was putting dry clothes on me.
“And who will take care of us, my child, if I don’t work?” she asked with a sigh.
“I will, mother, I will!” I answered with childish boastfulness. “And our adopted child?”
“Her too!” My mother smiled in spite of herself at the imposing stance I assumed while offering this assurance.
Then she put an end to the conversation by saying,
“Well, provide for yourself first and then we’ll see.”
Not long after this I left to go abroad. Most likely my mother scarcely paid any attention to that promise. I,
however, always remembered that her selflessness had granted me for a second time the life I owed her from the
first. This is why I kept that promise in my heart, and the older I grew, the more seriously I thought myself
obliged to fulfill it.
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“Don’t cry, mother,” I said to her as I left. “I’m going off to make money. Don’t you doubt it! From now on,
whatever happens, I will provide for both you and your adopted daughter. But I don’t want you to work any more,
do you hear?”
I did not yet know that a ten-year-old boy cannot support himself, let alone his mother. Nor did I imagine what
frightful adventures awaited me and how much sorrow I was yet to subject my mother to on account of that
separation through which I had hoped to lighten her load.
For many years, not only did I not manage to send her help, but not even a single letter. For many years she
roamed the streets asking passersby if they had seen me anywhere. Sometimes they told her I was living in misery
in Constantinople and had turned Turk.
“May those who invented that story eat their tongue!” my mother said in reply. “The one they’re talking about
can’t have been my son!”
But after a short while, trembling with fear, she would shut herself up in our iconostasis and, weeping, pray to
God to lead me back to the faith of my fathers.
At other times they told her I had been shipwrecked on the shores of Cyprus and, clothed in rags, was begging
in the streets.
“May fire burn them,” she would reply. “They’re saying it out of jealousy. My boy must have made a fortune
for himself and is going to the Holy Sepulcher.”
But after a short while she would go out into the streets, questioning the traveling beggars and going wherever
there was rumor of a shipwrecked person, in the mournful hope of discovering in him her own child, with the
intent of giving him her few savings, as I received them abroad from the hands of others. And yet, whenever it
was a question of her adopted daughter, she forgot all this and threatened my brothers, saying that when I returned
from abroad I would put them to shame with my generosity and that I would give her daughter a dowry and marry
her off with pomp and ceremony.
“Huh? What do you think! My boy promised me! May he have my blessing!”
Fortunately those evil tidings were not true. And when after a long absence I returned home, I was in a position
to fulfill my promise, at least with regard to my mother, who was so frugal. As for her adopted child, however, she
did not find me as eager as she had hoped. On the contrary, as soon as I arrived, I expressed my objections to
keeping her, to my mother’s great surprise.
*
In point of fact I was not strictly speaking opposed to my mother’s soft spot. I found her partiality for girls in
agreement with my own feelings and desires. There was nothing I desired more upon returning home than to find
a sister whose cheerful face and loving attentions would drive the lonely sadness from my heart and efface all the
hardships I had suffered abroad from my memory. In exchange I would have been eager to tell her about the
wonders of foreign lands, about my wanderings and accomplishments; and I would have been only too pleased to
buy her whatever she desired, to take her to dances and festivities, to give her a dowry, and finally to dance at her
wedding.
But I imagined this sister as pretty and likable, educated and intelligent, cultivated and skilled in crafts—in
short, endowed with all the virtues possessed by the girls in the lands where I had lived until then. And instead of
all this, what did I find?
Exactly the opposite.
My adopted sister was still small, emaciated, ill-formed, ill-natured, and above all slow-witted, so slow-witted
that she inspired my antipathy right from the start.
“Give Katerinio back,” I said to my mother one day. “Give her back if you love me. This time I’m speaking in
earnest! I’ll bring you another sister from the City! A pretty girl, an intelligent girl, who will one day be an
ornament to our house.”
I then described in the most vivid colors what the orphan I would bring her would be like and how much I
would love it. When I raised my eyes toward her, I saw to my astonishment that large tears were flowing silently
down her pale cheeks, while her downcast eyes expressed an indescribable sorrow!
“Oh!” she said with an expression of despair. “I thought you would love Katerinio more than the others, but I
was mistaken! They don’t want any sister at all, and you want another. And how is the poor thing to blame
because God created her as she is? If you had a sister who was ugly and stupid, would you for that reason throw
her out into the street and take another who was beautiful and wise?”
“No, mother! Of course not!” I answered. “But she would be your child, just as I am. Whereas this one is
nothing to you. She’s a total stranger to us.”
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“No!” my mother shouted, sobbing. “No! The child isn’t a stranger! She’s mine! I took her from her mother’s
dead body when she was three months old, and whenever she cried I would put my breast in her mouth to fool
her, and I wrapped her in your swaddling clothes and lulled her to sleep in your cradle. She’s my child and she’s
your sister!”
After these words, which she uttered in a forceful and imposing manner, she raised her head and fixed her gaze
on me, awaiting my answer defiantly. But I did not dare say a word. She then lowered her eyes again and
continued in a weak, sorrowful tone,
“Eh! What’s to be done! I wanted her better, too, but my sin, you see, has not been atoned for yet. And God
made her like this to test my endurance and to forgive me. I thank you, Lord.”
As she spoke these words, she placed her right hand on her breast, raised her eyes full of tears to heaven and
remained thus in silence for several moments.
*
“You must have something weighing on your heart, mother,” I then said with a certain trepidation. “Don’t get
angry.” And taking her cold hand in mine, I kissed it to mollify her.
“Yes!” she said decisively. “I have something heavy, very heavy, inside here, my child. Until now only God
and my confessor have known of it. You are learned and sometimes talk like my confessor and even better. Get up
and close the door, then sit down that I may tell you about it. Perhaps you will even comfort me a little, perhaps
you will take pity on me and bring yourself to love Katerinio as if she were a sister.”
These words and the manner in which she pronounced them threw my heart into great confusion. What could
there be that my mother wished to confide to me and not to my brothers? She had related to me all her
misfortunes during my absence. I knew all of her prior life like a fairy tale. What could there be, then, that she had
kept from us until now, that she had not dared to reveal to anyone except God and her confessor?
When I returned to sit beside her, my knees were shaking from a vague but powerful fear. My mother hung her
head like a condemned person who faces his judge in full awareness of some terrible crime.
“Do you remember our Annio?” she asked me after several moments of oppressive silence.
“Of course, mother! How could I forget her! She was our only sister and she died before my very eyes.”
“Yes!” she said with a deep sigh, “But she wasn’t my only daughter! You’re four years younger than Christaki.
A year after him, I had my first daughter.
“It was around the time when Fotis Mylonas was planning to get married. Your late father delayed their
wedding until I had finished the term of confinement after delivery so that we could give them away together. He
also wanted to take me out into society, so that I could enjoy myself as a married woman since your grandmother
had not allowed me to enjoy myself as a girl.
“The marriage took place in the morning, and in the evening the wedding guests gathered at their home. The
violins were playing, people were eating out in the yard, and the wine jug was passing from hand to hand. And
your late father, entertaining as he was, was making merry and tossed me his handkerchief to get up and dance. As
I watched him dance, my heart opened up to him, and being young, I also loved to dance. And so we danced, and
the others danced on our heels. But we danced better and longer.
“When it was nearly midnight, I took your father aside and said to him:
“‘Husband, I have a baby in the cradle and can’t stay any longer. The child is hungry; I’m full of milk. How
can I feed it in all this crowd and in my best dress! Stay if you still want to enjoy yourself. I’ll take the baby and
go home.’
“‘Eh, very well, wife!’ he said, may he rest in peace, and he patted me on the shoulder. ‘Come dance this dance
with me, and then we’ll both leave. The wine has begun to go to my head and I’m looking for an excuse to leave
myself.'
“After we had danced that dance as well, we took to the road. The bridegroom sent the players to escort us half
the distance. But we still had a long way to go before we reached the house for the wedding took place in
Karsimahala. The servant walked ahead with a lantern. Your father carried the child and also held me by the arm.
“‘You’re tired, I see, wife!’
“‘Yes, Mihalio, I’m tired.’
“‘Come on, just a little more effort until we get home. I’ll make up the bed myself. I’m sorry I made you dance
so much.’
“‘It doesn’t matter, husband,’ I said to him. ‘I did it to please you. Tomorrow I can rest.’
“And so we arrived home. I swaddled and nursed the baby while he made up the bed. Christaki was sleeping
with Venetia, who I had left to watch him. A little while later we also went to bed. There, in my sleep, I thought I
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heard the baby cry.
“‘The poor thing!’ I thought, ‘it didn’t get enough to eat today.’ And I leaned over its cradle to nurse it. But I
was very tired and couldn’t hold myself up. So I took it out and laid it next to me on the bed and put the nipple in
its mouth. At that point I was overcome by sleep again.
“I don’t know how long it was until morning, but as I felt day breaking—‘I’d better put the child back in its
place,’ I thought. But when .I went to pick it up, what should I see? The child was not moving!
“I woke your father up. We unswaddled it, we warmed it, we rubbed its little nose, nothing! It was dead!
“‘You smothered my child, wife,’ said your father and burst into tears. Then I started crying and wailing too.
But your father put his hand over my mouth.
“‘Shush!’ he said to me. ‘Why are you screaming so, you ox?’ That’s what he said to me, may God forgive
him. We had been married three years and he had never said a harsh word to me—but he did then. ‘Eh? Why are
you screaming so? Do you want to wake the neighborhood so that people can say you got drunk and smothered
your own child?’
“And he was right, may the dust that covers him be blessed. Because if people had found out, I would have had
to tear open the earth and enter it out of shame.
“But what’s the use! A sin is a sin. When we buried the child and returned from church, then the great
mourning began. Then I no longer cried in secret.
“‘You’re young, you’ll have others,’ they told me. But time passed and God gave us none.
“‘There!’ I would say to myself. ‘God is punishing me, because I proved myself unworthy of protecting the
child he gave me.’ I felt ashamed in the presence of others and I feared your father because all that first year he
pretended not to be sad and he consoled me so as to give me courage.
“Later, however, he started to grow silent and pensive. Three years passed without my being able to enjoy a
meal. But after these three years, you were born. I made many offerings of thanks.
“When you were born my heart returned to its proper place, but it did not find peace. Your father wanted you
to be a girl and one day he told me as much:
“‘This one is welcome too, Despinio, but I wanted it to be a girl.’
“When your grandmother went to the Holy Sepulcher, I sent twelve shirts and three gold coins with her to
procure a paper of pardon for me. And just look! The very same month that your grandmother returned from
Jerusalem with the paper of pardon, I was pregnant with Annio. Every so often I would call the midwife.
“‘Come here, Madame, and let’s see. Is it a girl?’
“‘Yes, daughter,’ the midwife would say. ‘A girl. Don’t you see? You can’t fit into your clothes!’ And I was
beside myself with joy when I heard this!
“When the child was born and really did turn out to be a girl, then my heart returned to its proper place. We
called it Annio, the same name the dead girl had, so it would not seem that anyone was missing from the house.
“‘I thank you, oh Lord!’ I said day and night. ‘I, the sinner, thank you because you lifted my shame and
expiated my sin!’
“And Annio became the apple of our eye. And you were jealous and nearly died from envy. Your father called
you his ‘wronged one’ because I weaned you too soon, and he scolded me sometimes because I neglected you.
My heart ached when I saw you wasting away. But, you see, I couldn’t let Annio out of my hands! I was afraid
that something might happen to her at any moment. And your late father, regardless of how often he scolded me,
he, too, could not bear to have a drop of rain fall on her!
“But the little darling, the more attention she received, the less healthy she became. You might have thought
that God had regretted giving her to us. The rest of you were rosy-cheeked and lively and mischievous; she was
quiet and silent and sickly. When I saw her like this, so very pale, the dead child came to my mind, and the
thought that I had killed it began to take hold of me again. Until one day the second one also died!
“Whoever has not experienced it himself, my child, cannot know what a bitter cup that was. I had no hope of
having another girl. Your father had died. If there had not been some parent to give me his girl, I would have
taken to the hills.
“It is true that she didn’t turn out good-natured. But as long as I had her and cared for her and fondled her, I
felt she was my own and I forgot the one I had lost, and I calmed my conscience. As the saying goes, a strange
child is a torture. But for me this torture is a consolation and an alleviation. Because the more I’m tormented and
exasperated, the less God will punish me for the child I smothered.
“For this reason—and may you have my blessing—don’t ask me now to send Katerinio away in order to take a
good-natured and industrious child.”
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*
“No, no, mother!” I cried out, unable to stop myself from interrupting her. “I ask for nothing. After all that
you’ve told me, I beg your forgiveness for my heartlessness. I promise you that I’ll love Katerinio as if she were
my own sister and that I’ll never again say anything disagreeable to her.”
“May you have the blessings of Christ and the Virgin Mary!” my mother said with a sigh, “because, you see,
my heart pities the poor thing and I don’t want people to speak ill of her. How do I know? Was it destiny? Was it
God’s doing? No matter how bad and unintelligent she is, I assumed responsibility for her and that’s that.”
*
This confession made a profound impression on me. Now that my eyes were opened, I understood many of my
mother’s actions, which at times had seemed superstitious, at other times entirely the result of an obsession. That
terrible misfortune had influenced my mother’s entire life, all the more because she was simple and virtuous and
God-fearing. The consciousness of sin, the moral necessity of atonement, and at the same time the impossibility of
atonement—what a horrible and relentless Hell! For twenty-eight years now the unfortunate woman had been
tormented without being able to calm the pangs of her conscience, either in bad fortune or in good!
From the moment I learned her grievous story, I concentrated all my attention on lightening her heart, trying to
represent to her on the one hand the unpremeditated and involuntary nature of the sin, and on the other God’s
infinite mercy and His justice that does not return like with like, but judges according to our thoughts and
intentions.
And there was a time when I believed that my efforts were not without success. Nonetheless, when after
another absence of two years my mother came to see me in Constantinople, I thought it well to do something
more impressive in her behalf.
At the time I was a guest in the most distinguished house of the city, in which I had occasion to become
acquainted with the Patriarch, Ioachim the Second. One day while we were walking alone in the thick shade of the
garden, I disclosed the story to him and implored his assistance. His high position and the exceptional authority
with which his every religious pronouncement was invested were bound to inspire in my mother a belief in the
absolution of her sin. That not-to-be-forgotten old man, praising my religious zeal, promised me his earnest
cooperation.
Thus, shortly afterward, I conducted my mother to the Patriarchate to confess to his Holiness.
The confession lasted a long time, and from the Patriarch’s gestures and words I realized that he was obliged to
employ all the strength of his simple and clear rhetoric to arrive at the desired result.
My joy was indescribable. My mother bade the venerable Patriarch farewell with sincere gratitude and came
out of the Patriarchate so happy, so buoyant, as if a great millstone had been lifted from her heart.
When we reached her lodgings, she took from her bosom a cross, a gift of his Holiness, kissed it and began to
examine it carefully, slowly sinking deeper and deeper into thought.
“A good man, the Patriarch. Don’t you think?” I said to her. “Now, I imagine, your heart has at last returned to
its proper place.”
My mother did not reply.
“Have you nothing to say, mother?” I asked her after some hesitation.
“What can I say, my son!” she answered, still full of thought. “The Patriarch is a wise and holy man. He knows
all God’s intentions and wishes, and he forgives the sins of the whole world. But what can I say! He’s a monk.
He’s never had children, so as to know what a thing it is to kill one’s own child!”
Her eyes filled with tears, and I remained silent.
151.87 How The Village Became Greek\fn{by Ioannis Kondylakis (1861-1920)} Viannos, Crete, Greece (M) 2
He had heard from his father many times the story of how they had sold everything in Modi and moved to the
mountain town of Akaranou. The reason for this was, if you’ll excuse the term, a Turk and, begging your pardon,
a pig, as he was apt to say to express his hatred for that Turk in particular and for Turks in general.
In those days, the town of Modi was still under Turkish rule. It had a small number of Christians among its
inhabitants, but they were humble people, from the lower regions, that is, tillers of the Turkish soil, in return for
which they received thirty-three percent of the yield. Virtually slaves. The only one with some human dignity and
pride left, seeing that he possessed a considerable fortune and did not have to work for the aga, was his father,
Michalis Alefouzos. But it was precisely because he entertained independent opinions and his spine did not bend
easily that the Aga Kerim, the richest and most powerful Turk in Modi, a fanatical and tyrannical man who
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wanted the Christians to realize they were alive only by virtue of the tolerance of the Turks, could not stomach
him. This is why whenever Alefouzos passed by and greeted him with a simple “good evening, Aga Kerim,” he
shook his head, and followed him with a threatening look as he moved away. One day he said to another Turk
who happened to be present,
“That Alefouzos, I swear to God, is a rebel. He holds his head high and is no rayah.”\fn{Enslaved Greek}
When the Egyptian sovereignty somewhat alleviated the condition of the Christians in Crete, Alefouzos,
encouraged, did something daring. He bought a hog and was fattening him for Christmas. A hog in Modi! A hog
in the Aga Kerim’s town, in fact right next to his farmhouse! Damn it! Fuck your mother, you infidel!
The first grunts of the pig sent a shudder through the Turkish village and made the hair of many Turks stand
up. A meeting of the agas was held at Aga Kerim’s and it was decided that the rebel Alefouzos should be driven
out of the village or murdered. But prior to any other action, the pig had to be killed. The situation was
intolerable. Why, just yesterday, while Aga Kerim was smoking his chibouk in his yard, he saw it poke its stinking
face through the half-closed gate. Damn it! Fuck your religion, you infidel!
“Some day, I swear to God, it will come right up to our window and say good morning to us!” said another
aga.
“It wriggles its way into any opening it can find. Mou! Mou!”
“Listen, you agas, I must kill this pig,” said the Turkish-Albanian bouloubasis, a sort of police sergeant, who
represented authority in the village and who approved all their prior decisions.
The following day, as he passed Alefouzos’ house, he pulled out his pistol and killed the pig.
“Hey! Why don’t you keep that wild animal tied up inside instead of letting it crawl between our legs? Damn
it! You’ll get into trouble,” he said to Alefouzos’ wife who, upon hearing the pistol shot, had appeared anxiously
at the door.
Alefouzos was a stubborn man and a week later he brought home another hog, bigger than a plane tree.
“Good heavens, Michalis, are you asking for death?” she said to the only Christian in the village. “Don’t get
under their skin or they’ll kill you!”
“They won’t kill me,” Alefouzos replied calmly. “The time of Turkish military occupation is over.”
But the time of Turkish military occupation was not over to the extent that he supposed. The bouioubasis
murdered the other hog as well, alleging by way of excuse that it had knocked over his narghile. Alefouzos
realized that if he persisted in buying pigs, he would be helping the Albanian Turk to improve his target practice.
Aga Kerim, seething with rage, one day vented his anger in the street when he came face to face with
Alefouzos,
“What do you mean by such improper behavior! Are you going to start bringing pigs to our village, you
infidel?”
“It’s not improper behavior, Aga Kerim,” Alefouzos replied in a reverent but firm tone. “Begging your pardon,
but our faith tells us to eat pork.”
“Your faith! There … take that for your faith!” And he simultaneously lifted his chibouk and brought it down
on Alefouzos. The latter, however, avoided the blow and held the Aga’s arm in check.
“How dare you lift a hand to me, you Christian dog!” shouted Aga Kerim and began to beat him frenziedly.
Other Turks rushed to the scene, and Alefouzos was immediately carried home, unconscious and covered with
blood. A month later, going out one night to feed his oxen, he was shot in the arm by an unidentified person. He
was in peril for his life and remained bedridden for a long time. Convinced that the Turks had decided to do away
with him, he was forced to sell out and take refuge in the mountain village of Akaranou.
His son Stamatis had heard this story from his father many times and ever since he was a child he had been
storing up hatred in his heart against the Turks—particularly the inhabitants of Modi—and dreaming of revenge.
Kerim had died, as had the old man Alefouzos. Let those two settle their scores in the next world, where assuredly
they had also transported their hatred. But just as Alefouzos had left behind a son, so had Kerim also left behind a
son, Aga Arif. These two would settle the family accounts.
Arif was quite different from his father. A kind man who loved wine and good times, he was on very good
terms with Christians and Turks alike and divided his time between Modi, where he had a wife and children, and
Chania, where he had mistresses and drinking companions. His sole occupation was to amuse himself and to
borrow or sell whenever his income failed to meet his needs.
Stamatis had inherited from his father a love of work and a particular rancor toward the Turks in Modi. He was
about the same age as Arif, a young man of thirty-five with an enormous physique, a blond, rough beard and eyes
full of liveliness and ruse.
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One day the inhabitants of Modi suddenly learned that Stamatis Alefouzos had bought back the paternal
property, and that a few days later he had installed himself in the paternal house next to Arif’s farmhouse. One of
his first concerns was to bring from Akaranou a pig with six or seven piglets, which were so noisy and restless
that you might have thought the town was full of hogs. And it really was full of them, for all the Christians in
Modi who were without one bought one, and all who had them tied up set them free to roam through the town and
the surrounding fields, to visit the Turkish coffee house occasionally, and to wander into the Turkish yards—to the
great indignation and horror of the Turkish ladies—where they turned the agas’ vegetable gardens upside-down.
Now there were no more bouloubasis and the era of the Turkish military occupation had receded so, that it was
in danger of being forgotten. From being a Turkish village, Modi was transformed into a Christian village because
during the last revolution many of the Turks had killed themselves or had stayed put. in Hania. And the Christians
from the mountain villages stepped into the place of the Turks, imitating the example of Stamatis and buying
Turkish property for sale. Stamatis rejoiced as he watched the Christian population of the village increase and the
Turkish one diminish. One day, smiling sarcastically, he said to Arit:
“Eh, Aga Arif, if only your late father was alive to see what the village has become!”
Arif scowled.
“What has it become?” he said in a choked voice. “Why, Greek. I say! Just look! Just look!” And with a
triumphant gesture he pointed to an approaching herd of young pigs which were following their slow-walking
mother. Arif, however, unlike his father, observed the young pigs without spitting or cursing.
“If your father was alive,” Stamatis added, “he would explode with anger.” But seeing that Arif, instead of
losing his temper, looked rather sad as a result of his teasing, the vindictiveness of Stamatis abated. And he
abandoned a retaliation that he had been planning for a long time—to send the son of Aga Kerim his finest piglet
as a gift on the day of Baram.
Perhaps Stamatis was never more pleased, however, than on Christmas Eve, when Modi reverberated with the
cries of slaughtered pigs. To express his elation he sacrificed two of them. As he disemboweled them, he grinned
from ear to ear and kept saying,
“Only today have I realized that Modi has become Greek.”
He always clung to the idea that, despite the apathy Arif exhibited, inwardly he was exploding with anger. Nor
was it a matter of small consequence to slaughter two pigs before his very door! But a few days later, Arif,
returning from Hania, stopped on horseback before the door of Stamatis.
“Good evening, neighbor,” he said at the sight of Stamatis. “Bring me some wine … I’m in a good mood
tonight.”
Stamatis started to go for the wine when Arif stopped him.
“And a tasty snack.” Then he leaned over from his horse and said in a low voice,
“A piece of … sausage!”
104.94 The Shepherd And The Three Diseases: A Folktale\fn{told by an unnamed woman (1862southwestern Peloponnesus, Greece (F) 2

)}

Koroni,

Once there was a shepherd who kept his sheep pen outside the village, and grazed his sheep there. He had a
little house there, and he would sit in it. One evening, as he was getting ready for bed, he heard a loud knocking
on the door. He asked,
“Who is it?”
“Open.”
He opened, and saw a woman in black. He asked her,
“Who are you, dame? What is it you want?” She said to him,
“I am Pox, Smallpox, and I want you to give me your best lamb, or else I’ll take you, and you’ll die. Give it to
me, and I’ll leave you.” Said the shepherd to her,
“So far as I remember, and according to what my mother told me, I’ve had smallpox, and there’s no fear I shall
get it again, or if I do, only slightly. So be off with you and let me be, for I have no business with you.”
So Pox took up her firebrand and went back to where she had come from. The shepherd was just settling down
for the night—he had even closed his eyes—when he heard another loud knocking at the door.
“Oh, to blazes with it,” he said, “who is it this time?”
He opened, and saw a woman in black.
“What is it you want, dame, at such an hour?” he said to her.
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“I am Pestilence and Diphtheria,” said she to him, “and I want you to give me your best lamb, or else I’ll take
you, and you’ll die. He bethought himself, and said to her,
“Dame, according to what my mother told me, and as far as I’m aware, I had the pestilence when I was a boy
and I may not have it again, so I have no business with you.”
So Pestilence took her searing-flail, and left.
The shepherd got onto his mattress, and sleep had not quite taken hold of him, when again he heard—there it
was again!—the loud knocking on his door.
“What (in the name of all that’s holy) is that?” said he, “I can’t get any peace tonight.”
He opened the door, and saw a woman in black.
“What is it you want, dame?” said he.
“I am Plague,” said she to him, “and I’ve come to get you. But give me your best lamb, and I’ll not take you.”
The shepherd scratched his head: he had never had the plague.
“Come,” said he to her, “and I’ll give it to you.” He took her to the pen, and picked out the best lamb.
“Take it,” he said to her.
“No,” she said to him, “you must bring it to my house yourself.”
“And where is your house?”
“Come with me, and you’ll see.”
The shepherd slung the lamb up on his back, and with Plague before and him behind, they took the road to her
house. They went on and on, through deserts and up mountains, but saw never so much as a house for all the
hardship. The wretched shepherd was afraid, but he dared not say anything. At last, they saw in the distance a very
tall palace with light streaming forth.
“There’s my house,” said Plague to him.
They went in; the shepherd looked about him, and what should he see, but the whole house full of kantelas,\fn
{Oil lamps} hanging from the ceiling and shining as bright as stars. Some were full of oil to the brim, and some
only half-full; there were also some just on the flicker, and others on the splutter, ready to go out. The shepherd
ceased wondering at this to ask Plague,
“Tell me, what are all those kantelas?”
“Those,” Plague told him, “are the lives of men. For as long as each man’s lamp burns, he will have life. If it
goes out, he will die.”
“Is my own lamp here among them?”
“Of course it is. Look there!”
The shepherd looked, and saw a lamp full to the brim with oil and shining so bright that it did one’s heart good
to see it. He saw another beside it with only the water left at the bottom, and it was spluttering, ready to go out.
“Alas,” said the shepherd to her, “whose is that?”
“That is your brother’s,” she told him.
“Can you not take a little from mine, which is brimful, and put it in his and save the poor fellow?”
“Such a thing cannot be done,” Plague told him. “The oil is put in once and for all. After that, no more can be
either put in or taken out.”
“Truly?” said the shepherd. “Neither put in, nor taken out?”
“Truly.”
“Then good-bye, for I have no business with you!”
And with the lamb on his shoulder again, he was off at a run the whole way back to the pen, as if the very
plague were after him.
The very next day when he went down to the village he heard the passing bell tolling dolefully.
“Good man, who is dead?” he asked.
“Your brother,” he was told.
And then he knew that what he had seen was all true.
52.47 The Cat’s Eye\fn{by Stratis Myrivilis aka Stratis Stamatopoulos (1892-

)}

Mytilene, Lesbos Island, Greece (M) 5

We hadn’t seen one another for a long time.
Every now and then, my friend left Athens to travel to Crete where he supervised some work going on in the
harbor. From time to time, he wrote me warm, friendly letters and took no offense when I failed to reply. Perhaps
he was aware that a man who had been a professional writer for a lifetime develops a dislike for the pen; and that
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whenever he is able to escape from such enslavement, he does so with the joy of a youngster playing truant from
school. In any case, he knew that I never stopped thinking of him with love.
It was one of the most pleasant autumn days in Athens. Sunlight poured over the sloping streets of Mount
Lykabettos, filling the hearts of men with joy. As I was passing along Homer Street, I knocked on his door. I stood
for a moment before ringing the doorbell, simply out of habit, certain that he would still be away. I only rang the
doorbell, as though to greet my absent friend, and I had already turned to leave when the door opened. He saw
me, and an unexpected delight glittered in his mauve eyes. He kissed me and took me into his office, his arm
about my waist.
His office, as always, was full of architectural drawings, blueprints, and charts. On his huge work table, which
was almost as long as the room, his bundle of papers, tied with black ribbons, lay in a row. And in a familiar
place, to the right of the inkwell, was Nella’s photograph. It was a full-length photograph in a dark brown folder,
without ornamentation, leaning against a very simple silver base.
She was a girl from Istanbul, only daughter of a former professor of the Great School of Nationalism. A truly
beautiful girl, with hair combed straight back. Thus, her divine forehead, austerely serene, was disclosed and
contrasted strangely with her eyes—a pair of large, sensitive eyes, as romantic as the eyes of all the girls from
Istanbul, and full of affectionate tenderness. I suspect that such eyes now blossom only in the shadowy side streets
of Phanari—eyes which perpetually retain within their gaze the hoarfrost of an unfinished dream. Most of the
time, a part of the pupil is concealed by the upper eyelid, which makes the enchantment of the eyes almost
irresistible. He saw me admiring the beautiful photograph and said in a voice which was almost violent:
“You know, I haven’t seen her for two months.” This amazed me because I knew of his deep love for this girl,
whom he was even planning to marry.
“Two months?” I asked, thinking that perhaps I had heard wrong.
“Two months.”
It was only then that I noticed how changed my friend was. His bronze face seemed to have become longer and
wrinkled from loss of weight, and an abundance of gray hair blended with his sideburns, although he was only
twenty-seven years old.
“Don’t you love her any more?” I asked simply.
He looked at me somewhat amazed. This was a question which he had not had the courage to ask himself.
Afterward, he looked at the picture for a short time and shrugged his shoulders. A bit later, as though to explain
this gesture, he remarked:
“Do I know?”
He pursed his lips as children do when they are attempting not to cry. The storm disturbing his soul passed
over his sincere face. He turned to look at me. I had been watching him, a trifle bewildered. I patted his hand.
“Don’t tell me anything you shouldn’t,” I said. “Or anything which distresses you.”
“Oh, no; no,” he said. “You’ve come at the right moment. I’ve thought a lot about you lately. My heart really
longed for you. You know, I have really been through some difficult days. Even now. I wanted to tell you about
them. They are so unusual …”
He looked at me attentively for a moment before speaking again.
“I understand from the smile that just flashed through your eyes exactly what is running through your mind.
You’ve been thinking that all men, once they have fallen in love, at once consider their situation different,
amazing, and marvelous. You’ve told me all this before. Every intelligent man is afraid to get into this pack of
‘couples’ who understand one another with the same flaming, senseless words, who live for a time under the spell
of an amorous submission, which in general consists of elements subjective to each individual involved—a selfhypnotic condition, actually pitiful, climaxing in everyone in the same generative motions, which are ridiculous
enough and which have been repeated without variation since the beginning of Adam and Eve. You see, I
remember your theories—almost to your very words.”
“Words without deeds are empty and futile.”
“At any rate, you know that I am an engineer. A practical man accustomed to converting his ideas into cement
blocks and looking at life with the mathematical precision of its phenomena.”
“An engineer in love is only one more man in love and nothing more.”
“All right—then listen to an incident. You know Nella well enough. She’s a girl of culture, isn’t she?”
“Extremely cultured. Well-bred and good by nature, too.”
“That’s right. And sensitive and courteous?”
“Unquestionably. I honestly believe that she is a type of woman rare in intelligence and rich in heart.”
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“Yes. Now do me the favor of listening to me carefully.
“It was an afternoon—two months ago. Exactly two months and three days, counting today. I had just returned
from Crete and had hurried to her house. We were all alone in the small dining room. You should remember the
room well. You had dinner there with us two or three times last winter. We were sitting on the sofa—the gray one.
I, Nella, and Doudou, our cat. You wouldn’t remember the cat, because I only gave her to Nella three months ago.
She’s a very beautiful cat, brown and black, with a soft, silky fur and green eyes—green as emeralds. A tame
animal, affectionate, and coquettish, really adorable. Nella raved over her. I’m relating everything as it happened.
“It was afternoon, and the room was peaceful and full of shadows. I was lying with my head on Nella’s lap,
looking up at her as she bent over my face. I was intoxicated with happiness—that serene kind of happiness which
is completely detached from every sensual agitation, but which is nevertheless the happiness of love. She was
looking deeply and strangely into my eyes, like one who bends over to look into a well. One other time I had
observed her looking deeply into my eyes in that same strange manner.
“Suddenly, she said to me, ‘Close them! Close them!’ and covered my eyelids with her hand. I sensed a
hoarseness in her voice, which was almost like a cry. Doudou was beside us, rolling on the cushions of the sofa,
rubbing against Nella’s elbow and against my head, seeking caresses. I took Nella’s hand away from my face and
kissed her palm, always with my eyes closed.
“‘All right,’ I said. ‘My eyes are closed. But why?’
“I heard her rapid breathing. She spoke nervously as she said: ‘So—so I can kiss your eyelids. So—keep them
closed!’
“I waited for her to kiss my eyelids, when suddenly I heard a wild meowing from the cat; a sharp, indescribable
shriek.
“I leaped up, and what was I to see! Doudou was writhing on the carpet, her small face covered with blood.
She was spinning like a top, tearing her hair, and howling mournfully. With the claws of her two front paws, she
was struggling to remove a pin which had been thrust into her eyes. It was my pin; I recognized it instantly. A
long tie-pin with a coin bearing the image of Sappho, a small, gold antique. I realized at once that it was my pin,
for I remembered Nella’s hand fumbling at my tie while my eyes were closed. My hair stood on end in horror. I
couldn’t control my wrath and my revulsion. The cat disengaged herself from the pin and staggered drunkenly out
of the dining room. She kept stumbling over the chairs as though she couldn’t see at all; and behind her on the
polished floor, she left a trail of blood which was dripping down her face and which she streaked as she walked
over it. The extracted eye dangled over her nose like a crushed grape. She continued to shriek unceasingly.
“I turned to look at Nella. She had fallen face downward on the sofa. She was crying, sobbing, her back and
waist twitching convulsively.
“‘What have you done?’ I asked. I was beside myself. Bending over her, I shouted like a maniac: ‘What have
you done?’
“I felt horror at [the] thought of touching her. Horror and loathing. She tried to formulate words, but was
unable to do so. She stammered between tears and convulsions which shook her sides mercilessly. I got up and
left—I left as though I was being pursued. I felt the need of transfusing her with my honor for what she had done
and with my contempt. I left, and I called to her as I was going out the dining room:
“I loathe you. I never want to see you again!”
“I saw her arm raised in terror at these words. It raised and fell back on the sofa like a bird’s wing. That was
all. Since then, I haven’t seen her. It is now two months and three days.”
He was silent, rubbing his forehead with the palm of his hand, obviously distressed and unhappy. Then he
spoke again, wearily, more as though addressing himself:
“Isn’t it dreadful?”
He asked the question in a toneless, low voice, and one knew that he had asked himself the same question
many times and that he expected no reply. We were both silent for a short time. Then I asked:
“And if it happened—by accident—without any intention?”
He removed his hand from his brow and looked at me calmly. He spoke in a tired voice as he said:
“No. Not for a moment did I have the slightest doubt. I’m positive that she removed my pin to thrust it into the
cats eye. I know that this was the reason she had me close my eyes. Perhaps there’s a terrible Asian flaw in this
creature. I sensed all the details of the crime as soon as I heard the animal shriek and saw her extracted eye.
Furthermore, there’s not the slightest doubt about it. Nella herself sat down and explained everything to me. I left
for Crete at once—on the first boat. I only returned the day before yesterday. And yesterday, I received this letter,
which is actually a document. But does it constitute an explanation and a solution? Here.”
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He pulled out the drawer which was in front of him and took out a big blue, thick, envelope. It had been ripped
open with the fingers, without the intervention of a letter-opener. It had been torn open and ripped with
impatience. Through the frayed edges I could see several pages of stationery of the same color as the envelope.
He tossed the envelope to me.
“Read it,” he said. “I really want you to read it. I’ve read it several times, and I still don’t know what to think. I
want you to tell me what you think—you who aren’t mixed up in all this, who aren’t in love, and can think coldly
and impersonally—what do you think I should do? The whole thing has me whirling, and my mind is exhausted
from thinking about the incident.”
Here is the letter:
My darling,
Forgive me for still calling you this today, knowing how low I have fallen in your estimation since that tragic
afternoon. But I can’t go on any longer. Forgive me; I must come to you, even though it is only through a letter. I’ve
never stopped for one moment, all my breathing hours, to be full of thoughts of you, to live with the remembrance of
you, with the bitter agony of your memory. This feeling holds me powerless in its claws. Day and night, asleep or
awake. Late yesterday, I was able to sleep for an hour or two, and suddenly, I awoke to find myself crying. You must
know that I hadn’t been crying when I had gone to bed; nor did I awaken because of a bad dream or a nightmare.
Nevertheless, when I awoke I found my pillow soaked and my face wet with tears. So—my body had been crying all
the time I was asleep. It was crying of its own accord, as we cry for a loved one, silently, so that the body won’t be
aware of its plight.
I haven’t seen you since that afternoon. I learned that you had taken the first boat to Crete. Naturally, I understood
the meaning of this sudden trip. You were going away from me; you were going away from Athens. And your flight
was one of horror and pain. What can I say? You were right. More than anyone else in the world, I can understand
exactly how right you were; how natural such a move was.
All this time, I have been writing letters to send you. Every night, as the silence of the house filled me with agony, I
felt the need to seek refuge near you. To talk with you. I would write the letters, write the address in Crete, seal the
envelope, and stamp it. When day broke, I always realized that I had neither the strength nor the right to send the letter
to you. As time passed, I became accustomed to this and tossed the letters into a drawer of the bookcase. There is a
crack in the bookcase where the wood does not hold together very well. I tossed the letters in there, and it seemed to me
that I had dropped them into a mailbox. I tried to fool myself, to pretend that I was writing to you, that perhaps you
were hearing me as I spoke to you, the way everything used to be. (Ah, I write “the way everything used to be,” and
with terror I see this short phrase coming between us with all the coldness of the passage of time, which converts the
dearest days of our lives into distant chronological occurrences. The days which contain the essence of our lives! I
wonder—can one possibly conceal human hearts that are still glowing, still flaming, with such a pallid phrase?)
By continually telephoning to your club, I learned of your arrival. The boy replied: “He’s here. Out on the verandah.
Hold the line a minute while I go call him.” My heart started to beat abnormally. I wanted to shout, “No! No!” But I
didn’t have the strength to pull the receiver from my ear. Then I heard your footsteps approaching the telephone. You
always bring your heels down hard. I heard those footsteps as they reverberated along the marble and approached. I
heard your voice as you said nervously to someone, “One moment!” Then I recovered, and I replaced the receiver,
terrified. What could I possibly say to you? I would begin to cry as soon as I attempted to speak.
But yesterday, I finally decided to write, now while you’re still in Athens. I would write to tell you everything. What
is “everything?” My unhappiness, my longing, and my love. So I started today, early in the morning, and I am writing
you this long letter. I will certainly mail this one.
Darling, you must listen to me, no matter how much you hold me in contempt, no matter how much you loathe me.
Listen to me, because I’m calling you from the depths of my love and desperation. You must heed me in the same way
those on shore heed the voice of a drowning man who cries for help.
I simply want to explain my dreadful action to you. You have every right, as far as I’m personally concerned. But
you haven’t this one right: to forbid me to explain to you how “that” occurred. I beg you, allow me to explain. I have
absolute need, at this moment, to do so.
The beginning of this whole evil situation started three months ago. It was evening—out on the verandah—after we
had finished eating, and later. Mother and I were listening to the radio—to a selection of songs from the Vienna station.
Father, buried in his armchair, was reading. I was deeply moved.
“Father,” I said, “aren’t you listening?”
Without raising his eyes from his book, he said, “Of course I’m listening. I read and listen at the same time.”
I stood up, went over to him, and took his book away by force.
“No,” I said, “you can’t do both simultaneously.”
Thus, the situation was reversed. He laughed, rubbed his beard, as he is in the habit of doing, and settled down to
listen to the music. I glanced at the open page by chance and began to read. It was Oedipus Rex in the ancient
text.\fn{I.e., in archaic Greek:H} The last time I had read the work was in school. My glance fell on verses 1268 to 1280.
Since that time, I’ve repeated them so often; they've tormented me to such an extent that now I can write them without
stopping. These verses are horrible.
… He rips from off her dress the golden broaches she was wearing, holds them up, and rams them home right
through his eyes, not once but many times, and all the while his eyeballs gushed in bloody dew upon his beard.
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No, not dew, no oozing drops, but a spurt of black ensanguined rain like hail beat down …

At times, I read the verses mechanically. Then I reread them, once, twice, three times. And each time their horror
attracted me more, their repulsiveness overpowered me like a strong, bitter drink which burns the throat and nearly
chokes the drinker, but which is drunk precisely for the kind of intoxicating poison it brings. Troubled, I closed the
book, and then I, too, sat in a corner and attempted to listen to the music. I struggled to listen—without success. I
opened wide the windows and doors of my soul to let in the melancholy songs of Schubert and thus replenish my soul
and make it tremble with a sweet tenderness. It was useless. The horror of the ancient tragedy remained in my soul,
thrust there like a dagger. And the action described in verses 1268 to 1280 continued to take place before my eyes with
all the savagery of its details.
Finally, my head began to ache. I went to bed and felt the unbearable necessity of rereading the passage before going
to sleep. I took the book, and lying flat on my back in bed, I read the passage again. I read the verses once, twice,
thrice, five times. Finally, I closed my eyes and read them verse by verse in the darkness. I still saw the numbering of
the verses—the numbers at every fifth verse, glittering one by one in the black void.
My misery began that night—a weird, unusual kind of misery. Ridiculous and childish at depth, but it was so
persistent, so unconquerable. With passion I began to imagine the pain from a “golden brooch,” if thrust directly into
the pupil of the eye, exactly into its black center. What pain and horrible sensation, I said to myself, one would feel
precisely at the moment the point of the pin entered the eye, that is, when the protective covering over the pupil would
be pierced and shattered. That would be a double sensation. Not only the sharp pain jarring the entire body to the last
extremities to which the pain would reach, but also the impression of the contact of the hand thrusting in the pin, at the
moment of the thrust. And even the part that sound would play in this sensation. I imagined the sound as a small, yet
dreadful particle, a “click” to be sensed rather than heard, similar to the sound of a pin thrust through a very tautly
stretched piece of satin. I imagined all these reactions which such a gesture would provoke in the body; I thought of
them so vividly, so steadily, that I almost felt them on my own flesh.
I placed my fingers lightly over my closed eyelids to feel the eyeballs quivering under the tips of my fingers, a
living, movable object. And simultaneously, I repeated the frightful words of the description. Not all the words—only
those which gave me the keenest sensation of the act:
“He rips from off her dress the golden brooches she was wearing, holds them up, and rams them home, right through
his eyes. And all the while his eyeballs gush … A spurt of black, ensanguined rain like hail beat down.”
Every time I went to the mirror for my toilette, I began, against my will, to look very closely at the pupils of my
eyes. I carefully examined the exact point where the golden brooch of Jocasta would have to enter, right in the center of
the pupil. It was as though the little black dot existed solely for the purpose of marking the spot where I should stab
with the tip of the pin. It became an obsession with me to record the execution of the ancient lines on my own eyes
each time I looked into a mirror. This was true whenever I looked closely into someone else’s eyes, my father’s, my
mother’s, and yours. I went through this each time I looked intimately into the eyes while I was kissing one of you.
One day I advanced to the following state of mind. I brought my face up to the mirror, then I took a long hat-pin
from an old hat, opened my eyes wide, aimed, and rammed the tip of the pin against the glass, directly at the center of
the eye. I heard that fragile “click” on the surface of the mirror—a molecule of sound. On the crystal of the eye, such a
sound would be even more imperceptible; perhaps only the two fingertips holding the “brooch” would be able to
conceive it. This test gave me a slight shudder at the moment of striking the mirror.
Afterward, as I thought about it, I cried out in fear. I was afraid of myself. From that day on I was possessed by a
secret terror. Perhaps in time I would be unable to control myself; I would be unable to withstand the fearful desire for
pain which would distort my body, should I actually execute those verses. I was truly in a state of panic. I held my fists
over my eyes to protect them, to save them. I did the same each time I looked into your blue eyes, where the black dot
is more noticeable in the dark mauve pupil. Similarly, I avoided kissing my mother, but even more my father, whose
white beard I already pictured as soaked with the “red hail,” with the “black rain,” of the extracted eyeball.
I arrived at the point of thinking of the results of this deed. I saw Father, eyes torn from their sockets, as the old
Oedipus; and I, posing as Antigone, guiding him on his way, as the group appears on a German copper engraving.
One day a satanic coincidence occurred to intensify my madness. A Turkish captain, a friend from Istanbul, came
from Anatolia. On his regular trips to the Anatolian harbors, he had collected a number of icons from pillaged churches
and Turkish coffee houses. He thought they could become a profitable trade, and he brought them back for resale to
refugees and collectors. Father went to see them and selected five or six splendid Byzantine religious paintings: two of
Christ, one of the Virgin, one of St. John, and a larger icon of the Incorporeal Heavenly Host, which was a gathering of
archangels. They were armed with flaming swords, and all had terrifying wings which dragged on the ground, and
large, widespread eyes. Well—the pupils were missing from the eyes of all those figures in the icons. All the saints, and
all the archangels, stared with empty eyelids. The Turks had removed them with knives.
The thought occurred to me that all those barbarians who had blinded saints and angels had left the same terrible
obsession and the same hedonism tormenting me, and had given vent to their madness on the icons. After a while, I was
even afraid to enter the library where Father had arranged the blinded icons in a row.
One evening, Father told us that we should get dressed to attend a premiere at the National Theater. Oedipus Rex, in
Photos Politis’ modern translation, was being performed. For a minute I considered telling my parents the whole story
and not going. But I was ashamed before Father; I was ashamed of myself. I became obstinate. I knew very well that
the whole situation was only a ridiculous eccentricity which had become fastened on my mind. I also knew that only
through an extension of my will power, through a ceaseless resistance with logic, would I be able to overcome this
feeling. I will go, I said; this is no more than a foolish neurosis. I must overcome it at all costs. And so I went.
Later, I realized that I had undertaken a struggle which was beyond my powers. As the play progressed, I waited
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with longing, my heart pounding with expectation. I heard nothing; I waited for nothing more than the moment when
the verses 1268 to 1280 would begin. For me, both in the theater and in the play, nothing else existed. Finally, the
terrible moment arrived, and the narrator, a young actor with excellent elocution, began the frightful narration:
… He breaks the golden brooches which hold Her dress, and seizes them and thrusts the tips into the pupils
of his eyes, and opening his eyelids, he jabbed continuously, and his burning eyeballs soaked his beard, nor did
they spring forth only like drops of dew, but a black rain spurted over him, a black hail of blood. …

I closed my eyes, rubbed my eyeballs with the palms of my hands, and began to cry. Oedipus—Veakis—entered the
stage with extracted eyes. The echo of his lamentations filled the palace and the theater. His beard and tunic were
soaked with the “black hail.” I felt my knees trembling, trembling, and my cheeks twitching at the corners of my
mouth. I cried, full of the painful pleasure of horror, full of the ghastly thirst for affliction. I cried, terrified.
From that evening, I removed all pins, needles, and hatpins from me and from my room. I even put away my letteropener, and everything with a sharp point on it. Mother wondered at my sudden nervousness when I saw her pincushion
on the table or in her work-basket. I took the pincushion and locked it away, or else I left the house on some pretext.
I was in this state when you came on that fateful afternoon. Everyone was away from the house; I had told you this
in advance. You had your head on my lap, and you were looking up at me. Your eyes were a deep blue, and the
afternoon shadows were making them purple, as the eyes of the archangels must have been before the Turks had
removed them with their bayonets. I felt that I was on the brink of a deep pit. A dizziness sweetly intoxicated me. I was
being pulled hypnotically by a magnetism which seemed to arise from a blue abyss. Should I abandon myself and be
twisted and turned like a straw to the bottom of the chasm! Your eyes were there before me, offering themselves
horizontally. They were clear, widespread. In the middle of the blue circle shone the black dot, the tiny spot ready to
receive the tip of the needle. That black dot was obviously calling for the “brooch” to be pinned through the center, as
though this was its fateful sheath.
I wanted to scream, to howl like a dog, to shout for you to leave, to save yourself, to save yourself! To save your
eyes, your blue eyes so beloved to me. For days I had been watching that pin of yours with the head of Sappho on it. I
had observed it on your tie. It was of gold, long, and with agony I had tested its sharpness against the tip of my finger. I
carefully laid my bare arm over the piece of antique and shuddered waiting to pull it out, to thrust it—“click”—
At that moment, I saw the unfortunate Doudou. She was envious of the caresses I was giving you and had crawled
up on my lap, rubbing her whiskers against my chin. I turned to look at her and saw her green eyes widespread before
me, very close, almost in my face. Then I closed your eyes, pulled out the pin, and buried it in the cat’s eye.
I have nothing more to say except that, after this awful incident, my agony came to an end, as though it had been
removed with a knife. It was as though the evil had been exorcised and had left me. Now all of this seems to me like a
nightmare, as though I had awakened and escaped strangulation. My parents know nothing of all the torture I
underwent; they don’t know that you left me, resolved never to see me again, that you hurled at me those dreadful
words, “I loathe you!”
Was it cowardice or hope? I still don’t know. I told them that you had suddenly been called to Crete, and that you
wouldn’t be returning for a long time; that it had been through my unforgivable negligence that Doudou had been
stabbed in the eye. How I suffer now, and how I shall always suffer as long as I see that poor cat looking at me that
way, with her single green eye, as though she’s struggling to understand the reason I did that to her. Because I know:
Doudou understood that I pulled out the pin on purpose for that reason, to put our her eye. She doesn’t come near
me any more; and whenever she sees me entering the room, she gets up and leaves very quietly. You’ll never be able to
understand what a heavy judgment this is to be tried and condemned by an innocent animal.
My darling, I have nothing more to tell you. I send you my supplication; I send you my voice from the depth of my
unhappiness, from the depth of my love. I love you till death. Determine my life.
Nella

I finished reading the letter, folded the papers into a bundle, and very slowly replaced them in the large
envelope, deeply affected. My friend watched me, the agony of expectation trembling in his gaze.
“Well?”
Instead of answering him, I asked:
“After this letter, what do you think of Nella and her love? Do you continue to ‘loathe’ her?” He said
vigorously:
“I pity her. I keep remembering how her shoulders convulsed with the sobbing—and how she raised her arm
when I reviled her, and then let it fall back on the sofa—”
“You love her as much as you did before—and even more. You should love her more now, after she has
undergone such a horrible ordeal. No one but you can help her.” He spoke again, thoughtfully:
“What was this thing—?”
“I believe it was a psychoneurotic crisis that Nella underwent, as one undergoes a serious illness. You have no
right to humiliate her further. She’s not to blame for anything. Quite the contrary, her psychic stamina is to be
admired. You must go to see her today.”
I saw a flame of joy glittering in his blue eyes. I knew that I had done nothing more than to voice his own
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desires; at the same time, however, I saw that he wanted to ask something more but couldn’t. I came to his rescue.
“Once these fixations have passed,” I said, “they’re gone forever. I know through experience—look at me; I
have undergone such an experience, too!”
“No!” He jumped up excitedly. “Tell me about it!”
“All right. I underwent something similar. It really does have a lot in common with what Nella has suffered.
And it happened to me in the same way—after reading. It happened when I was about twenty or twenty-two years
old and a student at the University. I read a vivid description somewhere about the well-known, strange, and awful
method which was used to kill Odysseus Androutsos—by pounding his genitals—at night, in the tower of the
Acropolis. From that moment, I was frightened to death that something similar would occur to me. Every time I
saw a motorcyclist coming toward me, I squeezed my knees together, and my heart trembled in case I have the
same repulsive fate as Androutsos. It reached a point where I wouldn’t set foot on an athletic field, and I
developed a psychosis with regard to the gymnasium. It seemed to me that, whenever the athletes kicked the ball,
they were aiming straight between my legs. I squeezed my knees together and turned pale when I had to attend a
football game, even when I was a spectator. I even quit horseback riding, which had been my favorite sport to that
time—”
“And then?”
“Oh, and then I had to take my law examinations. I had to read all the time to prepare myself for the exams. I
was isolated day and night with the Roman Law. By the time I completed my exams, the phobia of Androutsos
had completely left me. It had been pushed out of my mind by the Latin legal terms.”
He continued to look at me for a short time, smiling. Suddenly he gripped my hand.
“Thank you,” he said in a warm voice. “I knew it—something kept telling me to wait for you.”
When I left his office, I thought worriedly:
“Had I been in his position, would I have given so lightheartedly the advice I had just given?”
104.98 Princess Plumpkins: A Folktale\fn{told by Mimika Drongites (c.1895Islands, Greece (F) 1

)} Volimes,

Zakynthos Island, Ionian

Once upon a time there were two kings whose lands neighbored upon each other. Now one of them had three
male children and the other three girls. The king with the sons took pleasure in teasing the other king about this,
and so it was that when they came across each other on their way to the kings’ club, he would say,
“Good morning, Lord King, with your three fillies!”
The other unhappy man hardly knew what to answer. He grew melancholy and would not eat or anything. One
day, when this had gone on for a long while, his youngest daughter, Plumpkins, who was very sharp-witted, asked
him what the matter was.
“It’s nothing, my dear,” he answered.
“How can it be nothing, Father? Either you tell me or I do away with myself!”
What, then, could the king do but tell her? She burst into laughter.
“What!” she said, “Is that what’s making you sad? If he says it again, you say to him, ‘Good morning, Lord
King, with your three colts!’” The other two daughters, who had heard this exchange, began to mock,
“And is that why you are sad? We thought he had sent you an emissary to ask for our hands in marriage, and
you were sad at parting with us!”
So the king did as Plumpkins had bidden him. The other king (the one with the sons) was angry.
“So!” he said, “so!” and racked his brains for some difficult riddle to puzzle the other. A few days later, he said
to the other king,
“I want you to bring me a kilo of grain, already ground, that must both be flour and not be flour. Either you do
what I demand or I take your best piece of land.”
The unhappy king put on mourning.\fn{I.e., became sad, melancholy.} He told Plumpkins what had happened.
“But is that all that troubles you, Father dear? Whatever he says to you, come straight and tell it to me, and
never fret.”
And immediately Plumpkins gave an order to a hundred carpenters to cut planks and scrape them down to
sawdust and to put the sawdust in bags. Then they took them to the other king. When he saw so many full bags
just as he had demanded, he was flabbergasted.
“Hold hard,” said he, “won’t I set him a riddle to puzzle him!” And, indeed, as they were on their way that
evening to the club where the kings go, he said to Plumpkins’s father,
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“Now, Lord King, I want you to bring me a can of milk, that must both be milk and not be milk, or else I take
your best piece of land!”
“It is well,” said the king, all in a tremble, “I will look to it.” And he at once went home and told Plumpkins.
“Never fret, Father dear, put your trust in me. Order a great number of horses to be put to work, and bring a
bottle and fill it with the froth from their lips and take it to him for milk.”
And so he did. He took a milk can full of this froth to the other. And no sooner did the king (the one with the
sons) clap eyes on it than he became as wild as a hornet.
“But who is it that helps you to come out the winner?” he said to the other.
“It is my daughter, Lord King, Plumpkins is her name.”
“She!” said he, “a woman, to vie with me? Bring her to dine with us tomorrow.”
And, indeed, at midday on the next day, Plumpkins dressed herself and combed her hair and went there with
her father. But, once at table, she let no food pass her lips. At this the king asked,
“Why do you not eat?” And to this she replied,
“Your Majesty, the dishes you have here are not to my liking. I am accustomed to eggs done on the spit. Please
order the cook to do me two.”
So the king gave the order to the cook, but how was the unhappy man to set about roasting eggs on the spit! It
could not be done. So the king, in some distress, had to tell her that such a thing could not be done.
“Very well, your Majesty,” said Plumpkins. “Whatever you asked of us was done, yet you cannot bring me two
eggs done on the spit. Think no more about it. I can very well have nothing at all to eat.” Whereupon the king
desired to find some means of pleasing her.
“Tell me, my lady,” he said, “what gift I may make you.” Then Plumpkins said:
A lettuce, made of thirty more, of thirty lettuce made,
And on the lettuce let there be gold lettuces arrayed.

At this the King was altogether dismayed.
“But how am I to gratify your wish, if what you ask is impossible?”
“Then, your Majesty,” said Plumpkins, “I have beaten you.”
“No, indeed!” said the king. “I must have one more try. You take my youngest son, who is the worthiest young
man in the kingdom, and try to cross the great river. Whichever of the two crosses first to the other side and brings
me back the Parrot of Happiness will be the winner. If my son is the one that brings the bird to me, I shall have
your head cut off. If you should bring it, I will make my son your bridegroom.”
To this Plumpkins most readily agreed.
The next morning she went to her father’s stable and ordered the best horse to be saddled. Then she dressed
herself like a horseman and at the hour of midday rode down to the river. There she found the other king’s son,
trying to empty the river with a teaspoon in order to get over to the other side. When she saw this, she laughed
until she could laugh no more. Then she gave her horse a stroke with the crop and leapt into the river. In a very
short while she was across.
But now the hardest part was to come. The Parrot of Happiness was guarded by a fierce dragon, while the
Prince who owned the bird watched all night long lest it be stolen, for when the parrot opened its beak, gold fell
from its mouth. Plumpkins gave the dragon a potion to make it sleep; then she went to the Prince and told him (it
seems) that she desired to see the Parrot. The Prince consented with pleasure.
But while they were both shut up in the room, Plumpkins dealt him a blow and knocked him down. Then she
seized the bird and made off. She left a paper stuck on the door, saying,
“I was a woman, and tricked you!” Then she mounted her horse and crossed the river.
The Prince was still standing there, trying to empty away the water with a spoon, so Plumpkins ran with the
Parrot to find his father at the palace. The instant the Parrot saw the king, it shot out a shaft of flame from its
mouth that went straight at the king and burned him to ashes.
And so Plumpkins married his son.
1920
46.163 Excerpt from Twentieth Century\fn{by Melpo Axióti (1905-1973)} Athens, Greece (F) 2
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… Thirty women were walking around, putting a few bits of clothing on the ground.
*
“I’m leaving my sweater. If anyone survives, will they take it to my mother for me?” The echo could be heard
in the neighborhood beyond.
*
“I call on our friends to carry on our work unflinchingly in our places,” said a slip of a girl in a thin, high
voice.
“That’s the right spirit, comrade,” said Polyxena beside her.
“Don’t call me comrade. I’m not. You know I don’t like political parties. I’ve never wanted anything to do with
them.”
“Today’s the day you’re going to die,” said Polyxena. “Aren’t you ready?”
“Yes,” said the girl, “I’m ready.”
“Well, stupid, that’s what I meant by calling you comrade. Comrades in death.” The girl stared at her, at a loss
for words. Some of the others were in tears.
“Don’t cry for us, those of you who are left behind,” said Polyxena. “It isn’t just us. Think of China, Southeast
Asia, Czechoslovakia. Weep for all those everywhere who are going to their death every day.”
Who would stay … who would go … there was no time for anything else. The guards pushed them out into
courtyard.
*
It was a bright day in May.
They walked like soldiers. Other women joined them from the cells. Their numbers swelled.
As Polyxena walked, her mind was ticking over like a well-wound watch. She was seeing the wall for the last
time. Every stone meant death; every inch meant blood.
*
There, that’s where the poor idiot fell. He used to go around calling out:
“Mercy! Mercy!”
One morning Fischer had emptied his pistol into his temple. Polyxena looked at the stain on the stone. She
kept walking.
*
They were forming ranks. The women were taking their places.
*
There, that’s where they executed the syphilitics.
“Anyone sick.” they said at roll-call.
Twelve men came forward, thinking they would be saved, and there was a cook as well, thinking he would be
saved, too. They took them forward a few steps and then cut them down from behind. From the women’s room
she was looking straight down on it. She saw convoys. Some coming, some going. Some men into the earth,
others to the crematoria, they were heading for Europe, the Haidari prison emptied and filled again straight away,
like a gypsy’s bellows.
*
The day before yesterday had been the First of May. The bloody First.
*
There, that’s where the disabled soldiers were standing before they left. I used to wheel them around, I washed
their feet, they were my children, thought Polyxena.
“Put the radio on for us,” they used to call, “quick, fetch me my crutches from the carpenter’s.”
They rounded them up in November, two thousand of them. They didn’t have time to bring their crutches with
them: for months they had to drag themselves along the ground on their backsides to go and relieve themselves …
“What’s put the wind up you?” they asked the soldiers. “Are you scared of our crutches? Is that why you’ve
brought us in?”
“And when they come back short of a leg, they’ll come begging for a drachma and I shan’t give them one!”
Yes, she could remember the unknown man who had said that to her. Later they took them out a few at a time
and shot them. The last lot went the day before yesterday. The First of May. A phalanx of naked men going to
their deaths. The roll had stopped at number 200.
“Let me get a bit of warmth from the sun, it’s the first time I’ve seen it in eight years. I’m from Akronauplion,”
someone had been heard to say.
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From up in the women’s room they could see them capering and singing. And Death and the Resistance had
made no exceptions that day, not even for a man who hadn’t seen daylight for eight years.
*
Now the roll-call was beginning. Everyone held their breath. First, those about to die. Haidari was empty. The
men were still asleep. The sun had not yet risen. It was damp. The prison van with its great black cage was there.
In the road. In front of the bars. The women heard their names. They called them out. A man with a foreign accent
called them out. You could hardly recognize your own name.
The third was Maria. Polyxena was the fourth. She had never been first in anything in her whole life, she knew
that from her childhood. They took a few steps forward. Steps which separated them from the others. Steps which
took them away from life, took them elsewhere.
*
Phroso and her daughter went into the cage together. The girl with the thin, high voice went in with her sister.
In the van Fifi met her husband. Soula found Lefteri, who had lost both his feet: the two of them had been arrested
at her house.
They all set off together. On the road they were traveling spring was dancing merrily. It was now completely
light. One of the men wrote something on a little card, and as they went along, threw it out of the back of the van.
The wind tossed it right up, then blew it back to the ground. They saw an old woman, far, far behind them, stoop
down and pick it up.
“Pavlos Karatzas” it said, “exiled since 1936, on his way to execution.”
Since 1936. Now it was 1944. They all took courage from his action. One of the girls threw her engagement
ring. It was all she had. Another tore a strip off her dress and threw it. The tokens of their identity danced on the
May time earth.
The van drove on, through suburbs with people going to and fro.
“Maria,” said Polyxena, “Maria, do you remember?
Little old men and shoe-shine boys,
Little kids with little toys.

That’s what we are dying for. That was Greece. Now you know.”
They arrived at the cypresses. There was less light there. They reached the field, and there they had to get out.
They were led forward to the sacrificial altar. Then they saw the wall in front of them.
When I was a kid I wanted to be a man. I was jealous of Fifino, thought Polyxena. Now I’m dying a man’s
death.
The putrid smell from the trench filled her lungs. It was alien. Brains and blood had been squeezed out there.
And now her smell would mingle with the rest. The May sun would drink her in, too, and they would all be
indistinguishable from each other.
“Maria, do you remember,” Polyxena said again, “‘That’s the stink of rich men’s shit!’ You taught me that first;
I’ve never forgotten it. But here we’re all the same, rich and poor … I used to dream of it.”
*
Foreign men killed Polyxena, men brought from the cold north, who never in their lives had children, or a wife
to touch their hair when they were sad. But when she was dead it was her own kind, local moles, who raised her
up.
When the group moved forward, she moved with them, and they went to the wall, and stood like books on a
shelf in front of the firing squad. Half-naked as she was she could see the mole she had always had on her breast.
Emilios was the first to touch her. Death was the last. The crossfire from two huge machineguns on steel legs
pierced her through and through. She flew into the air and was tossed to heaven like a dead dove. On the hills of
Kaisariani the trumpet cried:
“Revenge!”
In the valley, somewhere far away, a bell rang and called the people together. Between a church and a
chemist’s shop a girl called Polyxena once came into the world. And now, she made her exit. …
52.38 The Wedding\fn{by Yiannis Manglis (1909- )} Kalymnos Island, Dodecanese Islands, Greece (M) 9
Thodoris and Panagos had been “working” together for three years now. That they were working is to make an
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understatement. But work is what they called it. They traveled to Anatolia, seized the animals, and carried them
back to the islands where they sold them. They traveled to Greece, carried away gunpowder and guns, and a load
of salt, which they sold to the natives down in Barbaria, in Syria, in Lebanon—anywhere they could. From there
they received tobacco for narghile smoking, matches, pressed grapes, cognac—and brought them back to Greece.
All contraband. Even so, they called this work.
Thodoris was nearing fifty and Panagos, exactly on the Day of the Assumption, great be Her Grace, would be
going on twenty-eight. They were both handsome men. Tall the one, with dark complexion and large savage eyes,
with a narrow chin split down the middle. A trifle shorter the other, chestnut-colored, thick-haired, with a wide
jaw and eyes dark as roasted coffee—full of murder.
Thodoris loved to engage in conversation; the other did not. Nor did he even want to listen. The first one
laughed at times, called the children to him, and gave them gifts. The second man never laughed. There was also a
third member in the small sailboat, a very young boy who had not begun to shave yet, Onouphrios. He was either
from Fournous or from Leipsous—or he could have come from Arkious. He had been on two trips with them, and
now they were on their way to the Greek islands.
In the green sailboat with its beautiful frame, a well-traveled boat with large sails, sat Aglaoniki, mistress of
Thodoris. She was a tall, corpulent, brawny woman, with wavy, raven hair and large eyes, as black as prunes. Her
thick lips were as red as a sun-burst pomegranate. She came from the island of the Aegean, from Spetsas or
Hydra. She longed for adventure, she longed for a trenchant love, and she said to Thodoris the contrabandist:
“Will you take me with you on a trip?” And he, who found delight in the vigor of her body, said,
“I will take you with me on one journey.”
A proud sun resembling an archangel fell on the sea and covered it with its golden hair. There was a great
calm, and the three men pulled oars with all their strength to reach port that much sooner, there to drink a glass of
wine to relax, to bring equilibrium to their blood.
Close to noontime, they arrived at the pier. They cast anchor, secured the cable. The harbor was small and was
open to the sea from the south. It wasn’t really a harbor. It was a pier shielded from the northern waves with an
extended chasm, rather a hole; with a gaping mouth.
There were no sailors there. As for fishermen, only a few—the inhabitants lived off the land and the animals.
Those who could, retired to the mainland of Greece, or to America, or wherever they could go. In years past,
when the islands had been under Turkish domination, well, then everyone had plenty of room. They sailed far to
Anatolia and carried on trading. Later, the Italians came, and the people remained on the island to struggle with
their poverty, rather with their hunger.
They cast anchor, secured the cable to the mole, set out the plank, and stepped on land. One after the other,
they crossed the empty narrow wharf, entered the town. The heat was unbearable. The air was thick and brown
like honey. Perspiration rolled from their faces and bodies. Breathing was difficult. They came to the small square
and sat down under the mulberry tree at the tavern of Mastrovasilis.
“Bring us food to eat and something to drink—bring everything,” Thodoris called out.
“It’s fasting time, Captain. For the fifteenth of August, the Day of the Assumption,” the tavern keeper said
alarmed. “I have egg plants, olives, onions; all good things.”
“Fool!” angrily cried Panagos.
“Have you any eggs?” Thodoris asked.
“I have.”
“Since you have eggs, you must have chickens. Make some eggs and be quick about killing a couple of
chickens. Do you understand?”
“I understand, Captain,” the small man replied hesitantly. Beside the mulberry tree, under its shade, ran water
from a fountain which had been built during the time of the Turks. There on the marble around it some sayings
from the Qur’an were carved. “Justice is happiness,” “Peace is prosperity,” “Cool water is happiness.” Aglaoniki
approached, ran the water through her hands, wet her head, cackled with laughter, and the entire land became
beautiful—like a song. Captain Thodoris stood up, put his palms under the water, filled them, and poured the
water down his face and head. He had a handsome head, round, with a high forehead, and thin curly hair.
“The water is warm, but it refreshes,” he said. “Come, Panagos, wash up!”
Panagos neither spoke, nor did he rise. He was rolling a cigarette. He had a pouch of tobacco and a cigarette
case before him. Taking some tobacco, he placed it on the cigarette paper, whirled it over backward, straightened
it out, and the tobacco was swaddled within that thin paper, isometrically. With his tongue, he licked the edge of
the cigarette paper and glued it down. Smooth, thick as his small finger, the cigarette went into the case.
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Onouphrios’ soul longed to play with the water. But he was afraid of this sullen, harsh man. He glanced at him
sidewise without moving.
The eggs were brought, the olives, the onion.
“Have you any cheese?”
“Cheese in a goatskin.”
“Curses on you, billygoat!” bellowed Panagos. “Bring the cheese wrapped in goatskin.” They drank their wine;
they ate their appetizers.
“Bring your glass and sit down,” said Thodoris. “What’s new on the island?”
“Nothing,” the tavern-keeper said and looked at them frightened.
“There must be something. Tell us—”
“What news should there be, Masters? These are difficult years, jobs are few, the inhabitants struggle against
poverty with their axes, with their animals. Ever since they closed the great mainland of Anatolia, the people have
been suffering.”
“We know all that,” said Thodoris. “Tell us something different.”
“Like what?”
“How many carabinieri have you on the island?”
“Five and one brigadier.”
“And are these enough to get all your women pregnant?”
“Our women are not what you think they are, Captain Thodoris.”
“Shut up!”
“I accept that, Captain.”
“To your health!”
“To your health, Captains!”
“Have an appetizer.”
“Many happy days, Captain, but forgive me—I am fasting.”
“Stuff yourself!” said Panagos.
“I’ll stuff myself, Captain,” the tavern-keeper replied feigning joy, but very much afraid.
“Is it very long since smugglers came to the island?”
“Captain Zaphiris was here during the last moon.”
“Did he get his leg? I heard that he went to Athens to have a new one put on.”
“No, Captain. He’s still running around with the wooden leg. Had he had two legs, he would take over all of
Turkey.”
“Nonsense!” bellowed Panagos, and swore foully.
“Nonsense,” echoed Mastrovasilis, the tavern-keeper, and he repeated the foul curse.
“To your health!” said Thodoris. Then he added,
“Turkey isn’t taken over by smugglers. The smuggler goes on land, enjoys a Turkish woman, knifes a Turk in
passing, puts the animals on the boat, and weighs anchor. It’s only what Greece is able to do.”
“You’re right a thousand times, Captain. It’s only what Greece is able to do.”
“I said.”
“You said, Captain.”
“To your health, then,” said Captain Thodoris.
“To your health, then,” repeated Mastrovasilis the tavern-keeper.
“And what was it the crippled man brought?”
“The usual things—spirits with mastic, mash, matches, tobacco.”
“What did the carabinieri do?”
“They weren’t aware of a thing. The smugglers unloaded at the cape.”
“The carabinieri were playing with your women. Do you agree?”
“I agree.”
“To your health, Captain.”
“What other news?”
“Like what other news? Yes, Socrates Bafas returned from America.”
“Who is he?”
“You knew his father, Captain.”
“Describe his features.”
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“He had a grocery store down the lane. He was short, stout. You drank wine together. He liked you because
you were generous and a truly straightforward man. Many times we said good words about you, Captain. He liked
you very much—as I do.”
“Is he dead now?”
“He is dead, Captain. He liked you very much—like I do,” Mastrovasilis repeated softly.
“To his soul.”
“To his soul, Captain.”
“And so Socrates returned?”
“He returned, and he is looking for a bridegroom to marry his sister.”
“Which sister?”
“The daughter of his father.”
“What is she called?”
“Marigo.”
“She has her years, around thirty-fivish.”
“Did he bring any money?”
“He did. They say he has plenty of dollars.”
“To your health!”
“To your health, Captain.”
“Go see about the chickens.”
“My wife is cooking them, Captain.”
“Go see for yourself.”
“I am going.” And Mastrovasilis rose to his feet.
“Did you hear, Panagos? Socrates has returned, and he wants to marry off Marigo.”
“I heard.”
“And he has dollars.”
“I heard.”
“Have you nothing to say?”
“Like what?”
“I believe you would do for a bridegroom.”
“Me?”
“You. Who else? Don’t you think so?”
“Depends.”
“Then, listen—“ Thodoris scratched his head for some time and smoked. “To your health!”
“To your health.”
“Listen, my boy. We’ll eat and drink, and we’ll fill our pockets with money.”
“Say on.” Thodoris smoked thoughtfully and said nothing, remaining thus for some time. Suddenly, he said,
“I have a thought.”
“Wait,” said Aglaoniki. “I, too, have a thought.”
“You shut up. What kind of thought have you, idiot. You’re serving another purpose.”
“I thought of something. What will you give me?”
“Confound you. Shut up. You made me forget. To your health, Panagos.”
“To your health.”
“Listen. I am adopting you. Do you understand?”
“No.”
“Here, I am adopting you. And you have been to school! A pity the beatings you received—I make you my
son. From today, I am making you my son. You will call me father.”
“I wouldn’t condescend. My father was an honest man, a worker, a brave man—there was a halo over his
head.”
“Yes, but he had no breeding. I have breeding. Do you know it? My father was a schoolteacher; my uncle a
storekeeper and a holy chanter; the father of my first wife was a doctor; her uncle was a priest! You see—”
No one spoke.
“You will call me father, for a while at least, until the business has been completed. Do you agree?”
“Go on.”
“To your health!”
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“To your health.”
“You are to call me father. You will pay attention to what I say. What kind of work do we do? We’re
merchants. Honest men, generous; and we have a reputable name. It will be an honor for them to come into our
family, to be related with us through marriage. Do you understand?”
“I understand.”
“I can’t tolerate those Americans. Rubbish. They’ve earned five dollars and act like roosters. They’ve become
weighted down with gold teeth, gold chains, pencils—and they don’t even know how to write. Let them go to the
devil’s mother, to America; I don’t care. Let them go. But when they return here and pretend to be important, with
all their watch-chains, then I’m offended. I can’t tolerate them. Can you tolerate them, Panagos, my son?”
“Eh, they’ve never done anything to me. Perhaps I can tolerate them.”
“We said that we would agree. Can you tolerate them?”
“I can’t tolerate them.”
“To your health!”
“To your health,” they all repeated.
“Mastrovasilis, bring some wines and come here beside us. And, curses to you, bring those chickens.”
“They’re coming, Captain. In ten minutes they’ll be here.”
“Bring them at once. As they are. I have spoken.”
The food came and the new wines. Thodoris caught the chickens in his large hands and tore them apart.
“Eat! Have a piece, Mastrovasilis.”
“Begging your sympathy, Captain. I am fasting.”
“Still? It’s very well. I also fast at home. My deceased mother was God-fearing. Signs of the cross, fasting,
priests. A saintly woman, I tell you. An angel. To the soul of my mother!”
“To her soul, Captain.”
“And my wife Aglaoniki also. She observes fasting all the time. But as the Bible tells us: ‘The traveler and the
sick have no sins.’ Isn’t that right?”
“Right, Captain.”
“Listen, then—I will confide a secret to you, Mastrovasilis. You knew my first wife? Well, it doesn’t matter.
She was a doctor’s daughter. Plenty of money, an education measured by the pound. Do you know why I divorced
her? Well, for this. The shameless hussy had no respect for religion. She wouldn’t kiss the priest’s hand; she
wouldn’t fast. Nonsense, the slut would say. Religion, she would say, is for the illiterate. Fasting is for imbeciles.
She quarreled with my deceased old woman. My son, my old mother would say, you have brought Satan into our
house. She will damn us all. We have been brought up differently; we are God-fearing people. I endured her as
long as I could, then I dismissed her. Now at home, I want you to know, Aglaoniki observes fasting. Chick peas,
kidney beans, and all that. Can I have a drop of oil, wife? No, she says. We will not contaminate our mouths. Very
well, I say, don’t yell. I’ll do as you like. Not as I like, she says, but as Christ and Mother Mary like. Do you
agree, Mastrovasilis?”
“I agree, Captain.”
“To your health!”
“To your health, Captain.”
“Listen and I will confide something else to you. We’re getting old, Mastrovasilis, and don’t argue about it.
One of these days we’ll shake our bottoms and deliver up our souls. It is our duty, then, to become good, serious
men and good Christians. This is what I keep repeating to my son Panagos. I tell him to marry and settle down; to
become sensible; to drop all strange women.”
“Pardon me, Captain. Did you say—to your son Panagos?”
“Don’t you know?” Thodoris said, affecting surprise. “Ever since his mother Ephtychia, my sister, died, I
adopted him. I made him my son. God gave me no children. The doctors in Athens told me, ‘Thodoris, you can’t
have a child, and you should know it.’ So I said, ‘Very well, it doesn’t matter—it’s the will of God. When my
sister dies—she suffered from her heart, you see—I’ll make Panagos my son.’ That’s what I said, and that’s what I
did. Isn’t that so, Panagos?”
“It is so, Father.”
“To your health! What do you say about Marigo, Mastrovasilis? From all you’ve said about her I have her in
my heart. Do you think they can get along as husband and wife?”
“They’ll get along, Captain. She’s a wonderful girl. No one has ever gossiped about her. And she is good. Sit
down, her brother tells her—and she sits down. Get up, her brother tells her—and she gets up. A real treasure.”
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“Do you think they’ll consent to the marriage? You see, we are people of breeding. You know—”
“I know. Do I know, he asks! And the boy is a vigorous, handsome youth. Now that you have adopted him, he
also has a worthy name. If it was in the good old days, Captain, when Anatolia was accessible to us, when Russia
was accessible, and we built two- and three-story houses with the dollars that came in, and the breasts of the girls
were filled with gold crowns, and the rugs and blankets and sheets were piled as high as the ceiling—eh, Captain,
things were different then; different, quite different—but now, you see, all the young men are gone; they’ve left
for foreign places. They either get married over there or else come back as useless old men. So, Captain, when we
tell them about Panagos, they’ll even turn somersaults.”
“To the health of the bridegroom.”
“To the health of the bridegroom,” they all repeated.
“Speak, Mastrovasilis, my brother. I am listening.”
“Captain, let me handle the affair. When the day cools off, Socrates will wander down here, and we will talk it
over then.”
“Very well. Take the food and drinks. Bring the coffee. Large cups of coffee, made just right, so we can
lubricate our brains to make them work—”
“Now, respected and loving husband, what percentage will be my share?”
“Just let me stretch out my hand, and I’ll smash you full against the face!”
“Try it. I enjoy it when you beat me. My entire body aches and rejoices.”
“Witch. Unsated mare.”
“I am a witch, and I am an unsated mare, and I like it when you beat me!”
“Vile creature!”
“I am also a vile creature. I am everything.”
Thodoris moved his dark glance over the table, but there was no wine to drink. He took some tobacco, put it on
the cigarette paper, and set to rolling it, murmuring softly,
“Curse you, idiot. Consider yourself lucky that this business is intervening.”
*
It was six days later, under the mulberry tree, beside the fountain, at the eating place of Mastrovasilis. The
company was the same, with the exception of Onouphris, who, at the captain’s orders, had returned to the boat.
Socrates Bafas was with them.
They had already discussed the affair. At the beginning Mastrovasilis and Socrates had discussed it; afterward
all the company went to the bride’s house to wish her happiness and to drink a glass of wine.
Naturally, Marigo was not thirty-five. Had she been a nanny-goat for slaughter, she would have to be fattened
for two or three days. And had she been cooked for another two or three days, she might have been fit to eat. She
was stout, with large flabby breasts that came down to the belt around her waist. But her face was calm, and her
eyes were large and sweet, overshadowed by a smile of suffering.
Now it was a calm, balmy evening. The sun had set. Having completed the day’s work, the sun had set. In the
distance, the flames continued to caress the horizon, and up higher, drifted a cloud of heat, coral red. Directly
before the harbor, on a wide expanse, the sea was rosy—a reflection from the illuminated cloud. Beneath the
mulberry tree, and even around it, the golden honey was suspended in the warm air. All the area had assumed the
color of the honey.
They had agreed to hold the wedding on the Day of the Assumption. A double feast day: of the Blessed Virgin,
exalted be Her Grace, and of Panagos, the bridegroom, who was Her namesake.
The last three days had been extremely hot. A fiery wind blew heavily as though discharged through the mouth
of a flaming furnace. People’s nerves had become paralyzed. The housekeepers closed the shutters of their
windows and doors to keep out the intense heat. The water would not keep cool in the pitchers. Throats became
thoroughly parched. They wet their throats with water from the long-necked pitchers to quench their thirst, but
before the water could roll down, the throat was dry again, forcing the cry,
“I am thirsty!”
“Relative-in-law, you said that you were taking the children to America. Do as you like. You should know that
my wife Aglaoniki and I will be miserable at losing the boy. But so long as it is for his own good, it will not
matter. We’ll steel our hearts.”
“Well, I’ll take the children. Panagos will be my brother from now on, and I’ll make him a partner in my
business. I have a good business, a restaurant and beer parlor, and I need someone of my own, someone I can
trust. I need an honest man who works hard, who doesn’t play cards and drink much liquor, who is courteous.”
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“Panagos has all those qualities. If the boy isn’t talking now, it is out of respect for you. He respects his father,
you see. We taught him early to be respectful. If he is now drinking a glass more than he should, it is because he is
deeply affected. The occasion calls for it; he is a bridegroom, relative-in-law. The boy is scared. He’s young,
generous; he’s confused. That’s how I was when I was being married to the doctor’s daughter. You understand,
relative-in-law?”
“Well, I understand. As I said, relative-in-law, I’ll take them to America. Except for Marigo, I have no one in
the world. I’m father and brother to her. I’m old now, and tired, and I can’t live alone any longer; I can’t take care
of my property. And when, with the help of God, they have a child, I will also be a grandfather. Everything will
belong to them when I die.”
“To your health, relative-in-law. To your health!”
“To your health.”
“You have made me happy, relative-in-law. I’m on the verge of tears. If my deceased mother were living, she
would also be crying for joy. My son, she used to say to me, when you marry, choose a girl from our island. If
she’s not your equal in station, find one from the neighboring islands. I didn’t listen to her, relative-in-law, and
I’ve regretted it. My son Panagos has now heeded the voice of my old woman. I told him: you will marry a
woman from our islands. The boy said, ‘As you think best, Father.’ Is that right, Panagos?”
“Right.”
“Relative-in-law, I have never been as moved nor as happy as I am at this minute. I want to say something. Pay
attention. I am giving a gift of fifty thousand drachmas to my son Panagos. This is what I had to say.”
“Well, and I am increasing the dowry of one hundred and fifty thousand drachmas to two hundred thousand.”
Thodoris bit his lips.
“Eh, how stupid I am!” he thought. “Would it have cost me anything to donate a hundred thousand, especially
since it was gratuitously!” He laughed stupidly.
“Relative-in-law, it is a custom on our island—it must be the same on yours—to withhold a portion of the
boy’s dowry to help the other children, the girls and boys who have not yet come of age.”
“But you haven’t any other children, neither girl, nor boy.” Thodoris had not expected this reply, and he was
thrown into confusion for a moment.
“No, I haven’t. But where there are no children, it is the custom that the parents withhold the money. They
worked, they spent money, they suffered to bring up the children—”
“Well, keep your fifty thousand.”
“Ah, you insult me, relative-in-law. Mine are a gift to the boy. I will take them out of the dowry.”
“If that is the custom.”
“It is. I give you my word of honor. You, Mastrovasilis, come here.”
The tavern keeper approached, and Captain Thodoris explained the situation, twisting his mustache and
looking savagely at him.
“Is it or is it not the custom?”
“It is, Captain.”
“Two days after the wedding, the father of the bride gives the dowry to the father of the bridegroom so that he
and his family can support themselves throughout the festivities. Mastrovasilis, is what I say true or not?”
“It is, Captain.”
“If that is the custom, I will conform to it. I was a child when I left, and I don’t remember. But I am fond of the
island customs; so I will respect them.”
“Well,” said the Captain. “To our health!”
“To our health,” they all cried, and the tavern-keeper ran to bring a glass for himself.
“And what does the mother receive?” Aglaoniki asked, disturbed.
“Shut up!” Captain Thodoris retorted angrily. Then he remembered and immediately became mild and laughed.
“The husband takes care of everything.”
*
On the Sunday of the Assumption of the Virgin, praised be Her Grace, the bells rang from early morning. The
evening before, most of the islanders had taken the road toward the southwest, to the chapel of the Virgin. They
had been celebrating all night long with drink, song, and dance. Now, at dawn, they were returning thoroughly
exhausted, sleepless, and half-intoxicated. In the afternoon, the children began ringing the bells of Saint George
the Knight, and around five o’clock the group set out for the wedding.
Men, women, and children; no one was missing. All the island had gathered together. The old men had gone
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early to enthrone themselves on the church pews. They were observing through small, round, lash-less eyes,
which moved slowly, as they engaged in small talk. A few were catnapping until the priests, the chanters, and the
wedding party entered the church and awakened them.
“Marigo still looks good,” an old man remarked.
“So, so,” another man said. “When her mother was giving birth to her, my wife was giving birth to Mihelio.
The midwife left our house to go to hers.”
“And when was Mihelio born?”
“In ’82.”
“Which is to say that it was some time ago. Eighty-two to nineteen hundred is eighteen, and thirty more is
forty eight.”
“That’s right.”
“Eh, not so loud. The strangers might hear us,” one of Socrates’ relatives said.
“Now, my son, whether they hear us or not, the bridegroom is in the bag.”
The usual things pertaining to a wedding went on in the house: people, noise, folk music—violins, lutes, and
the ever-present santouri. Food and drink. Much to drink.
Poor Marigo had been an old maid. Quite unexpectedly, both bridegroom and happiness had entered the house
and had taken her by the hand; they had brought her to the middle of the room, to the middle of the island, where
she became an object of curiosity.
The house was cleared around two in the morning. The dishes on the table were partly empty; so were the
glasses. The guests could eat no more. It had been years since the villagers had had so much to eat and drink.
“Eat, friends; drink. Everything is yours,” Socrates Bafas cried, half-drunk. “I have only one sister, and I am
marrying her to a man of station.”
The villagers ate and drank and beat their gums like hammers pounding on ammonium salt, and they loosened
their belts. But the moment arrived when it was impossible to eat more.
“Stop,” they said. “We can’t hold any more.” Then they stood up, two or three at a time, and departed.
The relatives remained a while longer. Afterward, they also departed. Then the shrew, Aglaoniki, took Marigo
by the hand, and drunk as they both were, they climbed the ten steps slowly, gingerly, to reach the upper floor.
There were three rooms on this floor; on the right the bride’s room, in the back, the brother’s bedroom, and on the
left, that of the relatives-in-law. Aglaoniki began to undress the bride and to talk with her.
“Pretend to resist, and don’t be a sitting hen. Man loves to be resisted; that’s how he’s made. But don’t
continue resisting for long. Only for a short time. And well, you’re no longer in your prime; you carry years on
your back. You must have heard, and all these years probably someone has grabbed you in the dark. Don’t betray
all you know. Be patient. Man is jealous. No matter how many lies you string for him, he believes them. He wants
to believe them because he’s flattered. Tell me, are you a virgin? Confess to me. I must know so I can control the
course of action we’re to take.”
“Yes,” whispered Marigo breathlessly.
“Well, you poor woman. And how have you restrained yourself all these years? How have you endured?”
“Eh, this way—with hope—” Marigo again said softly.
“Eh, you poor wretch. You’ve wasted your youth. Are you afraid? But why am I asking; you’re trembling.
Don’t be scared. It is nothing. It only lasts for half a minute. And later, you will see. It is more wonderful than
sweets. You must have a little happiness, poor thing, even in your old age. You must know—I’m speaking to you
as a woman. I feel sorry for you, and I suffer for you—I feel sorry for you—”
The bride put on her silk nightgown and went to bed. Her heart was fluttering. She sighed, and a blast of wine
rose from within her being intermingled with fear.
Aglaoniki lowered the lamp, leaned over, kissed her on the forehead, closed the door, and went into her own
room. She was drunk. She attempted to unfasten her dress with heavy hands, gave up finally, and half-naked as
she was, she dropped on the bed. Immediately, sleep descended, sat down and covered her.
*
“To your health, relative-in-law,” said Captain Theodoris.
“Well, to your health, relative-in-law.”
“You know, relative-in-law, all this territory in Anatolia once belonged to us; lands, animals, the Greek people,
let me tell you.”
“I know, relative-in-law, I had lived those times—”
“I—that is, me that you see here—don’t tell lies, I don’t like lies, brother. That’s my prerogative. Man will
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surrender a soul. Word of honor, relative-in-law; we will surrender a soul. Where, you will ask me. To God, or to
the devil; it doesn’t matter—do you agree, relative-in-law?”
“Well, I agree.”
“To your health, relative-in-law!”
“To your health, relative-in-law.”
Thodoris turned to Panagos.
“Don’t drink so much,” he said. “Bridegrooms don’t drink.”
But Panagos was already drunk, and he discounted the advice. He refilled his glass and drank. Then he took
some tobacco, placed it on cigarette paper, and rolled it for a long time; but he was unable to smooth it out, He
became angry and crushed the cigarette between his fingers. Afterward, he took some cigarette paper, two or three
sheets, and crumpled them,
“You see, relative-in-law, I don’t know America. When you return there, in all good health, send me the ticket
and some dollars so I can find you. People I love, I want to see quite often. Do they carry on smuggling down
there?” he asked suddenly.
“They do. Liquor. There are large gangs which smuggle liquor. They bring it from France and Scotland, and
they sell it as contraband.”
“Bravo America! I didn’t know this. I always thought that smuggling was carried on in our parts of the world
only.”
“It is also carried on in America, I tell you. Millions of dollars.”
“To the health of America, relative-in-law!”
“To her health.”
“And don’t forget, relative-in-law, to send me the ticket. Our country here has become poor—he says millions
of dollars, and I didn’t know it—I spit on my mustache.”
“There is a leader of the smugglers in America, an Al Capone,\fn{ Alphonse Gabriel Capone (1899-1947) American
gangster, born in Brooklyn, of which New York is a part } who is very rich. He has villas, palaces, millions of dollars in the
bank.”
“And the police?”
“They are paid, and they close their eyes.”
“Bravo! What is his name again, this brave man’s, relative-in-law?”
“Al Capone.”
“To your health, relative-in-law, to the health of the man in question!”
“To your health.”
“Do you know him, relative-in-law?”
“No, I don’t know him. I have no business with him.”
“That’s bad, relative-in-law. You ought to become acquainted with such men.”
“I have no business with them.”
“You should start having business with them.”
“They made a movie of him,\fn{1959, 1975, 1989} and people trampled over one another to see him.”
“Bravo to them! Such men make the world beautiful. To the health of America!”
“To her health, with pleasure.”
All three were drunk. The bridegroom, sullen, wordless, drank and smoke incessantly. Socrates was still sitting
in his chair, sometimes resting his head on his left shoulder, at other times on his right.
Thodoris was able to drink considerably more. He was ecstatic over everything. Over the fifty thousand he
carried in his bosom from his “relative-in-law” and over the smugglers of America. He would somehow manage
to get over there, and he would carry on a good business. He would buy villas; he would loan dollars. They would
make a movie of him, and people would flock to admire him.
“Let us drink one last glass of wine, relative-in-law, to the health of the bridegroom, who has a double holiday
today. Then he must go to find the bride. Poor woman must be dead tired waiting all this time.”
So saying, he filled the glasses to the brim. With glass in hand, he toasted:
“My son Panagos, 1 wish you every happiness. You’re a good boy, an honest one, a good worker—you will
succeed. Your brother Socrates, or let us say your father, will take you to America. He will also take me there, he
said. ‘On my word of honor, I will take you.’ Everything is fine. To your health!”
Socrates attempted to speak, but he could only say “Well” two or three times. He began to cry. Tears rolled
from his eyes, and he said “Well.” They drained their glasses, and Panagos rose to his feet.
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“Let me kiss you, brother and son,” said Socrates.
“Let me kiss you, too, my good son,” Thodoris also said.
Panagos belched. He stood for a while, churlish, looking at them. The two relatives-in-law were deeply moved.
“My son Panagos, I give you another fifty thousand drachmas,” Thodoris said tearfully. He dug into his bosom
and covered the money with the palm of his hand.
“And I give you another fifty thousand,” said Socrates. Thodoris refilled the glasses.
“When will you give them, relative-in-law?” he asked.
“I will deposit them in the bank in the name of the bridegroom.”
“It is better that you give them in cash. I don’t trust the banks. They steal. To your health, relative-in-law.”
“To your health.”
“Bend over, you, so your brother and father can kiss you,” Thodoris said to Panagos.
“Tomorrow,” Panagos replied as he moved toward the stairway.
Time passed. Thodoris and Socrates continued to drink. Socrates fell asleep; Thodoris talked on, making plans.
Every so often, he nudged Socrates.
“Relative-in-law,” he said, “to your health!” Socrates, with eyes half-closed, gripped the glass Thodoris offered
him and murmured, “To your health,” then drank a little.
Thodoris became tired of talking and drinking alone. It must have been four o’clock.
“Better go to sleep,” he thought. “God has more for tomorrow. The wine won’t run out.”
He shouted to Socrates; he nudged him softly, then roughly. Nothing.
“Let him go to the devil and to his America, these lost souls. They get drunk on the first glass.”
He lighted a cigarette, reached out his hand to refill his glass with wine, and gulped it down. This was the last
one. He climbed the stairs, went to the door on the left, opened it. The lamp was quite low, so he wasn’t sure he
was in the right room. He walked over to the bed and was about to take off his jacket.
“What the devil!” he murmured. “Is this one Aglaoniki or two?” He closed his eyes and opened them again. He
saw two. Now wait, which was the real Aglaoniki?
“Wretch, Aglaoniki, which is the real you?”
He bent over, feeling with his hands. It was not Aglaoniki, but his “son” Panagos, who had embraced
Aglaoniki, fully dressed as they both were. He let out savage cries; everything that came to his throat.
“Infamous ones!” he howled. “You bastard, Panagos, smuggler, thief, murderer! You whore! I picked you out
of the gutter, and you are cuckolding me before my very eyes!”
He fell to beating both of them. They awakened. Aglaoniki jumped out of bed. She sobered at once. She
attempted to defend herself, to say that she wasn’t aware of anything—that she knew nothing. But Thodoris’ fist
and blows caught her full in the face. Quickly, she opened the door and ran toward the stairs. Thodoris caught her
at the head of the stairs and kicked her buttocks. She almost fell, but quickly managed to run down four steps,
wavered for a moment, then lost her balance completely, and fell headlong down the steps. She was hurt and
began to shout and cry. Howling and crying, she reached Socrates, who was sleeping with his head on the table.
She shook him several times, but was unsuccessful in awakening him. She embraced him; and between sobs, she
began to describe what kind of men these were.
“Criminals, relative-in-law, murderers. They hatched this plot of the wedding to fleece you of your money.”
But Socrates was sleeping and heard nothing. She continued to embrace him; she spoke to him; she cried that
she was in pain—once it was her back, then her leg, then the back of her head. She was in great pain.
Panagos nailed himself upright in the middle of the room. His face was hard as granite, aggressive, flaming red
from anger. His glance was dim, full of murder. He attempted to speak, to explain how he had made the mistake.
Instead of taking the door to the right, he had taken the one to the left. For what—? To deflower the virgin! And
not to mention that he was drunk—but he condescended to say none of these things.
Thodoris looked at the hard, determined face of Panagos and regained his equanimity.
“The way we’ve managed everything, come, let’s go!” he said and led the way. Panagos followed him. They
reached the sailboat, unfastened the cable, weighed anchor, and set out.
Inside the house, Socrates remained asleep, with Aglaoniki embracing him as she talked and cried:
“Take me to America, relative-in-law. Take me, and I’ll be your slave. Take me, with or without a wedding
wreath—any way you like—”
Only in the bride’s bedroom, the old maid Marigo was crying softly, bitterly, very discreetly, for the virginity
she had not lost.
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202.101 Excerpt from Hang These Leaves Upon Our Tree\fn{by Vladimir Anastasoff (1909-2006)} Florina, Western
Macedonia, Greece (M) 17
1
This story is about people and events in the threshing field (goomno) of Macedonia, my birthplace, in the
Balkans of Europe.
People involved in these events, yours truly, and you the reader are the woof which, woven into the historic
warps of this region, compose the fabric of this narrative.
As your storyteller, I will stumble badly at times, for English—or more closely at home, U.S. American—is
my adopted language. I am stuck with it because I have forgotten the speaking knowledge of languages I learned
in the first ten years of my life before I came to the U.S. in 1920. And now I am even forgetting my native dialect
—Macedonian Slavic or Makedonski. This is a dialect of Old Slavic or Slaviansky that became extended with
some words from Romanian, Albanian, Latin, and considerably more from Turkish. It is akin to modern
Bulgarian, which was purified and formalized by a congress of teachers as a literary language in 1840. It was
proclaimed the official language of modern Bulgaria that became the present nation in 1878.
My return to Florina in the present northern province of Grecian Macedonia plunged me into a quicksand from
which I have been trying to pull myself ever since.
When I returned to Florina in January, 1957, I was greeted by a group of affectionate relatives who reinforced
fond and loving memories even after the long separation. Yet, over all this display of affection, a grave, invisible
pall dampened their ardor as increasingly clearer references were made to “the thing that happened we shall never
forget.”
This was one of the tragic events during the 1946-1949 struggle between Greece and her dissidents of SlavAegean Macedonians in the north and Greek Communists in the rest of Greece, indiscriminately lumped into a
group as Communist partisans in her province of Macedonia in northern Greece.
In this holocaust of the Slav-Aegean Macedonians, final defeat was achieved by American planes.
I made two subsequent visits to my birthplace in the next five years, but only succeeded in getting deeper in
the quicksand. In the fifteen years since then, I have carried on a continuous search to try and understand this and
other tragic events in Macedonia within the life spans of myself and those of my living relatives—and thus gain
some smattering of knowledge into the dim past.
*
When mother was approaching her mid-eighties in 1960, her health began fading and we knew she would be
with us not for years, but for months. So, on a memorable Sunday in St. Louis, I decided it was time to put down
an outline of the story of our family. It was fortunate that my oldest brother, Louis (Lazar or Lazo), was
sympathetic to the project. The three of us talked for eight hours. Mother’s recall of details of events and personal
features of our paternal side was no less vivid than that of her own family.
While most of her account was a repetition of what I had heard through the years, she blended events and
individuals into a panorama with her characteristically figurative language. It was done with a realism that made
me aware of a live affinity with persons on both sides of the family going back to the year of our American
Independence.
I had difficulty because of mother’s stubbornness about the time sequence of some family events that were
imprinted so vividly in her mind that she refused to concede to some of Louis’s facts. But what are a few years, or
even a decade, in a grand panorama of people covering hundreds of years? Besides, mother could not read, so my
decisions jotted down in the notes were not questioned. This was fortunate, for while mother’s formal education
consisted only of learning the Bulgarian alphabet, she had always said that, though she was an ignorant person,
she by no means claimed to be a stupid one.
I already had a firm bond with great-grandfather Yanaki (John). Whenever mother talked of him, she revealed
that he had had a profound influence in shaping her outlook on life, and, while she recalled only fragments of his
thoughts, I could round out what I felt sure was his pattern of thinking. Of course, I was building a life concept on
meager thoughts, but these fragments were solid.
This pleased mother very much, for she would pause, look at me, and remark that as I grew older I appeared to
her more and more like Yanaki, thought like him and spoke like him. She said that she felt carried back to her
childhood when she was her grandfather’s constant companion until her marriage.
My tie-in with individuals on both sides of my family groups was assured by mother. Her understanding of
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basic causes for events and personal characteristics was coupled with a good memory. Added to these traits were
the energy and courage to be forthright, a quality sharpened in her by her stern, justice-obsessed father, Pope
Nicola (clergy of the Eastern Orthodox churches were allowed to marry). She shed light into the distant past of
our families that revealed my link with that past. The result for me has been a sense of emotional continuity
centuries long, though recessive in details.
Mother’s description of Yanaki’s physical characteristics pleased me because it seemed that she was describing
me. He was a short, stocky, square-built man of forceful habits, and a hard worker. I am not of heroic height
proportions. In my late teens, when physical accomplishments meant so much, I felt a keen frustration at my short
height. I had to look up at most of my male friends.
I thought at first that it might have been the malnutrition of early life that retarded my growth. But then I
weighed only fifty-five pounds when I came to the United States, but in less than two years I had grown many
inches and put on more than a hundred pounds. Then I thought it might have been my misdeed of smoking in the
first decade of my life, for, by the time I stopped smoking, I was burning well over two packs a day—army-issue
cigarettes that French and Italian troops (during World War I) rejected for the golden, silky Turkish tobacco. In
fact, when I joked that smoking stunted my growth, friends discounted my claims to the smoking habit as
bragging.
I suppose I should have accepted my inheritance since mother herself was a square-built, stocky person of
about five feet. But my father was nearly six feet tall. Besides, my brothers were taller than I.
I was in a maddened frame of mind and I dissipated this emotional drive by calisthenics and wrestling at the
Y.M.C.A. to develop my body and in taking revenge on my contemporaries by participating in the great American
test of brawn—football. In high school and at the university, I pitted myself, weighing 140-160 pounds, against
friendly enemies towering many inches over me and outweighing me by forty to sixty pounds. I held my own, for
I came out alive with minor injuries that still remind me of my protest for being shortchanged in body size.
If mother knew about my secret frustration, she did not sympathize with me. In later years, following the stage
of life when physical size is held in great esteem, she told me that I was a physical replica of Yanaki. Maybe it
was just as well I did not know this earlier, for I really have no regret that I exerted myself to take it out on my
buddies and friendly enemies in athletic competition; I had my proud moments.
But Yanaki’s physical features are not my only basic tie with him. He is most vivid in my mind because of his
thoughts and attitudes. These were transferred to me by mother, who was a living proof of his wisdom put to
practice.
*
The qualitative and literal features of this account may be understood in the light of some comments.
As has been true often in patriarchal families, differences in ages resulted in the display of patriarchal
symptoms by the older toward the younger, that added age brings inevitable superior wisdom. Because of this, my
older brothers will probably consider me as the eternal kid brother down to our last days on earth. They have been
somewhat upset at times because of my impulsive tendency to make sweeping generalizations based on
conjecture or guess, using hyperbole or extreme extensions of meaning (which is exaggeration) for effect. I have
weathered brotherly counselor advice to be more moderate because my experience has convinced me that this
mannerism of mine has produced for me a reasonably qualitative approach to soundness. I have done this with all
the precision and accuracy at my command and as much honesty as my prejudices will allow me to have.
But what has been upsetting for me at times in the past was their severe frowning at my statement that I speak
the Macedonian language. In fact, they have declared in no uncertain terms that there is no Macedonian language,
that anyone making my claim would be ridiculed. Their buffer against such ridicule was their excellent grounding
in the literal Bulgarian language which they have used to correct my use of the colloquial Slavic dialect that I
scantily retain from my childhood. They have chastised me for not having learned the literal Bulgarian.
This project was impossible for me to carry out in the past because of the demands on my concentration caused
by my schooling in the United States. Besides, my communication with my unlettered mother was in the dialect
she and I understood as Macedonian. To this dialect I desperately clung as the link to my identity.
On a trip with my brother Louis to Bulgaria some fifteen years ago, I found myself in the trying predicament
of talking with people who spoke exceptional Bulgarian. We were guests of two Macedonian emigrés to Bulgaria
who had risen to high political posts. One was now vice-premier (later the president) of that nation, and his
brother was housing commissioner of the capital, Sofia. These two were classmates of my two older brothers in
the Bulgarian school in my birthplace, Lerin (now Florina), before Greece acquired that Turkish province and
abolished Bulgarian schools. Louis and his childhood schoolmates talked in Bulgarian. I understood only about
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half of the words.
Yet our amiable hosts resorted to using with me the dialect I retained when they addressed me. I sensed an
honest effort on their part to put me at ease and use my boyish command of this dialect. They wanted me to carry
on a conversation in which they were earnestly groping for my understanding of life in the United States.
Needless to say, I was under a strain and my talking was slowed down considerably. I had to resort to a blend of
figurative use of my simple, colloquial Slavic combined with my attempted Slavicizing of English literal and
technical terms.
Apparently, they understood me as they indicated by nodding their heads throughout our talk. From time to
time, our hosts commented about my dialect, not only nostalgically, but I sensed an aura of appreciation for its
very existence. This impression never left me. It has been as much of a drive for me to get to the bottom of my
ethnic background as the causes of events in the goomno. This impression, more directly, has reinforced my tussle
with my brothers. This tussle has made me aware of the proverbial stubbornness among all Pope Nicoloff’s
(descendants of our maternal grandfather, Pope Nicola)—that is, all of them except me, I think. I have had to
accept the quarterbacking and coaching of my two brothers very much like my childhood pet dogs accepted their
fleas, for I say that no dog is a real dog unless he has fleas to scratch.
*
Yet, in my techniques used in this account, I am displaying typical family stubbornness. I beg the reader’s
indulgence, just as my friends have been indulgent, for my use of colloquial Slavic as well as Turkish words and
phrases, which can be only blemishes of imperfection. (These foreign words and phrases follow their English
meaning parenthetically.) These uses are my desperate effort to strengthen my link to the past in order to assure
my identity and because these terms serve as keys to chambers that have remained locked up in my bank of
memories. Sometimes single words have produced an outpouring of stored-up, subconscious impressions whose
qualitative soundness I can evaluate only with the passing of over a half-century of added experience.
The word is the peak of the mountain of memories. Most of my information has been contributed by a great
deal of rambling reading throughout the years. The results of probing into prehistory in this account are
paraphrasings from my reading sources. Some of the conclusions are my own conjectures. Historical facts are
summarized and paraphrased within human error from many recognized authorities—Darwin, Gibbon, H.G.
Wells, Darlington, Emerson, and the inevitable shadow of Shakespeare that spreads over all human thought.
The various encyclopedias have been a vast source of information. Additionally, many recent accounts of
current history, especially those of the Balkans, have greatly contributed to my paraphrasing them to maintain a
casual continuity of the plight of the Macedonians throughout the years.
Finally, my personal observations in the Balkans have been augmented by relatives. Some of this information,
I hope, I have prudently assigned from some of those still living to those who have left the trials of the threshing
field (goonmo). Delay in completing this account has been to avoid jeopardizing the living. I could have struggled
to fictionalize people and events, but my desire is to memorialize members of my family. In so doing, I still feel I
am not completely free of the fear of harm to some of the living. If this sounds melodramatic, let the readers judge
me as my people and events are described in this account.
In writing this account, I have relied on the only talent I inherited genetically—the forthrightness of a child’s
simplicity and curiosity. My modest literary mechanics have been acquired by much trial-and-error work.
Under the tutelage of Hart Stilwell, I learned how to trim fat, not only from my literary mechanics, but my
expression as well.
I am grateful to many friends who have encouraged me. I am especially indebted to the Kuehlers—to Ruth for
her constructive comments on the qualitative, emotional content; and to her husband, Walter’s apology for his
“nitness,” I have countered by my gratitude that it has led to whatever neatness the account displays.
I have accepted all of my friends’ corrections with thanks. My experience has convinced me that correction is
“twice blessed.” It blesses the one who gives as well as the one who receives. For me, this has been an endless
process of making new friends. In our familiar American vernacular, I have extended my hand and have said
“Give me five.” As we have clasped hands, then both of us could then say that each of us now has ten.
If the reader wishes to join my never-ending list of friends (I hope), come along and help me hang these leaves
upon our tree. We may learn of each other’s kinship, for all of us are leaves on the tree of humanity. But please, be
cautioned—not all have been deep green.
2
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“I listen to people unburden themselves and catch their tears in my cup. Child ( chedo), sometimes I am so
filled up.”
“Grandfather, people talk to you, then they go away feeling better. What do you do when you have to talk to
someone besides me?”
“When I am that full, I go out to the field, bury my shepherd’s stick in the ground, and talk to it. Then I am
bathed with their tears and my own tears. It is tears that moisten the earth and make it bountiful.”
Mother was her grandfather’s affectionate personal groom and his child-confidant who shared his innermost
thinking. Great-grandfather (pre-dedo) Yanaki, as a working peasant, tended to his fields, sheep, and vineyards.
Besides this demanding work, as Pope Yanaki the Orthodox priest, he had added duties as the village vicar. After a
full day, he would place himself in the hands of his young granddaughter, who would first wash his feet, then
comb his long, snow-white hair, after which she wound it into a bun and tied it in back of his head.
It was during these rituals that they talked. There were no secrets between them. His problems were heavy
because he was the depository of his flock’s frustrations and fears; they were poured out to him like buckets of
turbid water cast into a deep well. He sublimed this outpouring into a realistic life philosophy. Mother saw and
shared the effects of this purification. As she groomed him in his temporary needs, he groomed and toughened her
mentally for her future needs in a wise, tolerant, and realistic fashion. One day he sighed,
“Chedo, it is a blessing to die young. If one has the misfortune of living, then it is good for him to know the
real from the unreal. People live in a world of fantasy. It is better to live even under the hoof of a horse than to
fool yourself with false hope. We must have real hope (nadesh), for without nadesh nothing is real.” One day,
when she was eight or nine, he said to her,
“Chedo, I want you to ride the horse and take food to our family working in the fields.”
“But, grandfather, how will I know where they are? And how will I get down and unload the horse?”
“The horse is wise. When you get there, necessity (nevola) will show you.”
Mother found that necessity showed the way at that time and in many other trials throughout her life—rigorous
training that became absolutely essential for her and our survival in later years. At the same time, mother was
toughened mentally in a gentle fashion by this wise, tolerant, and realistic man. He nurtured an independent,
resourceful spirit in a small, work-hardened body. He demonstrated to her the power of intelligence so that her
faith in her own ability was never shaken.
The social dictum of the patriarchal system of the pastoral Slavs—or for any other people of the patriarchal
society—can best be expressed by the expression sloosha-me. This means “listen to me.” It is needless to say that
this has caused much pain in stress and failure through the ages. The bending of another’s will is a basic human
evil.
Yanaki’s probable guide in dealing with his family members and with his demanding flock can best be
expressed by sloosha-se. This means “listen to yourself.” Contemporaneously, the same outlook was being
impressed on the people of this young nation in the New World by Emerson,\fn{ Ralph Walso Emerson, 1803-1882}
who prodded them to sever their ties with the European past and listen to themselves—by trusting themselves.
The result is a matter of our American history.
Knowing that he was a limited man, Yanaki’s probable technique was not so much to help harness the vast
potential in each person in the Kingdom Within, as to help those around him—to urge each one to think out and
solve his or her problem. He must have done this to avoid bearing all the brunt of their burdens. These, added to
his own problems, would have been too much to shoulder. And, of course, as a vicar of God ( Gospo), he must
have advised his flock,
“Sloosha-se, and with Gospo’s help you will lessen your burden.”
*
With the passing of years, mother’s awareness in solving her problems developed her perspective powers to
equal her grandfather’s. As I became aware of her pattern of thinking, at times I had difficulty in sorting out her
thoughts from those of her grandfather whom she respected so highly. During my trying days at the university,
when she would hear me mutter under my breath and snort at the trying task of matching new words with new
thoughts, she would quietly say in her figurative language,
“Wide, wide is the field, but bury the shovel quickly at one corner first,” or,
“Dense and tall is the forest, but it is only as difficult as the nearest tree. Cut it first.”\fn{ Mao Tse-tung (1893-1976)
once said something very similar: “A journey of a thousand li begins with the first step.” On the other hand, the American author Chaim
Potok (1929-2002) preserves at the beginning of one of his books the Biblical quotation: “All beginnings are difficult.” This is
complementary wisdom; this is also where one should begin:H}
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As I have had to cope with more and more complex problems, I have learned to rely more and more on inner
resources. I can account for their existence because of a sense of being part of a spiritual continuity. Living for a
given span in a finite physical body, the invisible tie-in to an ongoing consciousness establishes identity. This
identity has been doubly beneficial. Not only has it given me a sense of security because it dispels the darkness of
the past, but in so doing it serves as a springboard to reach for the future.
These are balancing forces for peace of mind.
Through the years—whether it was her grandfather’s thoughts or her own, or a blend, does not matter—this
consciousness has helped me push the darkness of the past further and further back.
“Chedo, I have never been able to know the reason for the mystery why Gospo, in his mischief, placed us in
this stormy region of creation. For hundreds of years, our Balkans have been the crossroads of many, many
different people. I recall legendary stories (prekasky) my father, Mihail, his father, and his father’s father told that
we South Slavs (Yuzhni Slaviani) have not always been here. Our people came from long distances in the
direction of the north (sever) a long, long time ago. Since we are related to the Russians (Russi) even further to the
east, (eastok) our ancestors must have left an unbearable home to settle in this goomno for body, mind, and spirit.
Yet, here we have learned that the hand is provider for the mouth. Gospo has made us aware that the motions of
the hands and the body are balm for our troubled minds. When we live with this truth, we find that we are a part
of a great harmony.
“Our family is rooted in the soil. Fields and forest have tested not only our hands and our bodies, but our souls
(doosha). Only the hardiest lived to prepare the next generation and deliver it to the same struggles. It is beyond
me why Gospo punishes us even more with long life.”
For his irreverence, Yanaki was punished with a life span of ninety-four years.
Yanaki never forgot his distinct identity. Not only was he aware of his forebears’ ceaseless struggle against
unyielding primitive nature, but he added to this burden by coping with the trying problems of his fellow-men. In
this, he became spiritually wise. Yanaki passed on his wisdom to his descendants. He prepared them for the future
by teaching them to maintain a firm hold on their identity to insure a sense of belonging.
He told mother that his father, Mihail, was born in the latter part of the 1700s. Those beyond him in the past
were known as Chkorchoffstsy—a name that represented their occupation. Chkorch is “stump”; Chkorchoffstsy are
preoccupied with stumps—stump diggers. So Yanaki Mihailoff (son of Mihail) was a descendant of a line of
stump diggers—the Chkorchoffstsy. They were frontiersmen of the Balkans—contemporaries of our own “New
World” settlers who challenged not only forests, but great expanses of plains on a “new” continent.
These Balkan frontiersmen were the descendants of the vanguards of the Slavs who had pushed southward into
the Balkan peninsula from the hazy regions of the north and earlier from the limitless expanses to the northeast.
They were the teeth of the saw that cut down stately beech and oak trees to make way for fruit trees and
vineyards. They leveled trees with axes and dug the stumps with crude tools and strong backs. Only the strongest
and fittest survived. Only the wariest passed on their gains to their descendants, for they were in perpetual
struggle with the Byzantine Greeks\fn{The people of the Eastern Roman Empire, who spoke Greek but who did not consider
themselves Greeks even though they believed they were descended from them; their word for themselves was “Romanoi.” The author does
not seem to realize that the word “Byzantine” is in fact a term of modern derivation:H } for a thousand years, and with the Turks

for five hundred years more, and, in recent times, the pawns of nationalism-crazed neighbors to the north, east,
and south.
But they increased in number and prospered. Then making a livelihood became increasingly difficult as their
number continued increasing. Individuals left the home hearth for long periods and went to a foreign land.
(tchuzhina) to earn money.
Yanaki, as a young man, had become such a wanderer in the 1840s. Turks needed rugged men with strong
backs in Anadolu (Turkey in Asia Minor). Subject people were free to go there and earn some money (paary). He
left his native village to work in Turkey. In those days, travel was mainly on foot. Yanaki left his village near the
present Albanian border and walked to Kingstown or Istanbul (Tsarigrad). He crossed the Bosphorus by boat and
walked farther into the interior of Anatolia.
His hardworking habits and his good-hearted, unselfish dealings with his fellow workers caught the eye of the
Turkish overseer. He told Yanaki that he should go back to his people and become one of their priests. Yanaki was
moved by this experience and came back to his village in Macedonia.
Because of his worldly experience gained in Asian Turkey, Yanaki was called upon by his village to serve as
mayor. After that, he went into preparation for the priesthood later than usual. He learned the Bible in Greek and
faced the problem of transposing the wisdom it contained of the more complex culture of the Jews to the simple
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Slavic peasants. He had no choice but to retell the poetry of the Bible in a poetic Slavic language. He struggled
with this task all his life, yet he conveyed the Bible’s and his own visions.
It was in this language that he acquainted his two daughters and his son with his wisdom. Later he talked with
his young grandchildren, especially with his favorite granddaughter during the daily grooming ritual that drew
them so close.
*
Pope Yanaki was a good counselor for the villagers. Their constant struggle with the soil was made more
difficult by the oppressive demands of the ever-present Turk. For over four hundred years, they had to hand over
part of their meager, hard-earned gains from the soil to these overlords. There were times when their burdens
became almost unbearable and they depended on Pope Yanaki for guidance and for hope to hang onto cultural ties
that gave them identity and made them all part of a common fate.
He brought up his own family to be useful, self-reliant, and as independent as the harsh framework placed on a
subject people would allow. Then there came a time when this independence was called upon.
In the late 1800s, Turkey was facing a showdown with Russia. In her preparations, Turkey withdrew some of
her armies from various parts of her European lands. Turkish administrative discipline became lax. To the
peasants’ burden now was added the brutality of the Turkish irregulars—bashi-bazouks—who roamed the country.
Yanaki’s oldest daughter, Toda, asserted her independence by carrying, in full view, a sidearm in a holster—a
Turkish aaltipaatluck, or six-shooter. This was in violation of Turkish law, but understanding Turkish
administrators looked aside. She traveled to nearby villages on a donkey with the six-shooter in readiness. When
fearful villagers cried out their warnings, she merely slapped her sidearm.
In 1878, war between Turkey and Russia brought a complete breakdown, not only in military discipline in
Macedonia, but a breakdown in law. A wave of lawlessness swept the country. Lawless gangs (andarte) carried on
kidnappings for ransom. Yanaki’s only son, Nicola, was kidnapped by a gang of two Greeks and three
Macedonians, neighbors whose sons he had treated like his own. Yanaki pledged ten gold lira ($150) to St. George
to save his son’s life, then set out himself in the search. He rode the countryside on horseback for one week. When
he made contact with the kidnappers, they demanded 600 lira ($9,000), one donkey-load of cheese, and one load
of church bread (a round, dark, wheat bread which was a priest’s major pay for his services to the parishioners).
The bread and the cheese were sent, but the money was an impossible demand, for it was a fortune that no one
possessed.
The kidnappers were very grateful for the cheese and bread, for their supplies were running low. Then one
night, when they were roasting a lamb they had stolen, they asked Nicola to join them. He said he was sick and
not hungry. As the night wore on, he caught snatches of the talk that convinced him no good was in store for him.
He heard them say that since the borders were no longer protected, Greece would be their best retreat, but they
certainly could not drag the priest’s son with them. He was now of no value and a burden.
Nicola decided the only hope for his life was to carry out his plan. He had hidden a small knife, but his hands
as well as his feet were tied. And he was always watched. It was a cold night and they covered him with a heavy
woolen cape. He could then move his hands under cover and locate the knife. He freed his hands and feet, threw
the cape over the fire, and ran off in the dark.
The kidnappers followed in pursuit into the village. They surrounded the family house and sent an ultimatum
to Yanaki to send his son out or risk the lives of the entire family. They received their reply in a crippling blast
from the priest’s gun aimed at their feet. One of them limped back to safety. This was an unexpected development
—they had forgotten that every Macedonian home built in the hundreds of years the Turks ruled the land had its
secret niche where guns and ammunition were in readiness for the day the hateful yoke of the Turk might be cast
off.
The battle lasted all night, with the priest and his son holding the kidnappers at bay. In the early morning,
Yanaki deliberately leaked the information that the whole family would head for the large town of Kostur
(Kastoria) and the kidnappers headed for the pass through which the road led to that town. Yanaki and his entire
family then made their way safely in the opposite direction to Florina.
Yanaki welched on St. George by not paying the ten lira. When order was restored, he and his son, who was
slow in recovering from his traumatic experience, paid the patron saint by building a tile pipe aqueduct from a
spring in Vitcho, the nearby mountain which was the highest in Macedonia, through the middle of a field
belonging to one of the kidnappers and into the village as the first public water fountain.
*
The kidnapping experience had a shattering effect on Nicola’s nervous system. He was a small, slight man,
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sensitive like his father, but lacking his ruggedness. From an energetic, unassuming, and orderly perfectionist, he
became a nervous, moody hypochondriac.
Grandfather (Dedo) Nicola’s wife, Grandmother (Bubo) Mara, an ethereal, kindly, little blond woman, brought
much gentleness into Pope Yanaki’s family. She was constantly busy with spinning wool yarn and knitting
between catnaps. She was heard to pray one day for a doubling of her life so that she could see justice done.
It was not necessary for her to live that long to see justice done. As soon as the Turks re-established order after
the Turko-Russian War of 1878, they rounded up all the andarte with a promise of amnesty and executed them.
But this justice did nothing for Nicola’s malady. A prescribed treatment for such emotional upsets (one which
even kings throughout the ages have accepted) was isolation in a monastery. Nicola stubbornly refused this
solution and, with the help and wise understanding of his father, occupied himself with all sorts of useful work. In
time, he became versatile as a tailor, dyer, horseshoer, and butcher. This preoccupation of Nicola with his own
plight led Pope Yanaki to take over the training of his grandchildren. So mother came under her grandfather’s
influence in 1878 when she was three years old.
The various occupations did not quiet down her father’s unrest. Nicola went to Bulgaria in 1882 and remained
there for six years. When he came back in 1888, he was in his forties. His restlessness had subsided a little, but he
had to keep continuously occupied. His melancholia never left him. He became obsessed with a crusading urge in
response to a sense of justice, forthrightness, and compassion, qualities that invited the villagers to seek his
counsel almost as often as they called on his father. He took over the care of his children then, and mother’s
training continued in a rational and compassionate atmosphere.
While it was difficult to sort out mother’s originality from the lessons she learned from her grandfather, there
was no mistaking the evident stamp of her father’s influence. Yet, emotionally, she was more a child of her
grandfather rather than her father. But, in a crisis, her father’s imprint and influence on her conduct were clear and
unmistakable.
Mother was a very emotional person. Yet, when faced with a decision, her father trained her to gather all facts,
then act decisively. But events moved so fast during the troubled times of World War I that this discipline was
hurried continuously. Time to digest facts became limited so that often she appeared to act almost instinctively.
This ability of Nicola to shape and sharpen personal traits was well recognized after his return from Bulgaria.
In his forties, he was induced to study for the priesthood. He became a priest and took over some of his father’s
heavy load.
Pre-Dedo Pope Yanaki died peacefully at the age of ninety-four in the first decade of the twentieth century, one
year before I was born. Dedo Pope Nicola took over the duties. As a priest, Pope Nicola took an active part in
siding with the Bulgarian Exarchate against the Greek Patriarchate, from which it had broken away in 1871. He
also took an active part in the political struggle against Turkey. In this struggle, Nicola and two of his sons were
jailed.
In 1903, the Turkish sultan pardoned political prisoners. Later, after the Balkan War of 1912-13, he moved to
Florina after being divested of his priest’s garb by the Greeks who occupied Aegean Macedonia.
I remember Dedo Kole (Nicola) as a kind, considerate, but sad and moody person. He died in 1919 at the age
of seventy-five, one year before we left to come to the United States.
3
Around 1800, a Turkish official saw an unsettled lush valley high up in the Macedonian mountains close to
Albania. He was impressed with the stand a group of independent villagers made in the inaccessible, wild regions
of the surrounding peaks. He called some of these men to come down from their homes perched high up like
eagles’ nests to talk with him.
A group of them came. The Turk pointed out the great promises the valley held for hardworking people.
“It is true, lord (agha),” they replied. “We are well aware, but we are descendants of ancestors who ran away
from the valley after the Black Death many hundreds of years ago. We are also aware that we cannot pay your
heavy taxes.”
The Turk listened to their side. Then he said that he would obtain good concessions from high places if they
would settle in the well-watered valley. Finally, a group of them agreed to move their families down. Among these
was one Sterio. Sterio and others who founded the village of Toorye became known as Tooryantsy.
The Tooryantsy prospered under the favorable conditions, and the numbers of all families increased in the
early 1800s. This increase in people who depended on making a living on the land became a problem. The soil
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was rich and rainfall plentiful, but all the tillable land was soon used. A certain amount of friction arose because
the tillable land was privately owned and some families were more prolific than others. These families put up with
greater hardship.
Elders deliberated in council meetings on solving such problems created by an expanding population in a
limited area. The higher, forested regions were communal property. Management of this village-owned property
rested with the elders, one of the concessions the Turks made to the Tooryantsy, for the Turks, too, were familiar
with the time-honored tradition of allowing people living together to solve their group problems. .
And so the council assigned fairly sections of the forest to the hard-pressed families. This was done only after
deliberating wisely to maintain the proper balance between trees in the virgin forests and the village’s need for
housing lumber and for firewood.
The needy families went to work to fell the stately beech and oak trees for their own constructions or to use in
trading for private land. The back-breaking digging-up of stumps followed. Large rocks lying loose or dug up
were used to form fences. Small rocks and pebbles were screened out and carried to the village for mixing in
mortar for house walls. Heavy slates quarried nearby covered the roofs. Thus another forest section became
welcome meadows to grow hay as winter food for the increasing flocks of sheep, or to grow rye or corn, or for
cherry or apple orchards.
But the hardy stock of people continued increasing in number and lived long lives. There came a time when no
more trees could be cut without endangering the firewood supply. Some sought land in adjoining valleys. This,
too, became limited because other isolated mountain villages overflowed and competition for land became keen
and costly.
The Turkish overlords of these communities bursting at their mountain valley seams became concerned.
Increases in population meant more revenue for the sultan, but conflicts between villages reawakened a fighting
spirit in the people that made them less manageable. So Turkish officials had to face dominion problems.
Redistribution of population to available spaces in neighboring areas, such as that witnessed in the creation of
Toorye, reached limits.
The Turks took other measures. They were impressed with the vigorous strain of Tooryantsy and they reasoned
that they would be welcome transplants to Anatolia. So the Turks made attractive offers to the more daring ones to
leave their homeland and become colonists.
*
In the early 1800s, the family of Sterio and his son Kosta faced such a decision. Kosta’s son Yanaki elected to
take his family to Anadolu. This was the start of a series of sad separations that were forced on all families by the
increase in numbers.
One of Kosta’s daughters, Old Grandmother (Starn Baba) Karafila, could not adjust to the strange land where
her family went and she came back to round out her long life of 106 years in her birthplace.
Kosta’s other son, Lazo, stayed in Toorye and faced the pressing problems as patriarch of the large family of
Steriofftsy (descendants of Sterio)—with each member being a Sterioffsky.
*
Lazo as a young man was a favorite with the ladies of the village. He was a handsome, tall, blue-eyed blond
who did not hesitate to start a flirtation at the drop of his white fez. His amorous trait was probably one of the
reasons he balked at pressures to become a priest. But when he became saddled with a wife, through the
traditional match-making, he behaved as a model father and patriarch. He was very considerate of his children, on
whom he used no violence. He shucked off annoyance brought on by their irritable antics by placing a “curse” on
them that they “break their fool necks falling in a ditch.”
The confusion of a large number of children confined in a house of one single, even though large, room was
indeed irritable. One wonders why a wealthy family confined itself in such primitive, cramped quarters. My older
relatives who lived under these conditions answered this question by saying that it was unwise to display wealth
that would catch the eyes of the Turks or lawless elements of the native population.
Besides, houses served only as sleeping quarters. All able bodies, young and old, spent waking hours in good
weather working out in the fields and forests. After a long working day, any sheltered bed was welcomed by the
old.
For the young, sleeping under the stars in the more distant fields left pleasant memories of life in the hills. And
as the population increased and more and more land had to be cultivated, these summer beddings became more
distant.
Early in his manhood, Lazo showed great organizing ability. He employed the talent of all family members to
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carry on the work. This allowed him more time to travel the countryside on horseback.
Lazo’s visits and eloquent talks with all people of the villages in the county ( caza) became legendary. In these
talks, he felt the pulse of the villagers. This prepared him to bargain realistically with the Turkish officials and
warn them to let up on excessive taxes and other unreasonable demands. He was the moderator between
conquered and conquerors.
Although a Christian, he wore a white Turkish fez and dressed in white. When he dismounted from his white
horse, he carried with him a white pillow which he set on the ground. Then, crossing his long legs, he sat on the
pillow. This display of white was a direct flaunting of the sultan’s law. No Christian (giaur) could use white paint
for his house. Lazo not only painted his house white, but he used white for everything. In late years, nature even
turned his blond hair and mustache white, to create the “White Patriarch.”
The Turks sought Lazo’s advice on public matters. Their esteem of his practical diplomacy was such that they
granted him the honorary title of “Soup Dispenser” (Chorbadji)—a distinction given to the ranking officer of a
Turkish army unit. At the dinner table, the chief officer ladled out the soup and passed it on to the others after
taking the first taste.
In time, Chorbadji meant “master” or “rich man,” and Lazo was indeed an enterprising man. He skillfully
guided his increasing family in working the lush mountain meadows in the high village and added more land to
his possessions. Eventually, his practical knowledge of the region and its people qualified Lazo to become mayor
of the village of 500 inhabitants.
In the spring, summer, and fall, Lazo followed a daily routine in the morning, after a breakfast of black bread
and cheese with hot sheep’s milk or half milk-half coffee. He would sit on his white pillow outside the doorway of
the large room and speak with each working member of the family, assigning the task for the day. Everyone
carried on beyond this understanding on his own responsibility. Sometimes work required task forces of a group
of people. The senior member then became responsible. Newlyweds or young married couples drew the more
distant work fields, usually with bushes nearby that served as connubial suites.
In their pre-teens, my brothers Louis and Syl accidentally witnessed the nuptial rites in one of the green, openair suites. Some sheep they were herding wandered off to a clump of bushes. As the boys approached to gather
them back to the flock, they heard a woman’s scream. On their knees, they parted the branches and looked inside
the open space surrounded by the bushes. They saw a pair of the family’s newlyweds. The bride’s exposed thighs
had red marks inflicted by her husband’s pinching her. She pleaded with him to stop hurting her. He replied that
he wanted her to scream; this excited him. This ceremony continued until the bridegroom reached the point during
which he performed the socially sanctioned near-rape and completed his climax. The boys accepted the whole act
as being as natural as those they had witnessed when the female cat behaved the same way under the mount of the
tom cat.
The work lasted all day and the family members carried their simple noon meal with them, which was black
bread and bean paste, highly seasoned with hot, ground peppers. The hand-carved container for the bean paste
was made up of two symmetrical, spherical, wooden dishes that fitted together to form the top and bottom of an
oblate spheroid. The large pot of beans that had been boiling the previous day and supplied the evening meal also
furnished the following day’s dry bean paste. Sometimes a piece of homemade white sheep’s milk cheese was
imbedded in the bean paste. Springs supplied crystal-clear, cool water to wash down the dry meal.
In the evening, the tired workers who returned home looked forward to a fresh pot of beans—sometimes boiled
with some pork bones—and side servings of hot pickled peppers, sauerkraut, or green onions. Then the straw mat
laid on the floor beside those of other members of the family became a welcome resting place.
Those who had to work at greater distances, or the young boys who tended to the flock of sheep, had green
bedding and stars to count until heavy eyelids dropped over tired eyes.
*
But winter months tried the soul and patience of everyone in the family. Heavy snowfalls sometimes covered
all of the house, clear up to the chimney that never stopped smoking for weeks on end. The winters were long and
severe. At times, beech tree trunks froze and split with a resounding crack that pierced the crystal-clear, mile-high
air and slammed against the surrounding peaks.
This unfriendly outdoors forced all living, including work and cooking, indoors. And the privy was also
indoors—a bare hole in the floor near one corner of the large room. Only a board covered the hole when not in
use.
Then came spring and the snow freed all the imprisoned families of the village. Holiday and “name day”
celebrations brightened life. Great feasts followed at short intervals. Onion-jellied, dried catfish brought up in the
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summertime from Lake Kostour always had an honored place. Pickled pork and sauerkraut filled tables. Wild
rabbits made delicious stews. Grape brandy (rakia) and wine barrels were tapped. But between these festive
meals, the black bread and beans were the staple combination.
Then came the May dance on the village green, the crowning event of the spring season. All winter long the
young women wove their bright, homespun, traditional woolen dresses. Beads and bells caught added attention at
the gay dance—the spirited Balkan Horo.
Emotion rose high as lusty music was played on bagpipe, fiddle, drum, and the screaming zurla—the
“mockingbird” of all wind instruments which inspired the dancers to intricate traditional dance steps. In some of
these moments, inspired dancers improvised new steps. There was no letup from morning til night on this day.
Bottled-up emotions and strains were released. It was just as well, for the dancing on the green grounds was
balanced by endless planting days calling for bent backs.
This cycle of trying confinement and idyllic outdoor life went on generation after generation.
*
But life for Lazo and his family was not always cyclic with nature’s scheme. Personal trials and tragedies came
in more violent cycles.
Lazo outlived four successive wives. The trying confinement, back-breaking work, and tensions resulting from
conflicts among the womenfolk shortened the lives of his wives.
By his first wife, Lazo had three sons—Noume, Stase, and Yocgo. He had one son, Mite, and a daughter,
Tamiana, by his second wife. Throughout his personal tragedies, he was a conscientious patriarch and an
affectionate father. His concern and affection for his family were known in all of the caza. His enterprising gains
resulting from the organized fashion in which he ran his family were also known—and eventually preyed upon.
When lawlessness took over during the Russo-Turkish War of 1878, kidnapping became widespread, even in
remote villages like Toorye. In their village of Bopchor, Pope Yanaki and his son fought it out with the
kidnappers. The traumatic experience that left the priest’s son emotionally upset cost the priest only a donkey-load
of church bread and another of cheese.
But Lazo’s loss was tragic and more costly. His grandson Sterio died resisting the kidnappers. His son Yorgo’s
rescue from the kidnappers cost 125 lira, a sum then equal to about $2,000, a fortune in America at that time. The
ransom deprived the large family of about a third of their possessions.
This experience agitated Yorgo and left him in a restless frame of mind. Yorgo, who inherited many of his
father’s characteristics, had a strong will of his own and a good mind. He did a lot of thinking about the effect of
the harrowing experience. He saw no chance in the village of recouping the money loss.
Then, one day in 1884, he left wife and two sons to tackle the outside world. He walked to Salonika. There he
worked as a stevedore for a while, then hired out as an apprentice seaman on a boat bound for Amsterdam. His
good fortune continued and next he was on his way to New York. But that large city was too frightening for the
simple mountain man. He was again on a boat, this time bound for Argentina. Buenos Aires was less frightening
than New York, and Yorgo settled down to earn a living and save as much as he could.
Yorgo was always secretive and never explained how he came into a fair-sized. fortune. Rumors spread that he
was befriended by a Greek in Buenos Aires who liked Yorgo and took him into partnership. This man died and
willed his money to Yorgo.
In any event, Yorgo returned to his native village in 1887 with considerable money. His return was a great
event for the village. But it was a turning point for his family, starting its break-up, symptomatic of the collapsing
structure of the patriarchal family brought on by intrusions of new ways of life from the outside world. While he
was gone, Yorgo’s family lived with the group. When he returned, he wanted to pay his obligation to his brothers
Noume and Stase, so he gave each one what he calculated was a fair amount, the equivalent of about $1,500
today.
But this dealing was alien to the village customs and unacceptable to his whole family. It violated the very
code of the patriarchal tradition, which was the unquestioned understanding that each member of a communal
group received his life’s needs from the group’s pool in return for putting into the pool whatever he made or
acquired. This was the time-honored, accepted communal way of life and to violate it now meant to disrupt the
whole social and economic structure of the village.
But Yorgo experienced a different way of life in the New World. This was the competitive system, in which a
person owned privately that which he acquired through his individual efforts. He argued that his gains were made
in a region outside the confines of the communal way of life and, therefore, the choice was his to make.
The village council met to hear out the facts in this disturbing dispute. Yorgo firmly presented his case in
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which he showed that he paid off his own family’s obligation to his brothers. Then he pointed out the hardships
and risks that he took without benefit of the communal family support. Because he was outside their reach to help
him, he was outside the surroundings where the communal tradition applied.
This sort of logic disturbed the council. It disturbed Lazo even more. Because he had gained enough
perspective as a result of his wide travels in the caza, he saw the justice of Yorgo’s stand. But he was also the
patriarch of the large family that looked up to him to uphold a way of life that held them together and gave them a
sense of security.
The council, of course, had no legal power in the family disputes. It simply acted as a moderator and used
previous experience as a basis for family members to iron out their disagreements.
Yorgo did not budge from his stand. His brothers, Noume and Stase, accepted Yorgo’s offer for his family’s
expense, but their dissatisfaction showed itself in grumbling. Stase now went about with his crafty ways to
uncover the sum of Yorgo’s fortune.
The bad feelings between his brothers and Yorgo developed into a deepening schism in the succeeding seven
years. Lazo was objective enough to see that the outside world of private effort and enterprise had finally intruded
into the communal world. He realized that he could not turn back the tide and, as a wise father, he sought ways to
soothe family feelings. So, in 1893, he held a council with his sons and polled them on splitting the family. All his
sons readily agreed, especially since twenty-three people now occupied the one large room.
Lazo, as patriarch, had the power established by custom to apportion the family wealth among the splitting
groups according to his judgment.
The total family holdings in land and livestock amounted to 450 lira, or about $6,800—holdings that furnished
a fair livelihood for twenty-three people. Lazo’s oldest son, Noume, the shepherd, resembled his father closely in
physical appearance and in affection for his family.
But here the resemblance stopped. Unlike his diplomatic father, Noume preferred his family and the company
of sheep instead of quarrelsome Turks or Christians. Noume received 200 sheep, most of the family livestock, as
the bulk of his share. He also retained ownership of part of the house as living quarters for his family of six,
consisting, besides himself, of his wife, two sons, and two daughters.
The other major portion of the house remained the living quarters for Stase and his large family composed of
four sons and two daughters, besides himself and Grandmother (Baba) Yana. To this legacy was added some
money, livestock, and fields.
Stase was unlike his father in appearance, being small and wiry, with reddish hair and a flowing mustache that
blended with fine features and a half-grin that made him look like a red fox. He was also unlike his father in other
ways, but possessed his great diplomacy.
This diplomacy Stase used to ferret out the amount of Yorgo’s money, even after Yorgo’s lot, in the judgment
of his father, was disinheritance from all possessions except the barest minimum—living quarters in the house.
Lazo’s painful judgment was approved by all and was not resented by Yorgo. Yorgo’s attitude was more than
Stase could stand, so he proceeded with great cunning to learn of Yorgo’s holdings.
During market days in Lerin (the Turk’s name for what is now Florina), which was a four-hour walk down
below in a valley, Stase talked to merchants and bankers. He found out the cost to Yorgo of converting Argentine
money into Turkish lira and estimated that Yorgo had more to lose by pooling his foreign earnings than the 150
lira (about $2,200 today [1977, when this book was published]) he lost as inheritance. Stase could do nothing
with this information, but knowing about other people’s business was a game with Stase that gave him a sense of
power. The strong he feared and respected; the weak he exploited.
Lazo retained enough money for land for commercial cultivation (chiefleek) in nearby Nevolany. He saw the
doom of the patriarchal form of life in an isolated community like Toorye, so he took steps to adjust to a new way
with his ventures in Nevolany. He took with him to the chiefleek his other son, Mite, a small man who was lame
in one leg, and his daughter Tamiana, both by his second wife.
Yorgo and Stase could not see eye to eye on many things, so Yorgo sold his small share in the house to Noume
for ten lira and moved out. Then he and his family joined Lazo in Nevolany, where he built his own home. He
was hoping that by assisting in the large commercial venture he might get back in his father’s good graces.
Although Lazo set out on a policy of family and group harmony, he never relinquished his leadership over his
increasing flock. He maintained family closeness by making the chiefleek venture a sort of corporate organization
in which all the sons pooled equal amounts and he held the reins in a loose fashion.
Mite was the real operating head who managed the chiefleek. Mite’s efficiency was never questioned by the
group because Lazo’s benevolent supervision inspired trust and security.
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Lazo had thus met the disrupting effects of the outside world on the communal life of his group with some
sadness, but also with common sense and realism. He arranged for the group to live as individual families under
each one of his sons as a patriarch—each to salvage as much as he could of the old way and to adjust to the
changes.
*
As his family had increased, Lazo’s family problems also increased. His most pressing problem now was to
saddle his firebrand l8-year-old grandson, Stase’s son, Sotir, with a sobering family life. So Lazo’s visits to the
villages in the caza now aroused great interest among the families with marriageable daughters.
On the surface, matchmaking among the villages followed strict procedures in which overtures were made
with proper ceremonies. Usually, non-relatives acted as gobetweens with the older members of the families. The
boy and girl had no idea of these goings-on. But the underlying groundwork in selecting and matching a boy and
girl was not left to such a superficial process. Proper matching of two young people for the very survival of the
patriarchal family took into account, first, the health of the young prospects, then that of the family, and even the
health history of dead ancestors.
For the family of a boy, a healthy, vigorous bride meant an extra pair of hands to do the hard work that
everyone in the family had to perform for mutual aid and support. And, in time, healthy children pitched in and
worked. In a land-based economy, busy hands created wealth. Then, in fairness to the acquiring family, the bride
brought with her a rightful share of her family’s wealth. This was the dowry.
After these two basic physical prerequisites of health and dowry were fulfilled, the matching temperaments
demanded great thought and foresight. When the underlying search by the senior of both families was over, the
custodians of the village ceremonies took over.
The rituals entertained the villagers, raised the hopes of the families, and united and sugar-coated the young
couples’ elevation to a task of pulling a common yoke.
As a girl in her late teens, mother frequently saw, on visits to their home, a distinguished-looking old man on a
white horse—the 78-year-old Lazo, the White Patriarch of the Sterioffsky clan (soi) living in the high village.
Yanaki and Lazo were great friends.
One day, Lazo got off his gentle white horse and walked under the shade of the blooming apricot tree, where
he and the priest greeted each other. Lazo put his white pillow on the ground, crossed his legs, and sat on the
pillow. He looked up at the tree as the white petals gently snowed upon the area covered by the branches of the
tree. Pope Yanaki’s short legs and his priest’s garb made it uncomfortable for him to sit cross-legged, so he sat on
his three-legged stool that he had made and which he carried around the house and yard. The two old friends were
silent as Lazo took his tobacco box full of silky Turkish Teutuen and rolled two cigarettes with great deliberation.
He handed one to his friend, put the other in his own mouth, and took out his flint and struck it several times to
light the punk. Both men then lit their smokes. Lazo spoke first.
“Pope, our Turks are making life harder. The villagers are in a bad mood.” Then he said in a whisper,
“Word has come to me that the secret committee is forming in Soloon (Salonika) and we must start
preparations. But guns and powder are not easy to find.” Pope Yanaki also spoke in a low voice.
“My son and I were also contacted. We must advise our people to bide their time. They can’t put up much of a
resistance as little prepared as they are. I pray and hope that no false start is made. The thought of getting ready
will at least give them some nadesh to carry their load.”
The door opened and Pope Yankai’s granddaughter brought out a tray with glasses of spring water and cups of
Turkish coffee. She approached the visitor first and said, “Zapovedy.” (Please accept). Lazo drank the water, set
the empty glass on the tray, and picked up his coffee cup. Then he smiled at his hostess and thanked her. The girl
repeated the ritual with her grandfather. As she walked back to the house, Lazo looked at her, pointed with his
head in her direction, and said,
“Pope, I have looked in every village. It must be so. I want your answer.”
The priest had deliberated for a long time since previous visits by Lazo. Now he knew the time had come and
so he said,
“It will be so.”
The two friends looked at each other and shook their heads contentedly. Kata Popnicolova, Kata (daughter of
Pope Nicola), and Sotir Anastasoff, Sotir (son of Anastas or Stase) were matched, sight unseen. Announcement of
this match then was to proceed in compliance with the time-established rituals. But as soon as their visitors left
them, Pope Yanaki told his granddaughter of the match.
“Mila moya (My dear),” he said, “you will leave us soon to become part of a new family in a strange village.
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We have done our best to prepare you for this new life. It will be a life full of promises that call for a price. Pay
your price and take what follows. Remember that you have to pay only one price—at all times be yourself.”
At nineteen, mother experienced a great change in her life. She left a home in which its members grew up in a
free atmosphere that trained them in personal responsibility, to enter Lazo’s large household—a cavern filled with
furious crosswinds and undercurrents. the most chilling being the dictatorial, convention-oriented demands of her
father-in-law, Stase.
*
From the beginning, as a bride in Stase’s family to the last year of her life, displaced thousands of miles away
on a new continent, mother’s contempt for her father-in-law’s pettiness was a ruling passion. Dedo Stase disliked
mother just as much because of her independence, her failure to show the traditional honor ( chess) he felt was due
him as patriarch.
As a wilting leaf on a decaying tree shakes precariously in the path of a strong gust of wind, Stase feared
mother’s strong determination to carry on her work without his directions and to keep her thoughts to herself. He
used every device at his diplomatic command to bend her to his will, but she quietly resisted them.
The struggle was between two strong, opposing wills—mother’s resting on personal values and independence
and Stase’s based on submitting and depending on established customs and traditions that demanded submission
in a way of life that was collapsing under great pressures. Desperate village men, harassed for land to raise
enough food for large families, went out into the outside world to make money. They acquired and brought back
habits and attitudes that disturbed an unbending, geographic shut-in like Stase.
The subdued conflict between mother and grandfather complicated existing conflicts for him. He had already
been struggling with his unmanageable 18-year-old son, Sotir, who became mother’s husband. Even more strongwilled and vain than his father, Sotir’s pride stood out like the mountain peaks around the beautiful cup-shaped
valley in which the village was nearly confined. Sotir’s great self-esteem was twofold. Being the oldest son, he
felt traditionally superior. Then he had acquired some education in Bulgarian—an uncommon achievement in that
region and one that qualified him to be the village teacher. Yet, in spite of his cherished lineage status and
academic worldliness, he did not have mother’s insight into people.
*
The new bride joined the large family in the village that lived in very crowded quarters—sixteen people in a
one-room house that measured twenty by thirty feet. This intolerable crowding forced Stase to start construction
of a new house for his own brood immediately after mother came into the family. Throughout her first pregnancy,
mother took part in the construction, carrying and putting in place heavy green timber, a task her young husband
avoided. Sotir Anastasoff dreaded sweat pouring down his neck as he dreaded the discomfort of a caterpillar’s
rash.
Sotir inherited some of his grandfather’s physical features. He towered over his own small father. He was
strong and the best runner in the village. But he inherited his father’s craftiness, especially avoiding any physical
labor, which he considered below his intellectual dignity as the village teacher. He backed up his personal rights
and beliefs with a strong will that created a never-ending conflict between father and son.
The harassed Stase now resorted to violence, using the “wooden god” or switch, to maintain a favorable
balance in his unruly brood, for, besides Sotir, he had three younger sons and two daughters. Then, too, his 50year-old wife presented Stase with her last child, a son, that added his noise to the discomfort in the large room
that also housed the large family of Stase’s brothers.
The burden of caring for this new arrival also fell to the pregnant new bride. Mother’s only recourse to keep
body and soul together was to keep her hands busy, working every moment. When no other work was available,
she performed the “dance of the broom,” by keeping the room spotless with her broom.
Under these crowded, trying conditions, mother had to pick and choose her way carefully from day to day.
Independent in action and thought, she had to pit herself also against certain village group demands and
conventions that governed the conduct and attitude of most of those who grew up under these tribal laws and
taboos. Most brides who came into the village fold either had the congenial traits or soon accepted the tribal
dictates. Mother grew up as an individual with enough self-control to maintain an awareness of the need for
mutual aid, because this was also the ruling guide in the communal family from which she came.
The family went about building the new house in 1894. Stase supervised very carefully the construction of
secret niches for rifles and ammunition in readiness for the uprising against the hated Turks.
During the long winter months of confinement, tempers flared like furious winds in the snow-entombed cave
that housed the large group of people. Lazo’s kind disposition had reached limits and he sometimes raised his
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voice to scold. But under the same trying conditions, Stase lacked his father’s patience and so he used the wooden
god, the sturdy switch. He used it not only on the children, but on the women as well. Mother told us that only
once did he make a threatening move toward her. She stood her ground and said to him,
“Just try it.”
Her attitude did not help to reconcile the two opposing wills. Her revolt, witnessed by others who smoldered
because of switchings, was spread throughout the village. People now split into two hostile camps, kept in check
and subdued by the wise heads. But mother also said, in fairness, that Dedo Stase was a good family man in
assuming responsibility and making sure that all got a fair share of food and health care.
*
Then, in time, mother’s silent but open resistance to tribal dictates drew around her rebellious spirits among the
younger generation that led to many friendships. In this way, mother’s courage and confidence grew with each
year. This primitive women’s lib produced a schism in succeeding generations (even in the family members here
in the U.S.), such that mother has been looked at askance by some and has been asked for counseling by others.
She had some allies in her struggles with her father-in-law and the more tenuous struggle against the village
tribal “pillars.” But her allies were stalwarts. Lazo was her main solace and adviser, for he knew her makeup. He
did not guide her coming into his group thoughtlessly—he wanted her qualities to help him balance the vigorous,
materially-centered brood. He had lost more than one wife to harsh tribal demands. During the previous
generation, he had fostered the entrance into his flock of another priest’s daughter, Yana, who became his pet
daughter-in-law. But the dark-haired, tall wife who towered over her husband, Stase, was able only with secret
tenderness for her children and grandchildren to moderate Stase’s harshness.
Mother saw this and understood Bobo Yana’s plight. So these two became close friends. Another one who gave
mother some support and courage was her kindred rebellious spirit, Yorgo.
Splitting the big family had established the pattern for the subsequent separation of Noume’s and Stase’s group
into smaller units.
Stase’s group finally built the new house. The newlyweds moved into the new house and mother now
concentrated on picking her way to adjust to this closer-knit unit, which still was a large one. Besides the young
couple, Stase’s and Yana’s family included three younger boys, Ziso, Petre, and Yane, and one girl, Tsila. Before
mother’s first child was born, Bubo Yana, at the advanced age of fifty, had given birth to her son, Risto.
Then this family continued increasing during the next five years. My three oldest brothers were born and the
house became crowded again. The need for more land or money turned the attention of the young men of this
family to the outside world, just as others before them had set the pattern.
These sudden decisions by their men-folk to go to a strange world on the outside bewildered the women. They
had no clear explanation for these urges. And neither could the men explain the subconscious drives to escape the
oppressive feeling brought on by confinement and by the Turks’ pressures. On the surface, both men and women
accepted the need to earn money as enough justification for the ventures.
The opportunity existed. The railroads in America were fanning out explosively and labor was badly needed.
Romanian forests also called for strong mountain men. Travel agencies made it easy for restless, strong-bodied
men, even in the remotest villages, to get encouragement to go out and make their fortunes.
Stase’s sons were strong, stalwart men, and answered the call of the outside world in the quest for bread. In
1899, Ziso, a newlywed, walked to Romania alone to work as a lumberjack, a task to which his large frame was
well suited. My father was planning to follow him. But the impending political upheaval which the I.M.R.O.
(Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization) was hatching made him hesitate.
The Turks realized that trouble was brewing, and they started an investigation of the potential hotbeds of
rebellion. Stase was suspected as the rebel leader of Toorye, and landed in jail in Korcha in 1902. Sotir feared that
it would be a matter of time before he would also be implicated. In spite of his father’s warning from jail not to
make a move, Sotir joined his younger brother in Romania.
Before the end of 1902, Ziso left Romania and went to America alone. He was soon joined by his younger
brother, Petre, and later by Sotir.
*
Shortly after Stase’s release from jail, the suppressed fury of the Macedonian people expressed itself in the
Great Insurrection of 1903. The basic stresses had been forming and intensifying for over four hundred years. The
people’s emotional reaction was like the blast of a volcano.
This uprising, which was the result of secret, well-organized planning, caught the Turks by surprise. While the
familiar, rugged land was in the insurgents’ favor, their number of twenty-five thousand was no match against a
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ten-fold number of well-armed Turkish soldiers. The rebels were crushed. Stase, as leader (natchalnick), led a
guerrilla band from Toorye (Tooryanska cheta).
The failure of this insurrection was tragic for all Macedonians, and it brought on added oppression. In the
atrocities that followed, hundreds of villages were burned and thousands of people were slaughtered.
All of Europe was aroused. The great powers of Europe exacted promises from the Turks for reforms in
Macedonia. But these powers were jockeying for advantage in their ambitious plans for expansion and the Turks
continued their oppression, even after they deposed their despotic sultan.
The failure of Bulgaria, which had irredentist claims on Macedonians,\fn{ Claims (in this case) to Macedonian territory
of which Bulgaria had at one time encompassed, but had later on been deprived of } to come to their assistance in this critical
hour disenchanted the Macedonians with a grandiose ethnic reassembly of South Slavs, preventing their entry into
any supernationalistic structure ever since.
This symbol of unrest that threatened the long Turkish rule was not the only sign of discord in land-starved
Toorye, confined to a small valley and the uplands that stretched up to rocky peaks. The very pattern of communal
life as represented by the patriarchal family was doomed because of population pressure and conflicting schemes
of life brought in from the outside world which thrust their tentacles into crevices of the patriarchal structure.
But village life went on and people adjusted to the added Turkish oppression. Stase had indeed appraised the
doom of communal existence. He went about to set in order his own nest and establish a foothold in the way of
life according to his own design. This involved salvaging his hold on the patriarchal reins and guiding his restless
sons to seek their fortunes in the new tchuzina—America.
His sons became some of the railroad workers for the American westward expansion in the early 1900s. They
were vigorous workers, squabbling with Irish bosses, living in railroad cars, and existing on bread, beans, and
bananas in order to save money for their families. Stase knew this, so he wrote his boys (detsa) that he needed
money for the household and for his projected scheme of moving down to Lerin (Florina) and becoming a
merchant.
The “boys” looked forward to this elevation from peasant boys to townspeople. They sent him money.
*
During the period from 1902 to 1905, the brothers sent home around four hundred dollars, when the pay scale
was one dollar per day. As the money came in, Stase wrote to them and assured them the holdings, when the time
came, would be appointed to each family on the basis of the numbers in each unit.
The “boys” kept sending soot-stained money back home, but they received no information about specific plans
for its use. They became suspicious, so Ziso returned in 1905 to investigate.
The village and the family welcomed Ziso. The happiest was his bride, whom he had left after several months
of marriage and had not seen in three years. After the welcoming festivities, father and son sat down for a
business talk in the kitchen. Ziso spoke first.
“Tatko (Father),” he said, “working and living in a strange land has been hard enough without having to live
with doubts. We mean no disrespect, but we would feel easier if we knew what your plans are for the money we
have been sending.”
The tall son, who sat on a chair, looked at the small father and waited for an answer. Stase sat cross-legged on
his straw mat and puffed on his cigarette. He was a slow-moving man who spoke in a deliberate fashion. He
stroked his long, flowing, reddish mustache. Stase’s command of Turkish was glorified by his frequent use of a
phrase that seemed to give him an inner sense of dignity. He took a long drag on his cigarette and, with the smoke
coming out of his nostrils, he said,
“Well, sir (fekat, effendum), money does not buy as much as it used to. Living is getting more costly. Most of
the money was spent on the family needs. Since you boys are not here to help with the harvest, I have had to hire
many hands. With the rest of the money, I bought the Singer sewing machine you see there in the corner.”
Ziso listened respectfully and was silent. Another listener also heard the conversation. Mother happened to be
in the adjoining work room. She, too, was silent, externally.
Ziso’s silence indicated acceptance of his father’s implacable attitude about the fate of the hard-earned money.
Ziso had always been a dutiful son. But in the past three years, he had transferred his loyalty to his older brother,
and Sotir, as a leader, was more demanding than their father. Sotir’s vanity was backed by distinct qualities of
daring and courage he had to display in guiding the brothers’ venture in the strange new world. During the silence,
Stase looked at his towering son intently, dragged on his long cigarette holder (cheebook), and allowed the smoke
to roll out slowly from nostrils and mouth. In that moment of silence, Ziso matured and increased in stature as he
braced himself and said,
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“Tatko, I may believe your explanation, but I am afraid it will not be acceptable to Sotir. Is this all the
explanation I have to carry to him?”
Taut muscles sharpened the father’s features; his eyes narrowed and his long mustache twitched. This was the
inevitable declaration of war with Ziso acting as courier for leadership of the family between father and absent
son. Stase retained his composure, but his voice became icy as he answered,
“Dete (boy), when your conniving brother offers a better explanation than being robbed of the money you and
Petre entrusted to him, I will give him a better explanation of the money you sent me.” (This was the money that
Sotir carried with him going to the Midwest to open a bakery, but lost in a holdup.)
“It is my fatherly advice to you and Petre to pull away from your scheming brother.”
Ziso flatly insisted that Sotir was incapable of such an act. In his mind there was no doubt about the way the
money was lost. The father remained silent and brooding. In the adjoining room, mother, too, remained silent and
went about her work.
*
Ziso stayed in Toorye two years. In 1907, he went back to America and gave his brother a complete account of
everything. Sotir was not satisfied with his father’s explanation and did not give up claim on the money he had
sent home. Sotir planted some doubt in Ziso’s mind that the money was even spent by their father. So he urged his
brothers to give their consent and allow him to pull away from the family group and his share of the family
property. Ziso and Petre complied with Sotir’s wishes and gave him their consent.
In the fall of 1907, Sotir returned to his native village, where he was welcomed by an anxious wife and three
admiring young sons. Sotir’s mother, Bubu Yana and the rest of the family embraced him warmly, but his father
was definitely aloof. Father and son glared at each other. Both understood that this was the showdown.
Stase gave his oldest son the same accounting he gave Ziso, but in a more icy tone of finality. Then Sotir
produced his brothers’ consent for splitting of the family possessions and insisted that this be done immediately.
The father hesitated and, in his usual deliberate fashion, said this would be done when Sotir put into the family
pool, as was the traditional custom, the money he brought with him from America.
Exactly twenty years later, Sotir faced the same demands made on his Uncle Vargo upon his return from the
New World.
This started a series of daily arguments between father and son. One would think that Sotir had come back
with a fortune that he was defending, wealth he accumulated under conditions entirely different from those in the
old home. Actually, Sotir came back with exactly one hundred dollars. This money was earned when the saying
“another day, another dollar” was more than a symbol of earned pay—the money was earned when a day’s pay in
America was one dollar.
Just as father and son called upon the village elders to sit in council on a money dispute twenty years
previously, so did Stase and Sotir ask for the council meeting. The council met in the village church. All who
came brought their straw mats, placed them in a semicircle facing the two disputants, and sat down cross-legged.
Stase sat cross-legged also on his mat. But Sotir sat on a stool. He did not want to crumple his American storebought clothes.
The former vigorous, raw-boned, unmanageable youth was now a little more fleshy and had an air of
worldliness that blended well with his vanity. Sotir inherited many of his grandfather Lazo’s traits, but his darker
complexion, hair, and mustache were evidence of features blended in his makeup that came from his mother’s
brunetish people. Sotir’s forceful and eloquent manner of speaking, which he now employed, reminded the
council of the White Patriarch.
As Sotir explained the outside world and its demands on anyone who moved in it, he twisted his pointed,
waxed, sandy mustache to remind all that this was now a man speaking to them. Some of the older members of
the council were also witnesses to the similar, previous dispute created by Yorgo’s return twenty years earlier. This
second intrusion by the outside world, vividly portrayed by Sotir, made them shake their heads. After they heard
both sides, the council took little time to admit that they found Sotir’s position a just one and that the final
decision was up to father and son.
The wilting leaf on the decaying tree that was shaking in the paths of crosswinds gave way and floated down to
earth.
Stase heard the chilling judgment of honest men that the old order must accept the ways of a new, more
vigorous order. And so Stase gathered his wits to salvage as much as he could of the shipwreck, because Sotir
wanted not only a decision that justified his keeping the one hundred dollars, but he demanded a decision on the
split. Using his diplomacy, which appeared to be the only great quality he inherited from his father, Stase
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conceded that Sotir could keep the $100, provided he agreed to selling their property immediately and wait for his
share of the money after the whole family moved down to Lerin (Florina).
All settlements of disputes in communal life at the traditional council table were recorded only in the memory
of the people in attendance. Written records of legal settlements were not used, for a man was as good as his word
in that simple pattern of living. Sotir agreed to this settlement and the council meeting adjourned.
The next day, Stase had a meeting of his family to settle the estate. Stase specifically ordered mother not to
attend. The estate, which was to be split into eight parts, consisted of the following:
200 lira (about $3,000)
4 cattle (with one cow assigned to grandmother)
50 sheep
1 mule (for Tsila; the mule died soon after)
1 calf for Sotir’s older boy, Lazar (which he never got)
1 unborn calf (a bull)

When mother was able finally to get her husband aside and heard of the agreement and disposition of the
estate, she expressed great alarm and warned him of his father’s trickery. But Sotir replied that a father is a father
and no matter how he and his son might disagree, the relationship was the same.
Agreement had to be unanimous among the sons. Contrary to her advice, and in spite of a constant clash of
personalities between father and son, he could not conceive of a father’s acting in any way but an honorable
fashion with a son. Father signed.
He soon found out his brood was without patrimony. Only mother prevented him from physical violence
against grandfather.
This unhappy breakup of part of his former large family added more grief to tragic events that had befallen the
old patriarch, Lazo, the previous year. In nearby Nevolany, Lazo had lived for the past thirteen years, since the
breakup in Toorye, in the large chiefleek run by his son Mite and his family. Lazo’s niece, Elena (Tamiana’s
daughter), tended one of the truck gardens. The amorous traits of Lazo, the former favorite with the women of
Toorye, cropped up in his descendant Elena. She had an affair with her very tall, handsome father-in-law who was
mayor of Toorye.
Elena’s puny husband essentially nullified their marriage by avoiding her. Lazo understood his niece and came
to her assistance to tone down the scandal by moving her to Nevolany, where he married her off to a much older
man. In this marriage, Elena gave birth to a daughter. Soon after that, her elderly husband died. Then Elena hired
a Turk as a farm-hand. To complicate life even more, she started an affair with him which became the talk of
Nevolany. Her uncle Mite now came to Lazo’s assistance in guiding the errant woman.
Mite strongly advised her to mend her ways and take a Christian for a husband. Mite, a giaur slave in the eyes
of the Turk, even though he was his employer, dared to accuse Elena’s new love. So the angry Moslem walked out
with his rifle to the wheat field where Mite was working and murdered the unarmed man.
The 90-year-old Lazo was too grief stricken to go through the intricate steps necessary for a Christian to obtain
justice against a Turk. The crippled Mite had been Lazo’s favorite son, with whom he had chosen to live out his
life. Before Mite’s death, Lazo had turned over all his property to him.
This action had finally convinced his other son, Yorgo, that his disinheritance was now complete. So Yorgo and
his family moved out of the Nevolany household and went to Lerin.
Shortly after Mite’s tragedy, his widow nudged the old patriarch out of her house. Lazo was now destitute,
with only ten lira to his name. The “King Lear” of Toorye and Nevolany finally moved in with the dispossessed,
but enlightened Yorgo, into whose hand he forced the ten lira.
*
The old patriarch’s hardy, genial spirit soon revived. In 1909, when he heard of my birth, he barged into
mother’s room, picked me up wrapped in a blanket, and paraded with me in the marketplace, singing as he displayed his newest great-grandson.
Toward the end of that year, the last breath of the 94-year-old man on his death bed was a receding song.
The stewards of Macedonian identity, grounded in strong patriarchal ties (dictatorial though they may have
been), had kept the family units intact. Uprisings against the Turks throughout the centuries brought on cruel
punishments. But the family ties held firmly. The passings of Lazo and Yanaki marked the transition period when
the family units broke up, accelerated by the Great Insurrection of 1903. One would wonder, what have been the
reasons for the tragic events of the past that these people survived so tenaciously, and what kind of people are
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they? …
151.89 The Hand\fn{by Galatia Saranti (1920- )} Patras, Western Greece (F) 3
The first time she saw it, it was stretched out, as if reclining. Abandoned, evidently, in a beautiful position. A
white hand, slightly plump, without rings, and with clean, groomed nails. It passed very slowly in front of the
window all by itself, visible up to the wrist, then came and stood directly opposite her for a little while. Just long
enough for the details—its whiteness, its stillness, its beauty—to impress themselves on her. Then it disappeared.
She started and rubbed her eyes.
“I fell asleep,” she said, laughing half-heartedly. “I fell asleep without realizing it.”
Her hands felt numb and her feet heavy. It was her arthritis. She stood up wearily.
“You must walk,” the doctor had said. “If you’re in pain, you must walk.”
She went as far as her kitchen, therefore, without a reason and straightened something. Everything in there was
very orderly, but she had to justify to herself in some way the doctor’s order. So she straightened something and
afterward returned and sat down again near the window.
There was bright sunlight and she was gladdened by it. The street was quiet. The school at the corner was
barely audible. The pupils were in class. Later, during recess, all that would change. As the bell rang, the children
would come pouring out, the yard become inundated, the road overflowed. Boys, little boys, yelling, coarse,
fierce, who kicked even the air, whistled, shoved one another. Fear seized you while watching them. They
possessed impudence in their eyes and meanness in their voices. Once, a few of them had stood outside her
window, gaping at her, laughing scornfully, and speaking drivel. She had pretended not to notice them, not to see,
not to hear. She had been hurt, however. Without reason, of course. Still, she had been hurt. It was a grievance that
arose long ago and welled up, welled up inside her as their bursts of laughter grew louder. How can such young
children be so cruel? How can they chase squirrels with sling shots, tie tin cans to the tails of abandoned cats,
make fun of unmarried old ladies? They can, though!
From then on, whenever she heard the bell, she even drew the curtains. She would go and sit in the back room
and look at the flower pots in the yard. Some anemic asparagus, some uncared-for geraniums, and the cats—all
the neighborhood cats that had claimed this small yard as their kingdom. The boys in front, the cats behind. The
cats were preferable. …
This was in the morning. In the afternoon her friend came. They knew each other from way back, since they
were children, and were the same age. At one time in their lives each had experienced an unhappy love; each had
had a sickly mother who died when she was extremely old; both had been employees in a company for years and
were now retired. There was no marked difference between them. Only that she herself, everyone acknowledged
it, had once been beautiful. Very beautiful. She even had pictures to prove it. Indisputable evidence.
Her friend, however, poor thing, had never been beautiful and was secretly jealous. Now, of course, they were
practically identical and her friend had no reason to be jealous. Nevertheless, even today she would subtly change
the subject whenever they talked about the pictures—the evidence—or about old dresses and styles. Her friend
liked to talk only of the present. Why, just yesterday evening she had said to her,
“Do you remember a green jacket with a fringe all around that I used to have? Everyone told me how
becoming it was on me. It matched my hair, blonde the way it was!”
Her friend, however, was unresponsive, not even saying whether or not she remembered it. She spoke instead
about one of her own jackets,
“I’m going to unravel my brown jacket and re-knit it and you’ll see that there will be enough wool left over for
me to make night slippers!”
The jacket her friend intended to unravel was quite ordinary. In no way comparable to hers with the fringe all
around! But she could not say so to her friend and hurt her feelings. The poor thing, she thought, is jealous of me!
Yet she always behaved charitably and compassionately toward her. She forgave her. The poor dear had been so
unattractive in her youth. Her hair had not been blonde, nor her skin soft.
All the same, her friend was the only person she had left. Her legs were strong and she came regularly. Nearly
every afternoon.
*
She told her friend about it that same evening.
“I had a dream. A white hand, all white, cut off … A beautiful hand. Strange dream, eh? I suddenly fell asleep
right in the middle of the day …”
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The other tried to understand. Anyhow, she liked to interpret dreams.
“A hand? Was it a man’s or a woman’s?”
“I don’t know! It was a beautiful hand!”
“You’re going to receive a letter!”
“A letter, from where?”
“How should I know? A hand means news. That’s what it means in dreams!”
She was listening attentively to her friend when suddenly, for the first time, she began to doubt if what she had
seen had been a dream. Perhaps I wasn’t asleep, she thought to herself. And she became frightened.
“Perhaps I wasn’t asleep,” she said softly. “I was at the window and saw it pass through the pane. It was
strange!”
“If you weren’t sound asleep, I can’t interpret it for you. One can interpret what one sees in one’s sleep.
Everything else is imagination and can’t be interpreted!”
That night, doubt became certainty. I wasn’t asleep, she kept thinking to herself. Nor had I fallen asleep
without realizing it. I was wide awake when I saw the hand!
She accepted it, as she said it, as something natural. Nor was she frightened. In fact, since she had insomnia,
she began to think of the hands that had passed through her life. Perhaps one of those resembled the one she had
seen, perhaps it was a distant memory of …
Her father’s hand was so faint in her memory that it failed to emerge even as a vague form. Her mother’s hand,
however, that she was holding onto was merely lifeless. Wrinkled, old, and lifeless. How truly sad all this that was
happening to her really was. To have lived side by side for so many years and to be unable to remember it, the
way it used to caress her, the way it used to scold her when she was a child … fresh and plump … however hard
she tried, it appeared before her only as lifeless—yellow, cold, lifeless. What she had seen, however, was a living
hand, a warm, beautiful hand!
Next she thought of his hand, and her mind traveled far …
“Miss, you know what my feelings are toward you. I’m asking you for permission to speak to your mother …”
She had bowed her head, she was blushing. Oh, she had adored him for some time already. Her hands had
turned cold and he was holding them tightly in his own. What were his hands like? They were a warmth without
shape and color. A warmth and a fever at the same time.
What she saw may have been beautiful and well maintained, but it was also indifferent. She could vouch for
that without hesitation. It was a calm, indifferent hand. It was not his!
He came to see her mother, he even brought flowers. Everything then was very tender and warm. It was spring
of 1887. She was wearing a new dress made of batiste with a flowered pattern, and she had put on a bustle for the
first time. She felt somewhat strange, somewhat silly. She had done her hair up, as was suitable for a young lady
about to become engaged!
Afterward the mobilization came … a train loaded with soldiers, pandemonium, heat … she had gone to the
station secretly. Her mother and her aunt had said to her,
“It’s not proper. You will say goodbye to your fiance here!”
This was certainly the appropriate thing to do and this is what took place. His hands were trembling slightly,
she would never forget that, never, never. Then the train whistled. Handkerchiefs, caps, parasols waved … He
shouted to her,
“I’ll return … I’ll write to you!”
Neither did he return, nor did he write. He perished at the outset, having barely arrived at the front. What
remained of him? A ring, a picture, two dried flowers, and his hands on the window of the train …
“I’ll return … Goodbye, till we meet again.”
No, the hand she had seen wasn’t his! The one she had seen wasn’t waving goodbye. It was indifferent, still,
and reclining. It wasn’t his …
*
Afterward she forgot about it. Many days went by and she no longer thought about it. The sunshine returned
just when no one was expecting it. The humidity disappeared, her arthritic pain abated.
She and her friend began to go out on walks. They visited the park, sat on the benches, idly watched the babies
in the carriages and the infants playing. The sunshine lasted like a miracle in the heart of winter. The two of them
talked incessantly about the weather and further confided in each other. They took a bus, went even as far as
Ekali.\fn{Northeast of Athens} Always just the two of them.
They ambled through the streets and took pride in and enjoyed—as though they belonged to them—the
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gardens bursting with green vegetation and pyracanths. They talked incessantly about the sun, its warmth, how
good it felt! They resembled happy schoolgirls! It was not at all humid, not in the least, and there was lots of sun!
Not a harsh sun as in summer! A compassionate sun, a tender sun.
And flowers. What more could one ask for? They ate in a small tavern and enjoyed themselves, drinking beer
as well.
“We’ll come again,” they said happily.
The waiter sat down next to them and struck up a conversation. He told them his troubles. Many troubles.
Could they all be true? They tipped him a ten-drachma coin and he was content
“We’ll come back,” they said to him.
But the weather suddenly became oppressive and they didn’t go back. Remembering the waiter, however, with
his troubles, the beer, and the beautiful gardens, they said,
“In the spring when the warm weather returns, we’ll go back.”
Now it was raining, it was raining night and day, the way it’s supposed to rain in the heart of winter.
*
On one of these dull days, the hand returned.
It was something unbelievable. She bent over to pick up a fork she had dropped and saw it, as she remembered
it, down on the floor.
“The hand!” she said almost aloud, but without fear. “There’s the hand again!” As she picked up the fork, the
hand also rose and stood next to the bread.
“Now what shall I do?” she thought to herself. “I’ll pretend I don’t see it!”
She ate pensively, the hand present all the while, then cleared the table very slowly. Only she didn’t gather up
the crumbs, for she would have had to touch the hand and didn’t want to. Yet she was neither upset, nor frighttened. She slept peacefully, and when she opened her eyes the hand was still on her bedside table. Seeing it, she
smiled. In the evening she told her friend about it.
“You know, the hand came back!”
“What hand?” the other replied.
“The one I told you about. It wasn’t a dream. Look! Even now while I’m talking to you, it’s up there on the
table.”
Her friend looked at her with alarm. Afterward she looked at the table.
“You’re not in your right mind! I don’t see anything.”
“And yet it’s there! When I go to bed, it comes too … there.” Her friend interrupted her abruptly,
“Go to the doctor’s. Do you hear me? Tell the doctor about it without fail—”
“Why should I tell the doctor about it? What harm is there in a hand? On the contrary, it keeps me company.”
*
Of course, that’s what it is, company. Especially now that the weather had become oppressive and she was
forced to keep the light on all day long, and the children no longer came out at recess, and the cats had sought
shelter elsewhere.
She began to look for it. When she opened her eyes, the first thing that came to her mind was the hand. What if
it doesn’t come today, she would think with anxiety. Seeing it, she would smile. Now and then, she spoke to it.
About various things. Mostly about old times. It remained there, always like that, still and calm. Why be afraid of
a hand … One day her friend asked her with concern,
“Did you tell the doctor about the hand?”
“No, why should I?” she replied, vexed.
“Why? So that he may give you something to calm you. At one time I used to see a fly, but it was caused by
my eyes. Do you understand? Maybe your blood pressure has gone up.”
“Nonsense! What harm is there in a hand? It’s company for me.”
She became angry. She became very angry. And when her friend left, she didn’t ask her as usual,
“Will you come tomorrow?”
She had always been jealous. Jealous and ugly! And now she was jealous of the hand because she had nothing.
She was ugly and her fiance had not been killed in the war. He was married, he was living in Volos\fn{ A coastal port
about 200 miles north of Athens} and he made fun of her.
Yes, the more she thought about it, the angrier she became. Her cheeks were burning, her temples were
throbbing. You’re jealous, she was saying excitedly, I never again want to see you!
The hand was there, next to the Prayer Book. She looked at it with affection, and felt the need to caress it just
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once. She wanted to cry, to hold it tightly in her hands, and to tell it how lonely, how unbelievably alone, she was.
The hand, you might have thought it was alive and had understood, moved and gradually came next to her.
It touched her forehead, her cheeks, her neck. A lingering caress, all affection, all love, all eroticism. She held
her breath from happiness. It was as though Easter bells, the bells of the Resurrection, had begun to ring. The
room became filled with red burning pyracanths, and the burning sun inundated the room. A harsh August sun...
*
The grocer’s boy found her the next day. He rang the bell and when no one opened the door to let him in, he
placed his hand inside the small windowpane and pulled the latch.
She was seated with her head slightly tilted back, smiling happily, and didn’t seem to him like an old lady!
300.170 1. Leda And Her Swan 2. Maenad 3. Love Lines 4. Innocence 5. Cinderella 6. Little Red Riding Hood 7.
Body And Soul 8. Stars In Your Name 9. Eye Of Heart 10. She Loves 11. Circe 12. Rumplestiltskin: Twelve
Poems\fn{by Olga Broumas (1949- )} Ermoupoli, Syros Island, Cyclades Islands, Greece (F) 11½
1
You have red toenails, chestnut
hair on your calves, oh let
me love you, the fathers
are lingering in the background
nodding assent.
*
I dream of you
shedding calico from
slow-motion breasts, I dream
of you leaving with
skinny women, I dream you know.
*
The fathers are nodding like
overdosed lechers, the fathers approve
with authority: Persian emperors, ordering
that the sun shall rise
every dawn, set
each dusk, I dream.
*
White bathroom surfaces
rounded basins you
stand among
loosening
hair, arms, my senses.
*
The fathers are Dresden figurines
vestigial, anecdotal
small sculptures shaped
by the hands of nuns. Yours
crimson tipped, take not part in that
crude abnegation, Scarlet
liturgies shake our room, amaryllis blooms
in your upper thighs, water lilly
on mine, fervent delta
*
the bed afloat, sheer
linen blowing
on the wind: Nile, Amazon, Mississippi
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2
Hell has no fury like women’s fury. Scorned
in their life by the living
sons they themselves
have set loose, like a great gasp
through a fleshy nostril.
Hell has no fury.
*
Hell has no fury like fury of women. Scorned
by their daughters who claim paternity, wedlock, deliverance
from the pulsing apron-strings of the apron
tied round their omphalos, that maternal
and terrible brand. Hell has no fury.
*
Hell has no fury like the fury of women. Scorned
from birth by their mothers who
must deliver the heritage: signs, methods,
artifacts, what-they-remember
intact to them, and who have no time
for sentiment, only warnings. Hell has no fury.
*
And hell has no fury like fury of women. Scorning
themselves in each other’s image
they would deny that image
even to god
as she laughs at them, scornfully
through her cloven maw. Hell has no rage like this
*
women's rage.
3
i
our muffled phone & the throughtown train, tonight i
fuse them
in sleep as their rumble
fades, rhythmically, & another’s
sound echoes, a ship's
*
stack, hooting
desultorily past
small hulled islands, each port a knothole
lapped shut
ii
the water is tender, green, curls
softly innocent, a lazy noose in the sunlight
i loved you, i know
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*
now, water swells
wood, lungs, i loved you, i go
*
past shallows to
sashaying algae to
prowling kelp, remote
inaccessible
*
as the harbor, no phone
or faith
iii
love orbits
us, all night
long, your cock is an instrument
in my palm to gauge by, at breakfast you pour
*
the coffee, i hold
my tongue, what I keep from you
keeps
me from you, the ship
*
is fading, like sunlit frost, silver
gleams on our table, mugs shine
red as cranberries, blue as frostbite, i want
*
to hold
on, not back brave
morning’s fierce tangibilitytell you
iv
still, by the dry light, i grow
edgy, bristle
defenses, a pinecone in fire
*
if i were a man, or you a woman, anything
would be easier than this: one man
you, me
one woman, lost
in the shrinking summer
*
our breakfast done
4
i
Manita’s the Queen. Love and Love
lying by her, one
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on each side. I
am the Jester, the
smallest one, I roll
round the bed at Manita’s feet, the floor
tangled with cast-off garments. I flick my sharp
tongue at Love. I adore
Manita
the Queen
at the foot of the bed, each hand so deep
in Love’s collapsible caves. Manita kneeling
in the midst of Love.
Manita talking
with God.
ii
Manita talking with God. God
appears
*
among us, elusive, the extra
hand none of us—Love, Love, Jester, Queen—
can quite locate, fix, or escape. Extra
hand, extra
pleasure. A hand
with the glide of a tongue, a hand
precise as an eyelid, a hand with a sense
of smell, a hand that will dance
to its liquid moan.
God’s hand
*
Loose on the four of us like a wind
on the grassy hills of the South.
iii
I take my Love to Manita. Swift-boned, greeneyed, dressed in her dark skin and hair, I take my Love
on fire. Manita moans.
Manita’s hands
*
flow
delicate as insects, agile
as fish, cool as the shifting water, the nightquiet lake. I take my Love to her hands on
fire. She takes my Love.
iv
She takes my Love to her passions, sweet
bruises on her dark skin, her nipples
sucked up like pears, the small
hand of God
inventing
itself again, wind
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on Manita’s hair. Neither
Love moves. Queen and the Jester the
merging shadows on wall and ceiling, the candle thick
as a young tree, bright
with green fire.
Manita’s Love
*
opens herself to me, my sharp
Jester’s tongue, my
cartwheels of pleasure. The Queen’s own pearl
at my fingertips, and Manita pealing
*
my Jester’s bells on our four
small steeples, as Sunday downs
clear in February, and God claps and claps
her one hand.
5
Apart from my sisters, estranged
from my mother, I am a woman alone
in a house of men
who secretly
call themselves princes, alone
with me usually, under cover of dark. I am the one allowed in
*
to the royal chambers, whose small foot conveniently
fills the slipper of glass. The woman writer, the lady
umpire, the madam chairman, anyone’s wife.
I know what I know.
And I once was glad
*
of the chance to use it, even alone
in a strange castle doing overtime on my own, cracking
the royal code. The princes spoke
in their father’s language, were eager to praise me
my nimble tongue. I am a woman in a state of siege, alone
*
as one piece of laundry, strung on a windy clothesline a
mile long. A woman co-opted by promises: the lure
of a job, the ruse of a choice, a woman forced
to bear witness, falsely
against my own kind, as each
other sister was judge inadequate, bitchy, incompetent,
jealous, too thin, too fat. I know what I know.
What sweet bread I make
*
for myself in this prosperous house
is dirty, what good soup I boil turns
in my mouth to mud. Give
me my ashes. A cold stove, a cinder-block pillow, wet
canvas shoes in my sisters’, my sisters’ hut. Or I swear
*
I’ll die young
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like those favored before me, hand-picked each one
For her joyful heart.
6
I grow old, old
without you, Mother, landscape
of my heart. No child, no daughter between my bones
has moved, and passed
out screaming, dressed in her mantle of blood
*
as I did
once through your pelvic scaffold, stretching it
like a wishbone, your tenderest skin
strung on its bow and tightened
against the pain. I slipped out like an arrow, but not before
*
the midwife
plunged to her wrist and guided
my baffled head to its first mark. High forceps
might, in that one instant, have accomplished
what you and that good woman failed
in all these years to do: cramp
me between the temples, hobble
my baby feet. Dressed in my red hood, howling, I went—
*
evading
the white clad doctor and his fancy claims: microscope,
stethoscope, scalpel, all
the better to see with, to hear,
and to eat—straight from your hollowed basket
into the midwife’s skirts. I grew up
*
good at evading, and when you said,
“Stick to the road and forget the flowers, there’s
wolves in those bushes, mind
where you got to go, mind
you get there”. I
minded. I kept
*
to the road, kept
the hood secret, kept what it sheathed more
secret still. I opened
it only at night, and with other women
who might be walking the same road to their own
grandma’s house, each with their basket of gifts, her small hood
safe in the same part. I minded well. I have no daughter
*
to trace that road, back to your lap with my laden
basket of love. I’m growing
old, old
without you. Mother, landscape
of my heart, architect of my body, what other gesture
can I conceive
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*
to make with it
that would reach you, alone
in your house
and waiting, across this improbable forest
peopled with wolves and our lost, flower-gathering
sisters they feed on.
7
There is a joke it goes in Greece
that summer there was a futbol
match and the husband had
lost his lady. BITCH he shouted
after her WHORE WOMAN HEY YOU
BITCH. Greece is civilized
the cop said call your wife
by name. I can’t the man
said. Call her name
the cop said. Not allowed
the man said. Call her name I said the cop
said if you don’t the man said in the Greek futbol
stadium he said
ELEUTHERIAAAAAAAAA
8
Kind, kind,
milk in the mind,
milk in the child,
child in the blind
*
hormone of sleep,
at night, supine
anchored paralysand,
flat as a star
*
soaked in the hopeful calcium
all mammals
like a prayer paging god lie down
to weep out for our young, mild
*
soporific milk
endure our cry
issuing ineluctable
and somewhat like a bird
*
in flight out of an oil spill,
a black bird that had been white,
a brother from the cratered tit,
aureoled, blue, perennial,
*
in orbit in the buckled sky
o soul on its invisible
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tether from the dippered
water that was self, now
*
rise through the historical
ocean-skin that divides
the dreaming anchor from its days, each night
a nipped rehearsal for the unrequited
*
vessel filling, filling in a child’s
mind since the shock unfair
took it by force,
unfairly into concept,
*
and Justice, signal star,
tore from its center to abide
above the ferns and shelters
where in dreams a life
soars up to lick the fabled light
from its inverted triangles,
paired fairly in the sky,
glowing from our perspective
*
a phosphor that might nightly heal
the hole in the clay
flowerpot and brim
the unknown nourishment that balsemed
*
angel with open eyes, untarred
and gleaming-feathered, lets
our solace be your
flight.
9
Because I was whipped as a child
frequently by a mother so bewildered
by her passion
her generous hunger she would freak
as the swell of her
even her love for me
alone in the small house
of our room by the Metropolis and fling me
the frantic flap of her hand as if some power
in me to say I want brought the unbearable
also to the lips
*
and as it didn’t hurt
nearly as much as her distress
imagined it and set the set I grew up longing
for consummation as she did
beyond endurance
tenderness acceptance of the large
insatiable that grows so small
and grateful if allowed
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its portion of sun
*
so that the images that led me down
the spiral of forgetting self and listing
like a phenomenon in the grip of its weather
dazzling or threatening but free
of civilization were the links
whereby her terror
made good its promise to annihilate
my will her will I couldn’t tell
the difference then as now
when making love I can
breathe in forever on that rise
indefinite plateau whose briefness
like an eye in unself-conscious and the sphere
of the horizon its known line.
10
deep prolonged entry with the strong pink cock
the sit-ups is evokes from her, arms fast
on the climbing invisible rope to the sky,
clasping and unclasping the cosmic lorus\fn{Umbilical cord}
*
Inside, the long breaths of lung and cunt
swell the vocal cords and a rasp a song
loud sudden overdrive into disintegrate,
spinal melt, video hologram in the belly.
*
Her tits are luminous and sway to the rhythm
and I grab them and exaggerate their orbs.
Shoulders above like loaves of heaven,
nutmeg-flecked, exuding light like violet diodes
*
closing circuit where the wall, its fuse box,
so stolidly stood. No room for fantasy.
We watch ourselves transform the past
with such disinterested fascination,
*
the only attitude that does not stall
the song by an outburst of consciousness
and still lets consciousness, loved and incurable
voyeur, peek in. I tap. I slap. I knee, thump, bellyroll.
*
Her song is hoarse and is taking me,
incoherent familiar path to that self we are wall
cortical cells of. Every o in her body
beelines for her throat, locked on
*
a rising ski-lift up the mountain, no
grass, no mountaintop, no snow.
White belly folding, muscular as milk.
Pas de deux, pas de chat, spotlight
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on the key of G, clef du roman, tour de force letting,
like the sunlight lets a sleeve worn against wind, go.
11
THE CHARM
The fire bites, the fire bites. Bites
to the little death. Bites
*
till she comes to nothing. Bites
on her own sweet tongue. She goes on. Biting.
THE ANTICIPATION
They tell me a woman waits, motionless
till she’s wooed. I wait
*
spiderlike, effortless as they weave
even my web for me, tying the cord in knots
*
with their courting hands. Such power
over them. And the spell
*
their own. Who could release them? Who
would untie the cord
*
with a cloven hoof?
THE BITE
What I wear in the morning pleases
me: green shirt, skirt of wine. I am wrapped
*
in myself as the smell of night
wraps round my sleep when I sleep
*
outside. By the time
I get to the corner
*
bar, corner store, corner construction
site, I become divine. I turn
*
men into swine. Leave
them behind me whistling, grunting, wild.
12
i
First night.
Mid-winter.
Frightened
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with pleasure as I came.
Into your arms, salt
crusting the aureoles.
Our white breasts. Tears
and tears. You
saying
I don’t know
if I’m hurting or loving
you. I
didn’t either.
We went on
trusting. Your will to care
for me intense
as a laser. Slowly
my body’s cellblocks
yielding
beneath its beam.
*
i have to write of these things. We were grown
women, well
traveled in our time.
ii
Did anyone
ever encourage you, you ask
me, casual
in afternoon light. You blaze
fierce with protective anger as I shake
my head, puzzled, remembering, no
no. You blaze
*
a beauty you won’t claim. To name
yourself beautiful makes you as vulnerable
as feeling
pleasure and claiming it
makes me. I call you lovely. Over
*
and over, cradling
your ugly memories as they burst
their banks, tears and tears, I call
you lovely. Your face
will come to trust that judgment, to bask
in its own clarity like sun. Grown women. Turning
*
heliotropes to our own, to our lovers’ eyes.
iii
Laughter. New in my lungs still, awkward
on my face. Fingernails
growing back
over decades of scar and habit, bottles
of bitter quinine rubbed into them, and chewed
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on just the same. We are not the same. Two
women, laughing
in the streets, loose-limbed
with other women. Such things are dangerous.
Nine
*
millions have burned for less.
iv
How to describe
what we didn’t know
exists: a mutant organ, its function to feel
intensely, to heal by immersion, a fluid
element, crucial
as amnion, sweet milk
in the suckling months.
*
Approximations.
The words we need are extinct.
*
Or if not extinct
badly damaged: the proud Columbia
stubbing
her bound up feet on her dammed
up bed. Helpless with excrement. Daily
*
by accident, against
what has become our will through years
of deprivation, we spawn the fluid
that cradles us, grown
as we are, and at a loss
for words. Against all currents, upstream
we spawn
in each other’s blood.
v
Tongues
sleepwalking in caves. Pink shells. Sturdy
diggers. Archeologists of the right
the speechless zones
of the brain.
*
Awake, we lie
if we try to use them, to salvage some part
of the loamy dig. It’s like
forgiving each other, you said
borrowing from your childhood priest.
Sister, to wipe clean
*
with a musty cloth
what is clean already
is not forgiveness, the clumsy housework
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of a bachelor god. We both know, well
in our prime, which is cleaner: the cavedwelling womb, or the colonized
midwife:
*
the tongue.
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The Cathedral Evangelismos tis Theotokou, Athens, Attica Region, Greece

The Basilica Cathedral of St. Andrew the Apostle, Patras, West Greece Region, Greece: two views
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A Church in Lamia, Central Greece Region, Greece
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The Cathedral of St. Dimitrios, Thessalonica, Central Macedonia Region, Greece

The Cathedral of St. Gregory Palmas, Thessalonica, Central Macedonia Region, Greece
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The Cathedral of St. Minas, patron saint of Heraklion, Crete Region, Greece. Below: an aerial photograph.
The church numbered 2 is an older church of the same name; 3 is a Church of St. Catherine
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The Byzantine Church of Elati, Thessaly Region, Greece

The Church of St. Charalampus, Larissa, Thessaly Region, Greece
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The Cathedral of St. Paul, Corinth, Peloponnesse Region, Greece

The Church of St. Fotini, nr. Tripoili, Peloponnesse Region, Greece
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The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mitelene, North Aegean Region, Greece: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Nicholas, Ermoupoli, Syros Island, South Aegean Region, Greece

The Cathedral of San Giacomo, Corfu, Ionian Islands Region, Greece
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The Protaton Church, Karyes, Mount Athos Autonomous State, Greece

The Church of Holy Dimitrios of Siatista in Kozani, West Macedonia Region, Greece
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The Cathedral of St. Nicholas, Alexandroúpoli, Eastern Macedonia and Thrace Region, Greece

The Church at Konitsa, Epirus Region, Greece
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The Church of Panagia Kapnikarea (11th century), Athens, Attica Region, Greece. Below: the Church of the
Holy Apostles (10th century), Athens, Attica Region, Greece.
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